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FOREWORD 
Lincoln College, the College of Agriculture of the ,University 
of Canterbury, sponsors an active research and teaching pr6gramme 
in hydrology, soil conservation and water resources development, 
The purpose of these Papers is to communicate research results and 
new developments in these fields as rapidly as possible, and 
particularly to report the results of projects undertaken in 
conjunction by the Department of Agricultural Engineering and the 
New Zealand Agricultural Engineering Institute. From time to time 
the opportunity will be taken to publish material originating 
elsewhere in New Zealand with which the College is associated and 
which could not otherwise be made available. 
The Lincoln Papers in Water Resources are published by the 
New Zealand Agricultural Engineering Institute and printed by the 
Lincoln College Press. All enquiries should be addressed to the 
Information Officer~ New Zealand Agricultural Engineering Institute 1 
Lincoln College Post Office 1 Canterbury, New Zealand" 
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PREFACE 
Volume 4 of the Lincoln Papers in Water Resources comprises 
the papers presented at a Training Course which was organised by 
the New Zealand Association of Soil Conservators and sponsored by 
Lincoln College. The course was held at the College on 7 to 9 May 
1968, and the theme was ''Financing Catchment Schemes in New 
Zealand." 
The programme was as follows: 
Tuesday 7th Maz 
Chairman: J.R. Burton, Lincoln College. 
1. Soil Conservation in New Zealand- R.D. Dick, North Canterbury 
Catchment Board. 
2. Rivers Control and Drainage in New Zealand - N.W. Collins, 
Ministry a Works. S.C.R.C.C. 
3. The Present Subsidy System in New Zealand- A.F. Greenall 1 
Ministry of Works, s.c.R.c.c. 
4. Financing of Soil Conservation and River Control Schemes -
F.G. Howe, South Canterbury Catchment Board. 
5. The Effect of Soil Conservation subsidies on Farm Development 
and an Example in Practice - G.A.G. Frengley, Lincoln College. 
6. Workshop on systems of cost sharing and finance. 
Wednesday~ 8th May 
Chairman: B. Douglass, Lincoln College. 
?. Some Aspects of Conservation Farm Planning in the South Island, 
A.J. Warrington, Otago Catchment Board. 
8. Farm plan, typical (Wairarapa) North Island preparation -
G. Bradfield, Wairarapa Catchment Board. 
9· Procedure for Preparation of Subsidy Proposals for River and 
Drainage Control Schemes - B.P. Dwyer, North Canterbury 
Catchment Board. 
10. The part Treasury plays in catchment schemes - G.S. Aburn 1 
Treasury (paper delivered by K.C. Durant, Treasury). 
11, Discounting techniques- R. Jensen, Lincoln College. 
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PREFACE (Contd) 
12. An illustrative example of evaluation procedures - A"C. Nortoni 
North Canterbury Catchment Board and R. Jensen~ Lincoln 
College. 
Thursday, 9th May 
Chairman: A.J. Hayward, Tussock Grasslands and Mountainlands 
Institute. 
13. Recommendations from research on persuasion for soil conservators -
A.G.T. McArthur, Lincoln College. 
14. Decision and scheduling plans for securing district agreement 
on soil conservation and river control projects - A.G.T. 
McArthur, Lincoln College. 
15. An introduction to network analysis for soil conservators -
A.G.T. McArthur, Lincoln College. 
16. Integrated watershed control - J.P.C. Watt, Otago Catchment 
Board~ 
17. Co-ordination of agencies and summary of conference - D.B.Dallas, 
Ministry of Worksi Christchurch. 
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SOIL CONSERVATION IN NEW ZEALAND 
R.D. Dick, M.Ag.Sc. 
Chief Soil Conservator North Canterbury Catchment Board 
Soil conservation has become a major influence in assisting 
the progress and development of New Zealand. Catchment 
Authorities now extend over about 70% of this country and the 
production of farm and run conservation plans and catchment 
schemes point the way to the maximum and diverse use of land 
according to its capabilities. Many farmers have been inspired 
to achieve more efficient per acre production on. their 
properties. The acreage of soil is limited but there is no 
forseeable limit to the production per acre. City people 
receive direct and indirect benefits and widely acclaim the 
value of soil conservation practices. 
The problems of soil erosion and the flooding of rivers 
have increased since European settlement. In parts of 
New Zealand flooding had damaged property and had been a danger 
to people from the initial settlement. As the population on 
alluvial plains increased greater efforts were made in the 
continual task of the construction of protective works to 
safeguard their land and property. Originally the then 
Public Works Department undertook flood control work for the 
purpose of protecting engineering structures such as bridges 
and then channel improvement to give quicker discharge of 
flood waters spreading over valuable land. Many local river 
and drainage districts had been formed in different parts of 
the country and Boards administering such districts~ 
comparatively small in size and dealing with o~ly part of a 
river system~ found their financial reserves inadequate. 
Remedial works undert~ken often led to increased problems in 
land downstream or on the other side of the river. The State 
was called on to assist financially a multiplicity of local 
authorities dealing with river control. In the 1920vs and 
1930's several attempts were made to improve the legislation 
dealing with flood control but committee reports or Bills 
drafted were not proceeded with. In 1937 the Public Works 
Department made certain recommendations to the Government 
but no legislation resulted. Another draft Bill was prepared 
in 1939 but the Gqvernment dropped it. This continued lack 
of decision was due to the complexity of the problem and the 
opposition to change by the many small local bodies. 
Perhaps this was fortunate because the thinking of the day 
was concerned largely with administrative improvements and 
the continuation of stopbanking and clearing river channels. 
People were not at that time relating soil erosion and the 
condition of the catchment to the downstream flood problems. 
The disastrous Hawkes Bay floods occured in 1938 which 
caused serious slip and slump erosion in the catchments and 
large deposits of silt and detritus were strewn in the valley 
floors. There was an increased awakening of public interest. 
A local committee in Hawkes Bay, with D.A. Campbell as 
Secretary» publicised the importance of soil erosion in the 
river catchments and its link with the flood problems. 
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Ministers of the Crown were waited on and the seriousness of 
soil erosion in the hill country was emphasised. In the 
South Island the Canterbury Progress League was particularly 
active and well informed. The Progress League set up a 
special committee under the chairmanship of L.W. McCaskill 
who had recently returned from U"S.A. where he had been in 
contact with "Big Bill" Bennett. He had ~isited the 
Muskingham project in Ohio where measures were being 
undertaken to overcome the soil erosion·and flood problems. 
The D.S.I.R. were taking a leading part in investigating 
soil erosion at this stage, e.g. D.S.I.R. Bulletin 77~ 1939~ 
presents the findings of a committee of enquiry into the 
"Maintenance of Vegetative Cover in New Zealand with special 
reference to Land Erosion"~ V.D. Zotov in a Survey of the 
Tussock Grasslands of the South Island in Bulletin 73~ 1939, 
discusses and illustrates types of soil erosion~ in 1938 
N.H. Taylor wrote about "Some Aspects of Erosion of Farm Land". 
The result of scientific interest and the conviction of a 
few members of the public led the Government to ~et up a 
Select Committee - the River Control Committee which heard 
evidence and travelled through North Canterbury» Westland and 
Hawkes Bay. The Canterbury Progress League gave evidence, 
circulated information on Soil erosion to many local bodies, 
and L.W. McCaskill gave an illustrated address in Wellington 
to the members of Parliament. The River Control Committee 
which was assisted by W.L. Newnhamj Engineer-in-Chief to the 
Public Works Department, tabled its report in 1941. 
The outcome of the recommendations of this River Control 
Committee was the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act, 
1941, which provided for the setting~up of thP Soil Conserva-
tion and Rivers Control Council and Catchment Boards. A 
Bill initially conceived for the purpose of reorganising the 
many river and drainage Boards emerged as an Act recognising 
a relationship between land management and river problems. 
So started the present era of Soil Conservation in New Zealand. 
This act established the Soil Conservation and Rivers 
Control Council as essentially a central administrative 
authority and the Catchment Authorities were to promote the 
objects of the Act in their respective districts. The 
general functions of the Council included the carrying out 
of surveys and investigations to ascertain the nature and 
extent of soil erosion~ the carrying out of experiments and 
demonstrations in soil conservation and reclamation and the 
investigation and design of measures for the purpose of 
preventing or reducing damage by floods and the publishing 
of such work. One particularly important function of the 
Council, having regard to the objects for which the Council 
was established. was the co-ordinating of the policies and 
activities of the Government Departments, local Authorities 
and other public bodies. 
It is now being increasingly realised how farsighted 
this Act wasj considering the date of its enactment in 1941. 
This was an initial step by the Government to safeguard and 
utilise the land in the best interests of all the people and 
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protect ~t from unnecessary wastage. It was a logical step 
in the development and utilisation of the land as the numbers 
of people increased. Few people with ample land are not 
required to discipline themselves to the more exacting code 
of ethics necessitated by a large number of people living on a 
limited area of land. Such discipline is a greater challenge 
when many people living on a limited area of land seek a high 
standard of livelihood. In our time the value of adequately 
watered~ gently sloping fertile soil is uncalcuable and 
unnecessary damage to land in an endeavour to seek apparent 
individual gain is contravening the ethics of our time. 
The objects of the Act are stated briefly. 
The implementation of the Act is a continuing process. The 
design and planning of the methods to be applied to the 
different regions and portions of land~ the implementation 
of schemes where one~ several or many property owners are 
involved and the payment of the cost of such works which may 
include both rural and urban people are largely the 
responsibility of the Catchment Authorities. The planning 
of the possible solutions to problems including the necessary 
details and then fully informing the people implicated of the 
pros and cons of such solutions are the continuing task of 
Catchment Authorities. The methods of carrying out soil 
conservation are not written in brief words in an Act of 
Parliament, but are conceived in the minds of people and 
shaped on the anvil of science and practice. Methods are 
not standard throughout any one country or between one 
country and another. The principles of soil conservation 9 
however~ are standard within and throughout all countries. 
In the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act neither 
soil conservation nor river control was confined by definition 
in words. This omission 9 if it be such~ was wise. People 
have to learn over a period of time what the use of land and 
the control of water mean in their time. Any effort to 
spell this out in brief words for all time would be 
presumptuous and is likely to hinder the progressive 
development of a country. It is of interest to note that 
people who have sometimes opposed the implementation of soil 
conservation work have not opposed the principles involved 9 
but rather the payment for the cost of the work or simply 
the dislike of change. 
The rate of technological change in many of the activi~ 
ties of the community in the past quarter of a century has 
been more rapid than probably in any other period in historyo 
Inherent in soil conservation is change. The considerable 
progress that has taken place in soil conservation in New 
Zealand is because there is the need and because there is a 
comparatively well educated community both on the land and 
in the city which is willing to face the challenge of a 
higher standard of ethics. 
In 1945 the Council issued the Soil Conservation 
Regulations and these were the basis of the by~laws adopted 
by Catchment Authoritieso The regulations and by=laws 
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enumerated in some detail the practices to be applied to the 
land as soil conservation and river control measures. They 
are probably the most revolutionary laws relating to rural 
land in the history of New Zealand in limiting the rights 
of individua with land held in fee simple" 
The early work of Catchment Authorities was dealing 
with apparent and urgent problems. This involved mostly 
the customary work of river protection and drainage work~ 
but on a greater scale and with the assured maintenance 
of work donee The soil conservation work was new to the 
people. The first task was assessing the soil erosion 
problem and informing the public. 
The Council appointed a publicity officer who later 
became the Governmentvs Chief Soil Conservator. Mr. D.A. 
Campbell wro~e a series of bulletins which the Council 
published that presented a dire story of soil erosion 
written in florid language. Dr. K.B. Cumberland 9 a 
geographer, wrote a book on Soil Erosion in New Zealand in 
1945. The D.S.I.Ro Bulletin by H.S. Gibbs and J.D. Raeside 
on Soil Erosion in the High Country of the South Island was 
published in 1945. There were many letters to the Press 
and points of view debated, sometimes quite irately" The 
runholders in particular~ of the South Island High Country 
who occupied much land leased largely from the Crown were 
incensed at the time at such publicity. One result of the 
publicity of the period was that many city and rural people 
be arne a;,vare the words q soil erosior:c v and looked at the 
countryside with more critical eyes than previously. 
Ccr;Li~rovg;][~jUld Compromise 
It was in this atmosphere that the firs soil conserva~ion 
officers started work with Catchment Authorities in 1946. 
What could be done to control soil erosion? In the South 
Island the Catchment Districts when by-laws were passed all 
land occupiers on leasehold or freehold land 1 on hill and 
mounta country were required to get a permit from the 
Catchmen Authority prior to "burning f" egetation. To 
Catchment Authority soil conservation staff this did not 
mean sitting an office writing a general story on soil 
erosion to an unknown reader, but 1t meant getting out onto 
~he mountain country, meeting the runholder and informing him 
of the injury caused to native grasslands by the customary 
practice of the succession of fires over the years. 
Discussion and debate took place and compromise reached and 
then foll.owed the staff recommendations to the members of the 
Catchmen Authority who decided upon the issuing and the 
conditions of the respective permitso In a few years with 
the understanding co-operation of runholders~ the century 
old practice of "burning off" of steep mountain grasslands 
had virtually ceased" In the South Island this control of 
fire on the steep grazing lands of the river catchments has 
already been an in tial major contribution in mitigating 
soil erosiono The result of this personal contact between 
land occupiers and soil conservation officers and the 
responsibili of the members of Catchment Authorities to 
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make decisions over the use of land were the first effective 
steps in applying soil conservation measures on the land 
in the South Island. In Addition~ it stimulated critical 
thinking of the management and future use and development 
of the unimproved native grassland pastures. 
In 1947~ the D.S.I.R. published a bulletin on Soil 
Erosion in the Southern half of the North Island by 
L.I. Grange and H.S. Gibbs. Slip erosion and gullying 
were the obvious forms of erosion that were causing the most 
concern. The soil conservation officers in the North Island 
were introduced to these problems and with the co~operation 
of the land occupiers proceeded to evolve methods to overcome 
them. 
The general interest created by the controversy on soil 
erosion led to further soil conservation work. More research 
workers became interested in field studies in botany, and 
plant ecology, studies in soil fertility and manurial 
treatments, frost studies in bare and vegetated soils, 
climatological work and others. Members of the Forest 
Service became interested in protection forests and the Forest 
and Range Land Institute emerged. The Tussock Grassland 
and Mountain Lands Institute was started. This cycle of 
interest and action stemmed from the ideas on soil and water 
conservation that were emerging in the 1940's. 
In 1947 the Council sponsored the original aerial seed 
and topdressing experimental work which was developed and 
has made possible an improvement in the grassland vegetative 
cover, of large areas of hill and mountain land where soil 
erosion was a serious problem. In the South Island tussock 
grasslands some of the early aerial seeding was initiated in 
1949 by the North Canterbury Catchment Board where some few 
hundred acres were seeded after an accidental fire on the 
Craigieburn run. The aeroplane was quickly adapted to many 
uses in the hill and mountain country and in a very short 
period of time has made possible several of the great changes 
that today we see in the management of these lands. Only 
twenty~five years ago such possibilities were hardly even 
dreamt of, today they are a reality. 
Individual Subsidy Works 
Separate subsidies works were carried out~ such as 
gully control and wind break tree planting to prevent wind 
erosion of the soil and these gave experience to all 
concerned. The land occupiers were gaining some 
understanding, confidence and respect for Catchment 
Authorities and the members of Catchment Authorities were 
growing in their understanding of their responsibilities. 
The value of dealing with local problems by regional 
authorities where there are elected members and staff often 
living for some years in the local community, combined with 
national publicity from the Council in Wellington, was an 
effective combination in bringing about the first steps in 
soil conservation. 
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Conservation Farm and Run Plans 
The next step was the preparation of conservation plans 
for whol~ properties treating the property as a unit. This 
was an innovation in the planning and advising on land 
management practices. Some people had spoken of and may 
have written about planning a whole operty as a uni ~ 
but it was the soil conservation planning in the l950 1 s 
successfully used this approach where soil erosion problems 
occurred. Conservation farm planning has got under way 
only since about 1955. To date almost 1,000 conservation 
farm plans including the Poverty Bay er6sion control plans 
have been prepared and are operating in New Zealand. The 
area covered is some 3,700,000 acres of almost 9% of the 
land in New Zealand occupied for agricultural and pastoral 
purposes. In the North Island these plans are operating 
on a little over one million acres and in the South Island 
the plans cover an area of almost 2.~ mi ion acresc 
Land InventoJC~Y Surveys and L<"~'lsi~Q.<§:_Qabili _ _!] Plans 
The planning is based on land inventory surv carried 
out in the field and land capability plans are prepared 
these data. The field surv specify the soil typ j 
slope of the land, the extent and degree of erosion, the 
vegetation~ the current land management pra tices and 
information on the altitude, aspect and climatological data" 
In the land capability classification there are eight 
classes and each class may be divided int categories. 
The classification is essentially based on the physical 
characteristics of the land and the soil eros1on hazardso 
Up to early 1966 over 19 mill~on acres of reconnaissance 
land inventory surveys have been done and over 4 mill_ 
acres of detailed survey work has been completed. 
reconnaissance surveys have covered almost 30% of New 
Zealand and detailed surveys have been carried out ave 
almost 10% of th,e land occupied for agr"i ultural and 
pastoral purposeso About i of both the re onnaissance 
and the detailed survey work has been carried out in the 
South Island. 
This method of classification has serv soil 
conservation well for over two decades and many people are: 
referring to =.and capability plans o Land occupiers are 
framing maps the land capabili plans of their 
properties and hanging them in a convenient place 1r 
homes 1 far~ advisers and State land administrators are us 
land capability plans and terms such as Class VIII land are 
widely used"" 
Qovernment Soil and Water Conservation Reserves 
The Council purchased several propertfes in the problem 
regions in different parts of New Zealand and proceeded to 
experiment with and demonstrate land management practices to 
prevent soil erosion and publicise soil conservation measures, 
This action the Council was a bold decision at t t 
The lack of sufficient suitable staff hindered progress ~ 
the ear stages» but these properties continue as la~d on 
which research work and the demonstrat~on of improvei land 
practices are carried out. 6 
Catchment Control Schemes 
The planning of an individual property leads to the 
planning of several properties which comprise a unit of land 
= the river catchment area. This has been done in part on 
some catchments 1 but, as yet 1 is not a generally established 
practice and is the immediate challenge to the planning of 
soil conservation and rivers control in New Zealand, It is 
being attempted in two ways: - either by planning and 
operating a programme of work on individual properties and 
continuing over a period of time until all the properties 
within the catchment are planned, or planning the whole 
catchment at one time and proceeding with a comprehensive 
programme of work, The major difficulty lies not in the 
planning of the work but in meeting the cost of the work) 
and in getting agreement on the priorities of the different 
jobs by the financial contributors. 
In the planning it should not be overlooked that plans 
differ in seeking the elusive perfection. The job of soil 
conservation work in New Zealand has been carried out by 
enthusiastic people, land occupiers~ administrators» soil 
conservators and others. Soil conservators have had their 
noses to the grindstone in getting work done in time for the 
next monthly meeting of their employer. They have made 
quite an outstanding contribution in a short time as seen 
written on the landscape and in moulding the thinking of 
people. However~ they have suffered from the lack of 
sufficient qualified men with the time to critically analyse 
techniques and help to overcome the difficulties that the 
planning and operating of conservation schemes, present. 
The outcome of a complete analysis of the present catchment 
schemes alone would help to improve local trial and error 
methods now being attempted. 
Staff 
At the end of March~ 1946 there were four on the 
Government soil conservation staff and one Catchment Authority 
had appointed a soil conservation officer. The government 
staff were increased and approached 50 in number in the mid 
l950~s and there are about 30 at the present time. The 
Catchment Authorities were slower initially to appoint soil 
conservation staff but as they became confident of the value 
of the work more staff were appointed. Nearly all the 17 
catchment authorities today employ soil conservation staff 
which add up to over $0. The total number on the soil 
conservation staff of Catchment Authorities and Government 
total about 110. A considerable number of the staff have 
been trained and have attended refresher courses at Lincoln 
College. The influence of the eminent teacher~ L.W. McCaskill 
and his colleague~ the late A.W. Riddolls have been a 
unique contribution to the progress of soil conservation in 
New-Zealand. 
Some of the Work Accomplished 
The work accomplished is very diversified. Probably 
the greatest accomplishment is the affirmation by the people 
of New Zealand of the value of soil conservation work» and 
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the linking of land use and water control as an integrated 
task. Many of the pupils in secondary schools now learn 
something of soil onservation and teachers are anxious to 
get more information on the subject. The coming years will 
see greater emphasis placed on the teaching in our Univer-
sities t conservation our land and water resourceso 
Lincoln College which started the training of soil 
conservation staff in this country, meanwhile seems tardy 
in this task, could we11 grasp the opportunity to provide 
advanced training in the theory and practice of soil and 
water conservationo 
In the South Island the rapid reduction the 
customary practice of continually burning off sizeable 
areas of the pastoral tussock grasslands has been a d ect 
outcome of the work of Catchment Authorities. Following 
the devastations of the tussock grasslands by large numbers 
of rabb s and th,.e report of the Pastoral Lands Commission 
of 1920, the frequency of burning the tussock grasslands in 
several areas had decreas , but it was the operation of 
Catchment Authorities co-operation with runholders 
the late l9401 s and the 1950's which finally stopped the 
continual "burning off" of these grasslands. 
The planning of soil and water conservation work has 
been a means of drawing together the several people with 
the special1st knowledge and experienceo The land 
occupier 1 the soil conservator, the soil survey specialist, 
the forester, the farm adviser, the civil engineer, the 
botanist and plant ecologist 3 the economist; the land 
administrator, the hydrologist, the climatologis~ and the 
many others who are all able to offer their knowledge and 
experience the formulating of plan o Comprehensive 
plans are the work of many. The considerable acreage 
already surveyed and land capability plans prepared have 
already been referred t • 
In different. parts of New Zealand about 1000 
conservation run ar:.d fa~~m plans are operat g and several 
more are being prepared. It is only about the last 10 
years that conservation farm plans have become accepted by 
the farming ommunity and great progr,ess has been made in 
this time. An outcome of conservation farm planning lS 
the increased production on these properties. Often the 
land occupiers operating plans are amongst the more 
progressive farmers in the local y and the plans help 
them to plan the management of their whole property in a 
more profitable way as well as reduc the erosion problem. 
All properties where there lS an erosion problem are unable 
to get plans immediately and some may have a problem only 
in a particular area where a single j may be planned and 
subsidised" This aspect of the work should no~ be 
overlooked" In this district where we are at present, 
the North Canterbury District, over l 0 miles of wind breaks 
have been planted by the farmers with the assistance of 
subsidy for single jobs 1 to reduce the wind erosion problem 
on light erodible soils. In ~he Pov Bay and Wairarapa 
districts some thousands of dams have been constructed to 
alleviate distinct gully problems. These works and there 
are many others in the different districts, indicate the 
value of not having too rigid an administrative system when 
dealing with the diversity of soil erosion problems on the 
land. 
The visible results of soil conservation Dractices are 
being increasingly seen in the increases per acre production 
from properties due to the use of land according to its 
capabilities. There is greater diversity of production 
particularly by introducing or increasing beef production 
on the hill lands previously the preserve of sheep, the 
growing of trees and improved pastures, gully control and 
"contour" work augur well to stabilise soils and reduce 
detritus in the river systems. Noxious animals have been 
greatly reduced in many catchments and some eroded land has 
been retired from stock grazing and is being used for 
watershed protection and recreational purposes. The 
increasing population of New Zealand with its greater demands 
on the land and the implementation of the water and soil 
Conservation Act, 1967, are going to see even more emphasis 
placed on land capability planning and the application of 
soil conservation measures. Soil conservation work in 
New Zealand has really just commenced. 
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RIVERS CON'r£WL AND DRAINAGE IN NEVil ZEALAND 
N .. ,liL Collinsj B.E.,IVLSc. 
Chief Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Engineer 
Ministry of Works 
I don't suppose the pre-European Maoris engaged in much 
river control and drainage. This would be because they had 
no need for this sort of work. Their life was simple and 
based on accept~nce of nature rather than 1ts control. The 
ssure of their population was not great enough to make any 
eal demands for the management of the resources of the land. 
If one place became unsuitable for the needs of a Maori 
community, the group moved on to another place. Sometimes 
this gave rise to tribal warfare, which would have been a 
ctor in controlling the rate of population growth, but 
this pattern of living suited them. 
The advent of European settlement ought changes 1 
slowly but inevitably. European OC'cupation and use of 
land wa a. much more permanent nature The new 
settlers' pattern of living required establishment of 
towns as well as the occupation and for farming. 
The towns were fixed and the farms were relatively fixed 
too. When a settler occupied land he planned to continue 
to o upy it as his land and t develop his use of it for 
hif~ own benefit. In addi.t on,, the growth of population 
an the level of the use the land, instead of resulting 
only om the needs and activit1es of the indigenous 
pulation~ became controlled (an largely 
controlled; the needs and activiti European society 9 
t sh society, This has · 
ted interp forces of 
the forces Lmknown to the 
cally levant European 
A feature of European set ement was that c tion 
i::,he land spread in many cases from the lower reaches 
rivers. Rivers provided the best means of 
communication into the hinterland. For this reason the 
early interest rivers was in their use for navigation 
rather than in the stability of their channels or the 
floods they produced. 
New Zealand now has a relatively highly developed and 
complicated society that requires all sorts management of 
resources and activities = from town planning to TV licences, 
from the licensing of water use to research into plant and 
animal breeding, and including even soil conservation and 
rivers control and drainage. But it was not always so. 
Look at my particular int~rest of rivers control and drainage. 
A hundred years ago people were too busy with other 
things to worry very much about construct1ng or trying to 
control rivers and, in any case, they hadnyt the resources 
to undertake public works of this sort to any extent. They 
"' ' 
were fully occupied with such activities as clearing and 
developing virgin land~ establishing homes~ constructing 
public buildings, providing essential means of 
communication and creating a society that would attract more 
settlers and continue to flourish. If a river flooded or 
changed its course few people were affected. If land could 
not be developed because it required drainage other land was 
used. 
But gradually managing rivers and draining potential 
farmland became more important. Needs arose in particular 
localities. In the first place, no doubt, individuals 
tackled small works for their own benefit. There was 
probably some co-operation between neighbours. The 
provincial governments undertook public works and these 
would have included some isolated river works and probably 
some land drainage. I expect that in a few cases special 
local bodies were constituted to look after these needs. 
The central Government played a part too : in 1868 the 
General Assembly enacted the Canterbury Rivers Act and the 
Hawkevs Bay and Marlborough Rivers Act. Howeverj the 
main development of legislation to meet the needs of 
managing rivers and land drainage followed the abolition 
of the provinces in 1876. 
What I have been trying to do is to point out that 
controlling rivers and draining land are not things that 
arise automatically from the facts that rivers exist and 
certain land is wet. They arise from the needs of people. 
And these needs are continually changing, developing and 
becoming more complicated. The law and the activities 
of government bodies are merely reflections of these social 
needs. And the law on matters like river control and 
drainage does not generally require works to be done = it 
merely gives authority to enable things to b9 done. 
It will be helpful to look a little more fully at the 
development of the statute law in New Zealand. In 1845 
the Legislative Council passed the Public Roads and Works 
Ordinance, the forerunner of the present Public Works Act. 
This ordinance did not mention rivers and land drainage 
or even include them by implication. The need had not 
then arisen" Similarly~ the Municipal Corporations 
Ordinance of 1842 was very brief and did not authorise river 
works or land drainage. An Act of particular interest to 
Christchurch is the Christchurch District Drainage Act, 
passed in 1875 after the outbreak of a serious epidemic of 
typhoid fever. This Act established the Christchurch 
Drainage Board - note that it was a central Government Act, 
not one passed by the Provincial Government - and gave the 
Board very wide powers concerning watercourses 5) drains and 
sewers and defences against water. These powers were 
wide enough, apparently, to cover what would now be known 
as river control works. 
Big changes were made in 1876. The provinces were 
abolished and replaced by counties covering the whole country. 
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A Public Works Act, a Counties Act and a new Ivlunicipal 
Corporations Act were passed. The Public Works Act 1876 
dealt with land drainage but did not contain a section 
on rivers, although one was added when the Act was revised 
six years later. Both the Counties Act and the Municipal 
Corporations Act authorised the territorial local authorities 
to undertake public works as defined in the Public Works Act. 
It is interesting to note here that the authority of a 
county to undertake public works to do with rivers was made 
even clearer by the addition in 1956 of a clause authorising 
the construction of protective works to prevent damage by 
flood: 
The Council may construct and maintain within or 
outside the county any works or do anything necessary 
to prevent damage to any property inside the County 
or to the property of the Corporation outside the 
county from floods or erosion of rivers or streams or 
from encroachment of the sea. 
Returning to the later years of last century we have 
the position where authority to manage river works and land 
drainage was held by the Minister of Public Works and also 
all the territorial local authorities. In addition there 
were still in force various river Acts that had been passed 
in early years by the General Assembly and the Provincial 
Governments. These early Acts had met local needs before 
the general system of the law had become well developed. 
But now, although there was authority for river and drainage 
works to be undertaken by the Central Government or the 
territorial local authorities, a new need arose : this was 
for special authorities on a more uniform basis to undertake 
these specialised types of work. The need was met 
legislatively by the passing of the River Boards Act in 1884~ 
which repealed the earlier local Acts and provided for the 
setting up of river boards where river control problems needed 
attention. The first Drainage Act was passed in 1881, but 
this only provided for private drainage work and not for the 
setting up of drainage boards. However, the Land Drainage 
Act 1893 repealed the old Drainage Act and provided for the 
establishment of drainage boards to manage the public 
arainage of land. These enactments were early examples 
of the creation of ad hoc public authorities to carry out 
special sorts of work even though the works could have been 
undertaken by existing more general public authorities. 
It was simply a matter of recognising the advantages, in 
the circumstances of the time, of specialisation of work 
and local control of measures to meet local needs. 
The legislative position remained substantially unchanged 
until the passing of the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
Act in 1941. This Act accomplished several important things. 
Firstly, it made provision for the first time for tackling 
soil erosion generally. Secondly, it brought together the 
control of soil erosion and the control of rivers and 
flooding under the general management of a new agency of the 
central Government, the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
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Council, and new ad hoc local authorities, the catchment 
boards. Thirdly, it not only gave the catchment bbards 
authority to do works in the fields of river control ~nd 
land drainage (although this authority was already widely 
held by other local bodies as well as the central 
Government), but it also required the catchment boards to 
exercise general supervision over the drainage works and 
river works in their districts of existing drainage boards, 
river boards and territorial local authorities. 
The creation of yet another type of local authority 
able to do work in the field of rivers control and land 
drainage may on first consideration seem surprising; but 
examination of the special nature of catchment authorities 
shows the wisdom of the action. Foremost, the management 
of water in excess was brought under unified control, 
instead of water in rivers being regarded as one thing and 
water on the land being regarded as another. After ~11, 
it is all the same water, at different stages of its life. 
Further, it married the management of water in excess with 
the conservation of soil resources and the prevention of 
damage by erosion. This has great advantages because water 
in excess is the prime agent of soil erosion and because 
the product of soil erosion, detritus, is one of the factors 
making river control works necessary. In addition, the 
creation of catchment authorities continued the practice 
of specialisation - the establishment of special bodies to 
do special things when justified by the extent of the social 
demand that these things be done. 
The latest legislative change was, of course, the 
passing of the Water and Soil Conservation Act 1967. This 
Act made no difference to the work of rivers control and 
land drainage except that it became part of something greater 
- a national policy in respect of natural water. The 
management of water in excess is now incorporated as one 
of the aspects of the total management of natural water. 
Let us now consider the nature of rivers control and 
land drainage work. 
What is the objective of river control work? As I 
indicated earlier, it is not something done for the sake 
of the river but a process of management to meet the needs 
of the people affected. The needs of the people are that 
loss caused to them by the river should be reduced to the 
to the minimum that can be economically achieved and that, 
again within the limit that can be economically justified 
the action of the river should not hinder the use they 
wish to make of the lands adjacent to it. I mentioned 
before that these needs are continually changing. They 
generally become greater, giving rise to a continuing 
demand for a greater degree of control that will effect 
reduced losses and provide opportunities for more intensive 
use of the adjacent lands. Uninformed people have often 
criticised river control work generally, particularly the 
construction of stopbanks, as a never-ending task. It has 
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been said, when the height of stopbanks has been increased, 
that this has been required because the stopbanks were 
constructed in the first place. This is not so. Heighten-
ing of stopbanks will almost certainly have been required 
because the people affected want a higher degree of 
protection from the river. It is only to be expected that 
higher degrees of protection should be continually demanded, 
because capital investment adjacent to rivers is continually 
increasing and also because, with increasing population and 
increasing standards of living, the pressure for the use of 
land is always increasing too. 
In addition to the fact that the needs of the people 
affected change, the river itself changes too. No 
geographical feature is unchanging but a river has the 
special property that generally the bed in which it flows 
is conmosed of material that moves and breaks down into finer 
material. This is a natural and largely inevitable ocess. 
The flowing water moves solid particles, everything from 
the finest silt to huge rocks, and the impact and friction 
of these particles on one another, as well as weathering 
processes, cause attrition and the production of finer 
particles. Therefore, as well as the flow of water contin-
ually changing, the material of the bed of the river is also 
naturally undergoing continual change, at a greater or 
lesser rate in different rivers and different parts of each 
river. River control can be said broadly to consist of 
managing both the water and the material of the bed of the 
river to meet in the best way the needs of the people 
affected. 
, nis dynJmic property of the material of the bed of 
a river is a part of nature. However, the continual change 
that takes rlace can also be influenced very greatly by the 
rE~~3ults C)f rnar1' s act.,ivities. .A·par~t frorn the increase in 
solids transported by a river that results from man induced 
erosion, to which I will refer later, there have been in 
New Zealand two other major activities that have changed 
the relationship of the water in rivers to the material of 
their beds. The first was gold mining, which caused the 
dumping into some rivers of enormous quantities of solid 
material. This was acceptable at the time because winning 
gold was more important than river engineering, but effects 
persist even today. The second has been the use of rivers 
for the generation of electricity. The effects have not 
been spectacular but no doubt we have not yet felt the full 
effect of the changes in the pattern of river flow that we 
have caused in the process of producing the electric power 
we have needed. 
What particular objectives come into this management 
of the water and bed material of rivers? As far as the 
water is concerned the control of flooding is the prime 
objective. This control is mainly achieved by providing 
a channel that will contain flood flows more effectively. 
This may involve any of the major constructional processes 
of river engineering - such works as stopbanks, diversions, 
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dredging etc.- and also encouraging the river to improve its 
own channel by shifting in a useful way the movable material 
of its bed. Generally the more the river can be induced to 
do itself the better, because it is cheaper. Sometimes the 
flood of a river can be reduced by delaying the runoff of 
water or by diverting more water underground. Delay can 
sometimes be achieved by a detention dam or other form of 
temporary ponding. It is unrealistic to think that land-
management practices and surface works on the land of a 
catchment - however desirable they may be for other reasons -
can make a substantial difference to the big floods of a 
large river. This is because big floods result from 
prolonged rain over a wide area. 
As far as management of the bed material is concerned 
the prime objective is stability of the process of movement. 
Both aggradation and degradation are detrimental when 
uncontrolled. In many New Zealand rivers the amount of 
material on the move has increased because of man-induced 
erosion in the catchment and this adds to the problems of 
the river engineer. This is where the soil conservator 
can help. Reversing a trend of increased erosion in a 
catchment enables a river engineer to do a better job of 
managing the river's channel. On the other hand the river 
engineer does not want all the moving solid material removed 
from a river - that would make the river most unnatural. 
Imagine, for instance 1 that a gigantic sieve could be 
installed at the lower end of the Waimakariri gorgej allowing 
water to pass freely but retaining all solids. In time 
disaster would result. Without its load of moving material 
the river would degrade across the plains, would erode 
laterally and, eventually, would lay waste hundreds of 
thousands of acres - unless the river engineers kept pace 
with the river's changes by constructing the right sort of 
control works, which might include a concrete channel from 
the gorge to the sea~ 
The main objectives of river control work can now be 
stated as follows: 
l. To reduce damage by flood. 
2. To reduce the area occupied by the river~ whether in 
flood or not! so that land is not unnecessarily withheld 
from useo 
3. To provide a channel that can be easily maintainedo 
4. To construct channel works and bank works that can be 
readily added to when a higher standard of control is 
warranted. 
5. In all these things~ to aim at a level of capital 
investment in river works that~ at any time~ is 
appropriate to the needs of the people - both the local 
people who contribute to the works as direct 
beneficiaries and the people of New Zealand generally 
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who contribute as taxpayers. 
The nature and objective of land drainage work are not 
nearly as complicated as in the case of river control work 
and can be dealt with much more briefly. The objective is 
simply to get rid of local water on wet land so that the land 
can be better used. In any particular proposal there are~ 
of course, many matters to be decided, such as: 
For what rate of removal of water should the scheme be 
designed? 
Where is the most satisfactory outfall? 
What period of temporary inundation can be tolerated 
and how frequently? 
Are pumps justified? 
Can water from surrounding catchments be excluded 
economically? 
What is the best layout of communal drains to serve all 
the properties involved? 
What type of in-farm drainage system will the landowners 
wish to install? 
Settling these matters is quite intricate and the result is 
that the design and construction of a drainage scheme are 
just as exacting as designing and constructing a river control 
scheme even though the scale of operations is generally 
smaller. 
For land drainage works, as for river works 1 the 
appropriate level of capital investment has to be considered 
carefully and it has to be borne in mind that a higher stand-
ard of drainage or extension to surrounding areas may be 
required at some later time. It is uneconomical to drain 
land that is unlikely to be required for intensive use for 
a long time. 
Land drainage work can usually be constructed more 
quickly than river control work - even a river control work 
of about the same capital cost. This is because the 
drainage work can generally be tackled as one continuous 
operation whereas a river work - like much soil conservation 
work - often has to be done in stages with inactive periods~ 
between the stages of work, during which developments are 
awaited - such as the development of channels in a certain 
way, the deposition of silt in floods, or the growth of 
planted trees. The relatively quick construction time for 
communal land drainage schemes means that such work allows 
its benefits to be obtained quickly. However, full 
benefit can only be obtained if the investment in the 
communal work is matched by the necessary investment of 
capital by the individual landowner, on such items as 
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internal drainage, fencing, land preparation, fertilising~ 
seeding and stocking. The rate of drainage development~ 
therefore, often depends on the rate of capital investment 
justified by the progressively increasing benefits as the 
development proceeds. 
Returning to my topic of rivers control and drainage 
in New Zealand, and considering present conditions rather 
than the history with which I began, I should like to make 
a few concluding remarks. I think catchment authorities 
have done a notably good job of their river control and land 
drainage work - better probably than was envisaged when the 
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act was passed in 194lo 
Their staff has developed special skills to suit New Zealand 
conditions. By the effective work accomplished they have 
won the confidence of the public. They have contributed 
substantially to our national development. Their work is 
by no means finished - the more they do the more is wanted 
of them, which is surely evidence of the success of their 
works. Further, I think no other authorities could have 
done this river control and drainage work so successfully. 
Before the establishment of a catchment authority it has 
often been said "We don't need a catchment authority. 
We have no special river and drainage problems"; but it is 
remarkable that, after a catchment authority has got to 
work and shown what it can do, the demands for its services 
are more than it can manage. The very existence of a 
catchment authority creates a demand or, perhaps correctly, 
brings to light a demand for river and drainage works 
that people hadn't realised they wanted and, in fact, 
needed for their continuing prosperity. 
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THE PRESENT SUBSIDY SYSTEM IN NEW ZEALAND 
A.F. Greenall, M.Ag.Sc. 
Chief Soil Conservator Ministry of Works 
l. Introduction 
The purpose of this training course is understood to 
be to: 
(l) Record and review the position to date. 
{2) Examine the application of policies, principles and 
procedures in practice. 
(3) Consider developments or modifications which could be 
advantageous for future progress. The scope of this 
paper covers most aspects of financial assistance. 
Others are clearly better equipped than I to discuss 
river control and drainage aspects. Fortunately and 
understandably there is much in common between soil 
conservation and rivers control. 
The title of this paper should be "The present system of 
cost-sharing". "Subsidy" is not apt. The Act provides for 
contribution according to benefit. Works provided for in 
the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act benefit both 
community and individual therefore both could be expected to 
contribute. Standard rates set out in Soil Conservation 
and Rivers Control Council circulars are ratios of benefit 
as betw~en nation and individual which on experience are 
considered generally appropriate for the range of works used. 
ncost-sharing" expresses the principle whereas "subsidy" 
which has a gift or charitv connotation misleads. It 
follows that~conventional loans, where the total charge for 
interest and redemption is met by other than the community 
and not in proportion to benefit derived, are not in accord 
with the purpose of cost-sharing. A study of sections 10» 
ll and 30 of the principal Act and its amendments dealing 
respectively with objects, functions and finance confirms 
the position. 
2. Statutory Authority for Cost~sharing: 
Consideration of the objects and functions of Soil 
Conservation and Rivers Control Council, which is the agency 
directly responsible for authorizing funds for cost-sharing 9 
is essential for a proper understanding of the way in which 
Council is bound in the discharge of its responsibility under 
the Act. 
For those who have not a copy of the Act at hand the 
objects, functions and financial authority of Council are 
set out in section l of Appendix I. This is Soil Conservation 
and Rivers Control Council circular 196$/$ on financial 
assistance for measures to control soil erosi~n and local 
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flooding. There are some additional functions of Council 
not included in 1968/8. 
J, Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council policy in 
granting financial assistance: 
As stated above Council has recently considered~ recorded 
and confirmed policy on financial assistance for measures to 
control soil erosion and local flooding. This is set out in 
section 2 of the above circular which has been distributed to 
all Catchment Authorities and District Offices of Ministry of 
Works and which is available to anyone on requesto 
It should be emphasised that this Council circular 
considers only control of soil erosion and local flooding 
and not river control and communal drainage. There are 
reasons additional to those stated above for giving financial 
assistance for river control and communal drainage~ flood 
and storm damage. These are as follows: 
3.1 The relative inability of a community to design» 
promote and construct a large integrated scheme or 
to meet the whole cost of works which benefit the 
nation as well as the community. 
3.2 The nation has a large equity in river control 
works which can best be pres~rved, in the case of 
flood damage to approved works 1 by financial help 
to quickly repair damage to those works. 
3.3 Financial aid to repair any soil erosion and river 
control works or to land affected by flood or storm 
damage may be given where such help will prevent the 
development of a worse problem later costing more to 
control. 
It is important to note that financial help for 
communal drainage is based almost entirely on 
benefit to increased farm production~ not on soil 
erosion and river control, and only slightly on 
control of local flooding" Soil Conservation and 
Rivers Control Council is involved in communal 
drainage more because of the tie between flooding 
and drainage rather than because of its duty under 
the Act. Care is necessary to distinguish between 
financial help to secure the country's present 
investment on soil erosion and river control and to 
reduce the need for greater investment in future, and 
help on compassionate grounds because of the financial 
losses to individuals because of flood 9 storm, river 
and erosion damage. The latter concerns disaster 
relief of flood, storm and drought and is administered 
by government agencies other than the Soil Conservation 
and Rivers Control Council. 
Reference to clause 2,4 of appendix I shows that 
financial assistance may be classified into four 
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headings of which Nos.l and 4 require no further 
explanation. 
Interest free "loans 11 are given where a scheme is 
necessary but where the local share cannot be found 
until later. For example a scheme was required to 
control local flooding and communal drainage which 
would convert 5~000 acres of swamp used only for 
limited grazing into l cow per acre dairy land. It 
was classified A on high rating per acre, which could 
not be met until the scheme was completed so an 
interest free loan was granted, repayable later. 
Suspensory loans are used~ rarely 9 in cases where the 
ratio of benefit as between the nation and individuals 
cannot be readily assessed until the scheme has been 
completed. For example a stream improvement scheme 
provided for a change from low intensity pastoral use 
to a high intensity market garden or orchard use, 
but it was not possible to reliably predict that 
there would be a market. A suspensory loan was 
given which could be either written off if no market 
arose or repaid if one did. 
4. Principles employed in applying Council's policies 1 for 
determining financial assistance: 
Reference again to Appendix I section 3 shows that there 
are 6 main clauses governing the granting of financial 
assistance for control of soil erosion and local flooding. 
4.1 Clause 3.1 deals with standard rates of financial 
assistance. These are set by Council. Those in 
present use are shown in Council circulars 1961/l~ 
1961/ll and 1964/8 and amendments" 
Factors that are considered in setting rates of 
cost-sharing for works to control soil erosion and 
local flooding are: 
4.1.1 Severity of erosion; e.g. 1:4 for A.T.Do & 
OoS. Where s light and 1:1 where severe sheet 
and wind erosion and depletion occurs" 
4.1.2 Comprehensiveness of the plan of control; e.g. 
isolated works at standard rates but more strict 
criteria as to eligibility. Farm plans receive 
more favourable treatment. Catchment control 
schemes are given even more favoured treatment 1 
including the same rate for conservation scheme 
works financed by rating as for river control 
works. Also special rates or works not normally 
assisted may be approved provided these are 
clearly of benefit for controlling erosion and 
local flooding. 
4.1.3 Cost of the scheme. Where one kind of 
erosion costs more to control higher rates may be 
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given; e.g. erosion control works on gullies at 
2;1 for all works including fencing» trees» dams» 
fascines, seed and fertilizer compared with control 
of slips by sowing and topdressing at 1:1. 
Complete schemes receive higher rates not only 
because they are comprehensive but because they 
cost more. 
4.1.4 Benefit to production and revenue. Where 
there is no benefit to production and revenue» as 
in the case of a retirement fence» the full cost 
is met by the country compared with 2,1 for gully 
control where the benefit is not great» and 2"3 
for conservation fencing where there is good 
benefit. 
4.2 In general only those measures specific~lly approved 
by Council are eligible for cost-sharing. {See 
Appendix I Clause 3.2). About fifteen approved 
practices are shown in Soil Conservation and Rivers 
Control Council circular 1964/8. Only proved 
practices are included. 
4.3 Clause 3.3 of Appendix I confirms that financial 
assistance will be given to an approved measure 
only where there is a significant soil erosion and 
flooding problem which the measure is best suited 
to control; e.g. stock ponds are needed particularly 
with cattle but also sheep on tussock grasslands 
mainly in semi arid regionsj to assist conservation 
fencing in preventing stock concentration on eroded 
areas and to permit the use of cattle to aid re-
vegetation or reduce burning. 
Stock ponds are not usually needed on sown pasture 
lands for erosion control and are therefore not 
generally approved for these conditions. 
A measure is usually eligible if the answer to three 
questions is 1 Yes'. 
(a) Is there a significant erosion and local 
flooding problem? 
(b) Will the measure proposed best control the 
problem? (An account of the way it will effect 
control is desirable). 
(c) Are the conditions proposed adequate to ensure 
the continuing control of the problem and the 
maintenance of the measures in good condition? 
4.4 Clause 3.4 concerns the choice of alternative 
practices from the point of view of effectiveness, 
economics and practicability~ e.g. gullies of 
ploughable land can be controlled by several 
practices. Where gullies are shallow and 
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infrequent and not dry - seed and fertilizer and 
grazing control is effective, practicable and not 
costly. Dozing might be no more effective and 
certainly more costly, but not in the long-term if 
it enables cropping and not just pastoral use. In 
semi arid areas such as Wither Hills~ where gullies 
are deep and frequent in some parts and where trees 
will not thrive, dozing might be the only effective 
and practicable measure. In unploughable areas 
seed, fertilizer and grazing control could be the best 
measure in dry conditions. Trees would be equally 
effective and practicable but costly unless growth 
and location is satisfactory for timber extraction. 
4.5 Many measures used for control of soil erosion and 
local flooding have an effect on productiono This 
is due to the fact that these generally comprise 
alternative land use and management practices which 
also affect production. Other things being equal 
in respect to control of soil erosion and local 
flooding the measure which has the greatest influence 
on increasing production is to be used 1 e.g. a good 
timber tree should be grown~ not a poor timber tree 
and the same with pastures species; subsoiling should 
be used rather than pasture furrows on land which 
suffers from extremes of wet and dry as it does not 
affect machine movement or sheep casting and improves 
soil moisture relationships and consequently 
production. 
4.6 The Clause 3.6 of Appendix I recognises that 
conditions are not uniform throughout New Zealand 
and so there is provision for study of special cases 
on their merits. 
5. Principles applying in financial assistance for river 
control and communal drainage (Reference 1961 l and 
1961 ll) 
In general the same principles apply as for soil erosion 
and local flooding, with some exceptions. Whereas financial 
assistance for control of erosion and local flooding is 
confined to rural areas that for river control and flooding 
is extended to urban lands in certain instances. 
The principle is one of limited assistance in urban 
areas where considerable property damage and risk to life 
are likely, provided this is on the basis of open channel 
work, modest rate of cost-sharing, and where development of 
rural lands of more than 500 acres or half the catchment has 
increased the discharge of foreign rural water into the 
urban stormwater system; e.g. the Leith channel improvement 
and flood protection works in Otago (Dunedin city) where 
cost-sharing at 1:1 dollars was approved. 
Rate of subsidy may be up to l dollar : l dollar 
and is based on: 22 
(a) Cost of a reasonable standard of protection for a 
similar area of rural land. 
(b) The magnitude of the proposed works. 
( c) The financial position of the municipality. 
These are clearly special cases and so economic or means 
tests are required just as in the special cases of assistance 
for control of soil erosion and local flooding. Earnest 
attempts on a selfhelp basis favour approval. 
Much the same considerations apply to rate of and 
eligibility for cost-sharing of river control works as with 
soil erosion control works. 
Works normally approved for cost-sharing are, bank 
protection, channel training, willow and poplar plantingy 
plantations, lopping and layering old willows - initial 
treatment, willow clearing~ small diversion cuts 1 stopbanking, 
channel enlargement and lagoon openings. The need to follow 
approved and succ~ssful district practice to provide for 
protection of such work and continued maintenance and in some 
cases to follow established specifications and codes of 
practice is emphasised. Provision is made to allow 
development of new methods. Riprap and flood damage may be 
assisted at a rate of 3:1. Major river control schemes may 
be approved at 3:1 but should there be a content of local 
flood control, communal drainage, etc., these could be 
awarded the rate normal to such works. Whereas interest free 
loans and suspensory loans are rare with erosion control 
works they are not uncommon with river works. 
The rate for drainage works is 1:1 provided the proposal· 
(a) benefits more than l property or relieves a 
seriously harassed property of foreign water. 
(b) promotes increased farm production. 
(c) provides for construction of new drains or 
improvements of existing watercourse not previously 
given government aid. Drop structures, flood 
gates checkdams for sub-irrigation and small 
pumping stations may be included. 
6. Points of difference between financial assistance for 
different classes of Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
Council works: 
There are a great number of points of similarity between 
policy and principles covering the various classes of Council 
work but there are some noteworthy points of difference. 
6.1 Benefit to production: 
This is a key requirement of communal drainage 
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schemes which could in some circumstances increase 
erosion and flooding. It is also a requirement of 
river control schemes which will be approved and 
given priority for available funds genera.lly only 
if the investment of monies can be shown to return 
a very good dividend. 
It should also be a requirement of schemes for soil 
erosion control. The measure used should not only 
conserve soil resources and thereby affect production, 
but also directly of itself increase production. For 
example, eroded and depleted land can be reclaimed by 
O.S. & T.D. and grazing control. The sward will 
mitigate erosion and so increase future production. 
This sward can also be grazed and so bring about an 
immediate increase in :;tack units. As said earlier> 
other things being equal the most productive species 
should be sown without affecting eligibility of the 
·measure for cost sharing. In practice there is 
unclear thinking.. Some people reason that because 
a measure increases production it is ineligible. By 
the same reasoning ~he use of ryegrass and white clover 
stop banks which require grazing to keep a vigorous 
sward would not be eligible. 
This difficulty is peculiar to those soil erosion 
control measures which are allied to land use and 
management practices used for increased production. 
The question should be not "are the measures 
productive" but, "are they standard district practice". 
If not they are eligible for cost-sharing if within 
the list of erosion control measures approved and if 
there is a significant problem that the measure can 
best control. 
6.2 Maintenance of measures to control soil erosion: 
There are three important features of land use and 
management measures most used in New Zealand for soil 
erosion control. The main cost to the country 
generally is the initial one. Provision is made for 
maintenance of works in perpetuity by normal farm or 
forest management at no cost to the country. 
Considerable immediate or long term increases in 
productivity are directly or indirectly derived from 
such works. This is in contrast to most other phases 
of Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council work. 
For these reasons there is need for a much more 
comprehensive and detailed study of the areas to 
resources of manpower and finance could best be 
committed for optimum balance and best overall 
results. The question is "Is the present 
distribution between soil erosion control, river 
control and drainage the most beneficial? 11 -
requires an answer. 
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6.3 Eligibility of urban as well as rural lands for 
cost-sharing: 
Assistance for erosion control is confined to rural 
lands whereas it is extended in some cases of control 
of rivers and flooding to urban lands. There are 
many situations of erosion of urban lands which would 
appear similar to those where aid has been given for 
river and flood control. 
7. Other aspects of cost-sharing: 
7.1 Soil Conservation 
As the name implies the function of soil conservators 
is soil conservation. Without doubt the soil 
conservation profession in New Zealand is performing 
this function very well according to advanced 
concepts, techniques and procedures which approach 
the best to be found throughout the world, if our 
authoritative overseas visitors are to be believed. 
However as a professional group New Zealand soil 
conservators need to strive for greater objectivityo 
This is difficult for those close to problems of 
people as well as land and who are concerned with 
the whole task of survey, design and construction to 
the finished job. In particular care must be taken 
to make sure that soil conservation is not confused 
with control of soil erosion and local floodingo 
It should always be remembered that financial 
assistance is given only for measures to control soil 
erosion and local flooding and not for the associated 
land use and management practices soil conservators 
combine with the former for full performance of their 
function in soil conservation. 
7.2 Team work: 
This function of soil conservation cannot be performed 
separately from the functions of other professions or 
agencies if the greatest benefit is to accrue to land 
and people. Soil Conservators have come to value 
working with farmers, river engineers, hydrologists 
and classifiers. Equally they should come to value 
working with farm advisory officers, foresters~ 
economists, field officers of departments of Lands~ 
Maori Affairs, State Advances and the like. The 
reverse would also apply - officers of these depart-
ments could be expected to value the worthwhile 
contributions soil conservators can make as members 
of a team. The early established procedures used by 
soil conservators for assessing all the qualities of 
land, for making predictions based thereon and for 
designing and executing soil erosion control schemes 
to achieve the objects of soil conservation within 
farm development programmes, are considered to be in 
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advance of procedures developed by their colleagues 
in agriculture and merit general acceptance and 
adoption as a worthwhile contributign to the 
required team approach. Soil Conservation and Rivers 
Control Council already requires catchment authorities 
to collaborate with officers of Lands Department 
where erosion control schemes of Crown lands are 
involved. Recently Council adopted recommendations 
made jointly by the Farm Advisory Division of 
Department of Agriculture and the Water and Soil 
Division of Ministry of Works. This is set out 
in Appendix II. 
7.3 Greater understanding of cost-sharing needed 
A conspicuous feature of cost-sharing in erosion 
control throughout New Zealand is the non-uniformity 
of interpretation. This leads to difference in 
treatment between areas, arguments, delays and 
frustations and tends to allow soil conservation to 
fall in disrepute. There is no room in future for 
the interpret~tion of Council's intentions on cost-
sharing according to the inclinations of individuals. 
There is however considerable room for the exercise 
of good judgment, integrity and ability of the 
individual in determining, according to the legisla-
tive authority, policies and principles discussed 1 
the proper level of cost-sharing aopropriate to the 
varying circumstances encountered, 
The position may be further improved should it be 
found possib1e to introduce differential rates of 
cost-sharing. This depends upon finding a common 
denominator for all types of erosion and related 
conditions and for standardization of L"U.C,So 
procedures and criteria for objective recording 
together with a workable formula which would enable 
rates to be determined in line with these facts 
rather than by present rule of thumb. 
Council has approved this in principle and staff have 
for some time been considering the problem. 
7.4 General 
There are three matters separate from but related to 
cost-sharing that should be listed 1 legal agreements, 
economic reports and classification according to 
benefit. 
Legal agreements are required under the Act for 
schemes of land improvement for which financial 
assistance is being given to farmers. The purpose 
is to safeguard expenditure of public monies by 
prescribing conditions, the duration of the agreement 9 
the details of work and cost and providing for 
maintenance of works or repayment of the amount of 
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financial help given, should the work be not completed 
satisfactorily. Registration against the title may 
be a necessary safeguard. 
Economic reports or assessments and classification are 
the subject of papers by other speakers in this course 
but need to be considered in the context of cost-sharing. 
In conclusion, I want to say that I believe much has been 
achieved in the field of cost-sharing by Council, Catchment 
Authorities and their staffs over the quarter century since 
the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act became law. 
There is still nmch to do, however. 
Without doubt cost-sharing is the most controversial 
subject in our field of work, particularly in soil conservation. 
Controversy can be wasteful and will die away only when 
law, policies and principJ e~:l covering cost-sharing are 
accurately defined general ; understood and accepted, and 
faithfully applied in practice. 
This training course could and doubtless will bring 
about worthwhile advances in this field. 
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APPENDIX I 
SOIL CONSERVATION AND RIVERS CONTROL COUNCIL 
CIRCULAR INSTRUCTION 1968/8 4 April 1968 
TO ALL CATCHMENT AUTHORITIES 
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR Iv1EASURES TO CONTROL 
SOIL EROSION AND LOCAL FLOODING 
Council recently approved the attached principles for 
the granting of financial assistance for measures to control 
soil erosion and local flooding. These principles have, of 
course, been used by Council in the past for granting 
assistance but they have never been specifically stated 
before in the form now presented. 
These principles are being circulated to Catchment 
Authorities and Ministry of Works offices so that they are 
aware of Council policies in this field and have a better 
appreciation of the reasons for giving financial assistance. 
There is no restriction on the circulation by Catchment 
Authorities of these principles, and Authorities may consider 
it appropriate that a copy be given to individual land-owners 
with whom they have dealings in such matters. 
P.G. Walker 
Secretary 
fiNANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR MEASURES TO CONTROL SOIL 
EROSION AND LOCAL FLOODING 
1. Legislative Basis 
l.l Objects: The Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
Council was established with the following 
objects - (see section 10 of the principal 
Act). 
(a) The promotion of soil conservation: 
(b) The prevention and mitigation of soil erosion: 
(c) The prevention of damage by floods: 
(d) The utilisation of lands in such a manner as will 
tend towards the attainment of the objects aforesaido 
1.2 Functions: Some of the functions of the Council 
relevant to soil conservation are stated 
(a) 
in section ll of the principal Act as follows: 
The carrying out of surveys and investigations to 
ascertain the nature and extent of soil erosion in 
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(b) ?he carrying out of Rxperiment 3nd demonstrations 
5n soil conservation and reclamation' 
c) investigation and design of preventive and 
d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
( i ) 
( k) 
remedial measures ir1 espect oi soil erosion~ 
The investigation and design of measures for the 
purpose of preventing or reducing damage by floods 
or reinstating property so damaged or for the 
purpose of draining any land or controlling the 
water table in relation to any land: 
The recording and publishing of the results of such 
surveys, investigationsj designs, experiments; and 
demonstrations: 
The carrying out of hydrological research 1 and the 
recording 1 coordinat and publishing of the 
results thereof~ 
The dissemination of information with regard to 
soil erosion, flood control 1 and soil conservation 
and reclamation~ 
The instruction and supervision of landholders in 
matters pertaining to soil conservation and 
reclamation: 
The assistance of persons whose land has been 
affected by soil erosion or floods or whose land 
may be used to fuller capacity by the control of 
water in relation thereto: 
The coordination, having regard to the objects for 
which the Council is established 1 of the policies 
and activities of Government Departments; local 
authorities, and other public bodies in relation to 
any of the foregoing matters and in regard to the 
alienationi utilisation and occupation of lands 
administered 9 owned~ or occupied by Government 
Departments~ local authorities, or other public 
bodies' 
The general supervision and control of the activities 
of Catchment Boards including regular review of the 
economy of administration of each Board and the 
regular examination of surveys and investigations 
which may not result in the carrying out of any works. 
1"3 F~: The Council has authority to make grants or 
loans on such terms as 1t thinks fit with the 
concurrence of the Minister of Financa in the 
case of loans to Local Authorities, from 
funds appropriated by Parliament for the 
following purposes which are set out in 
section 30 of the principal act. 
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(a ) 
(b) 
I r- ) 
\ '" 
Fencing dny land so as to protect vegetation thereon 
for the purpose of conserving the soil: 
Constructing defences against water and any other 
works for preventing the erosion of soil: 
Purchasing, planting, and maintaining trees, shrubs, 
plants, or grasses for the purpose of conserving 
the soil: 
(d) Executing any other works or doing any other act or 
thing which in the opinion of the Council it is 
necessary or expedient to execute or do for the 
attainment of any of the objects for which the 
Council is established: 
2. Council Policy in Granting Financial Assistance 
Financial assistance is granted for the following main 
reasons: 
2.1 National Interest 
Conservation of soil and control of local flooding 
are essential in the national interest to obtain and 
maintain maximum production on a sustained yield basis. 
2.2 Contribution According to Benefit 
The principle of contribution according to benefit 
is contained in the Act. Measures to conserve soil and 
control local flooding benefit both the nation and the 
individual occupier of land - therefore both should 
contribute. 
2.3 Change in Land Use 
Where soil and water problems have been induced by 
land use and management practices, control measures 
generally include changes in such practices. Financial 
assistance is available where changes from normal district 
practices to one or more of the established soil and water 
control practices are necessary. 
2.h ]Vlethods of Granting Financial Assistance 
Financial assistance is given by the Council in 
the following ways: 
1.3.1 
1.3.2 
1.3.3 
1.3.4 
Grant of part of cost or cost sharing -
normal cases 
- special cases only Interest free loans 
Suspensory loans 
Grant of total cost -
" n 11 
" " 
3. Principles for Determining Financial Assistance 
3.1 Standard subsidy rates for financial assistance for 
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erosion control measures are determined by Council. 
The degree of financial assistance is related to the 
severity of erosionj the comprehensiveness of the plan 
of control 9 the beneficial effect downstream~ the cost 
of the scheme and the benefit to production and revenue" 
When considering priorities for financial assistance 
Council gives preference to those proposals which are 
designed to deal adequately with the overall problems 
of a catchment and which confer community benefit. 
3.2 Cost sharing will be restricted to those practices 
specifically approved by the Soil Conservation and 
Rivers Control Council. 
3.3 Cost sharing will apply only on measures required to 
mitigate soil erosion and control local flooding on 
condition these measures are continued and maintained 
and used directly for control of the erosion specified. 
3.4 Where different forms of control are available, the 
most effective~ practicable and economical will be 
approved. 
3.5 Where the differences between various forms of control 
are not significant, preference will be given to that 
control measure which will give the greatest overall 
benefit. 
3.6 Special cases as to both type of work and the rate of 
financial help will be considered on their merits. 
Where the rate of financial help required is greater 
than standard, an economic analysis may be required. 
APPENDIX II 
SOIL CONSERVATION AND RIVERS CONTROL COUNCIL 
CIRCULAR INSTRUCTION 196$/13 3 May 196$ 
TO ALL CATCHMENT AUTHORITIES 
SOIL CONSERVATION WORKS = COOPERATION BETWEEN CATCHMENT 
AUTHORITIES AND FARM ADVISORY DIVISION OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OF AGRICULTURE 
Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council Circular 
1963/6 sets out the basis for close liaison between Catchment 
Authorities and Government Departments~ particularly with the 
Department of Lands and Survey on Crown Lands. 
Council recently approved the attached proposal of the 
Directors of the Farm Advisory Division of the Department of 
Agriculture and Water and Soil Division of Ministry of Works) 
for advancing the objects of Catchment Authorities and of the 
two departments through greater team work of the staffs of 
those three bodies. Provision is made for combining control 
of erosion and local flooding with farm development in 
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balanced land improvement programmes, for resolving issues 
without public controversy and for establishing priorit:Es, 
all of which will be beneficial to the common good. Council 
is sure that greater collaboration and team work by all able 
to contribute will benefit erosion control as well as 
production through providing a fuller and more effective 
service to farmers. 
Council is aware that a team exercise in the preparation 
and execution of conservation farm plans is already operating 
in the territories of some Catchment Authorities. It 
requests that all Catchment Authorities adopt the policies 
of a team approachj not only between Soil Conservators and 
Field Officers of Lands Department on Crown land, but also 
with the Farm Advisory Officers of the Department of 
Agriculture, on all land requiring conservation farm plans. 
Council is also inviting the other agencies mentioned in the 
attached proposal to participate where desirable and 
recommends Catchment Authorities to do likewise. 
This Circular is being distributed by Council to all 
Catchment Authorities, Ministry of Works offices and 
departments and agencies able to contribute. 
The Farm Advisory Division of the Department of 
Agriculture is also sending copies of its representatives 
on Catchment Authorities as well as to those Farm Advisory 
Officers who are likely to be involved in the team 
approach now required. 
P.G. Walker 
Secretary 
SOIL CONSERVA'riON vJORKS - COOPERATION 
CATCHMENT AUTHORITIES & DEPARTlVlENTS 
1. Introduction 
Where plans to mitigate erosion and runoffj increase 
production and profitability and improve the farm enterprise 
as a whole are agreed on substantial benefit can accrue to 
the land and all concerned. This is particularly so with 
catchment control schemes where there is community of interest 
to resolve problems of erosion, drainage and flooding. 
Land Use Capability Surveys in which the physical and 
biological qualities of the land are investigated, assessed 
and classified in terms of optimum use have been widely 
shown to be the most useful basis for design of comprehensive 
land improvement schemes. Benefit will therefore be derived 
from the greater use of such surveys. 
Where soil and water problems have been induced by land 
use and management practices, control measures generally 
include changes in such practices. The changed land use and 
management practices proposed need to be chosen having regard 
not only to problems of soil and water but also to 
production and profit. 
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As this covers a wide field a team approach to design 
and execution of such plans, particularly involving the 
Catchment Authorities and the Department of Agriculture 9 
but also several other Departments and organisations. will 
result in greater benefit. 
2. Poli£Y 
Council from time to time formulates policies to be 
followed by all those involved in this work. These policies 
are notified by Council, together with circular instructions 
to all concerned in the application of these policies in 
practice. An exchange of policy statements and circular 
instructions between those involved in a team approach would 
be beneficial. 
3. Amendment of Policy 
Council does this whenever it thinks necessary, of its 
own volition~ or after consideration of representations 
made by the Catchment Authorities individually or in 
association, or from Government Departments, or any other 
source. 
4. Cooperation 
Organisations other than Catchment Authorities may 
already be involved in or have information on a property 
proposed for a farm plan. These could include lending 
and advisory departments, Farm Improvement Clubs and 
Lincoln College Advisory Service. A management programme 
may be operative already. 
In this case a balanced erosion control and management 
plan should be worked out by a team of those involved and 
combined in the conservation farm plan. This team approach 
is usually possible only if cooperation is present from the 
start. 
Whenever there is (as well as need for a management 
programme) a soil erosion and water problem which merits 
financial assistance from Council, the cooperation required 
of those involved should be sought at the outset. 
5. Priorities 
The Council expects Catchment Authorities to establish 
a list of priorities, suitable for its own district. for 
erosion control works. Available resources must always~ 
but particularly at the present time, be used to best 
advantage. Catchment Authorities are therefore to establish 
a list of priorities open for inspection based on severity 
of soil erosion and adverse hydrological conditions, with due 
regard to practicability and economics of control and the 
benefits derived from mea~ures to control these. The 
prevention of erosion by the incorporation of erosion and 
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runoff control measures early in land development programmes 
is a factor in determining priorities. Catchment Authorities 
are to plan ahead to be in a pos i t:Lon to cornnl(:Jnce works on 
the most severe and urgent problems. Other organisations 
involved are to encourage application to Catchment Authorities 
for assistance to control severe problems where these are met. 
6. Integration 
Good cooperation in this field of work can be achieved 
only if all parties are aware of each others problems and 
methods by which these are overcome. Personnel from all 
organisations involved should accordingly be encouraged to 
attend field days, technical conferences and courses held 
by each organisation. Exchange of technical publications 
is desirable. 
----- -------- - --- --
FINANCING OF SOIL CONSERVATION AND RIVER 
CONTROL SCHEMES 
F.G. Howe 
The purpose of this paper is to set out the means by which 
soil conservation and river control schemes are financed at the 
present time. Although most of you will be fully aware of these 
facts 1 it is hoped that re-consideration of them will give rise to 
comments and suggestions for improving the f~nancial structure. 
Costs are shared by Government subsidy~ and the local land-
holder, and the variations in subsidy rates and availability of 
subsidy have been referred to in another paper Therefore, I will 
deal more with the local share of the cost~ and the various ways 
of meeting it. 
OUTSIDE OF RATING DISTRICTS 
A ]ot of Catchment Authority work, which may not come within 
the definition of "scheme work", is done· outside of special rating 
districts. This would apply to most "Board Work" jobs under $2000 9 
and to soil conservation work, Fortunately, much of the latter is 
not isolated work but is involved with run and farm plans, which 
now cover a good area of our hill country~ but the local share for 
all typeA of work done outside of rating distr~cts is normally 
found from direct contributions by the landholders. 
There is not the same financial control when the landholder 
is doing the work himself and claiming his Stlbsidy later, compared 
to work in rating districts, and close liaison has to be maintained 
with landholders to ensure that a certain subsidy allocation will 
in fact be used in the period arranged. 
·If this is not done, there can be a scramble at the close of 
a financial year to make sure that claims are lodged and paid, 
because at that stage 1 any unused subsidy is not of much use to 
other divisions of an Authority's work, unless they are overspent• 
The cost of adequate maintenance; particularly of river control 
work done outside of a rating district, can be a real problem, and 
although Authorities underline the need for work to be maintained, 
when approving a job 1 a lot rests with the landholder concerned. 
Rating districts~ however small 1 can overcome such problems; and 
ensure that finance will be available when it is needed to maintain 
the asset created. 
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Maintenance, of course, is not only a matter of finance where 
individual jobs are concerned, but also of interest and goodwill 
on the part of the landholder. Many of you will know of some 
incredible cases where stock have been allowed to eat out planted 
protection works, despite the fact that the landholder paid hard 
cash to have the work put there, aided by subsidies. 
This can happen in rating districts, too, which are more 
impersonal, but it is more likely to come to the staff's notice at 
an early date. 
RATING DISTRICTS 
More attention than ever is now being given to scheme planning 
on a whole catchment basis, but many rating districts established 
up to the present time cover certain areas of river or drainage 
where work was required. 
The normal pattern, once an economic report has been prepared 
and sent forward to justify the fixing of subsidy rates, is for 
the area to be classified for rating purposes. This is done accord-
ing to the degree of benefit being received, or to be received from 
the proposed work, whether such benefit be direct or indirecto 
Obviously, the landholders receiving the most benefit are placed in 
the highest class for rating purposes. 
The procedura for classification and right of objection is 
carefully laid down in the Act, and it can be a time consuming 
matter. However, from all of this, a rating district emerges, 
quickly if the classification is a simple one done by agreement -
but slowly if all the statutory requirements have to be followed to 
the letter. 
During the planning of a scheme of works, rate requirements 
are worked out depending on whether the work will be done: 
(a) out of rate revenue only, as local share, or 
(b) out of loan money only, or 
(c) using a combination of both. 
Most of the schemes with which I have been associated have 
used rate revenue to finance part of the cost of the work as well 
as for loan repayments. 
Loan money can be used only for the purpose for which it was 
sanctioned by the Local Authorities LoamBoard, and this means that 
if a loan is raised for capital works only, it is not available for 
maintenance or repair of flood damage, so that some rate revenue 
must be set aside for these needs. I can think of one large rating 
district where delays and rising costs have meant more loans being 
raised than was originally intended, so that nearly all the rates 
are required for loan repayments. Only an increase in rates will 
ensure enough revenue for normal maintenance and any unexpected 
flood damage repairs. 
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If the rating district is on a whole catchment basis, rate 
revenue ;s available for soil conservation work as well as stream 
and rivet control work. In the first Op1hj Catchment Control 
Scheme, a certain proportion of the annual rate revenue had to be 
aJlo~ated to soil conservation work. In most cases, the land in 
quEstion was in a low cla6aifjcation. but rates were used to supple-
ment Jo(al contributions from landholders for farm plan work and 
:i.ndivi.dnal jobs. The subsi.dy rates varied of course~ with the type 
of work being undertaken. 
Frnm an administrative point of view, one subsidy rate for 
all approved works in a catchment control scheme would be a boon. 
As mentioned eerlier; maintenance of work done is taken care 
of, in a rating district, and once the capital works are completed 
and loans paid off 1 ratepayers should find that a small maintenance 
rate will take care of their problems in future years. 
LOAN FINANCE 
At the present time, loan monies arc not easy to obtain, but 
most major schemes of work require the use of loans in order that 
capital work can be completed in an efficient and economic manner. 
If rate revenue or local contributions are the only means of 
financing the local share of cost, the work must be undertaken at 
a more leisurely pace 1 which does suit some schemes such as bank 
protection and planting or channel clearance. However, major 
earthworks need to be carried out with concentrated plant and to a 
stage which can be safely left: and very often 1 loan finance enables 
this greater expenditure to be undertaken. 
A ~ontract for a large job often mAans that machines can be 
hired at cheaper rates than if the work is .spr0ad out over a period, 
Ro that borrowing to carry out major schemes can have its advantages. 
In planning the financial details of a scheme, provision is 
made for raising the loan required in instalments to cover a year's 
expenditure at a time, and thus ease the burden of loan repayments 
until the capital works are well on the way to completion. 
The old estabJished idea of spreading loan repayment over 20 
to 30 years still. holds, but we are faced with a lender's market 
today, and attractive short terms often have to be offered, with 
the knowledge that some re-financing will be necessary in, say, 10 
years' tjme. One of the methods in use is to borrow a sum for 10 
years with repayments based on a. 20 year term, and this means a 
renowal loan for the balance owing after the first 10 years 
OTHER REVENUE 
In most districts other forms of revenue which are available 
for schemo works are of a minor nature, but are still a valuable 
supplement. I refer 1n partiLular to shingle royalties. rent from 
land in the rating district, and sale of timbe-r. 
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(Some of these, of course 1 are big business in one or two areas. 
Revenue of this type does not qualify for subsidy unless 
approved by the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Council before~ 
hand. This approval is usually forthcoming for the period during 
which loans are being repaid, when the burden on the rating district 
is high 9 or for some other reason for economic difficulties" 
ONCOST 
No comments upon the financing of soil conservation and river 
control schemes would be complete without reference to the adminis-
trative oncost charge which Catchment Authorities have been required 
to collect since 1959. The legislation states ''From the money that 
becomes available by way of local share of the cost of any work and 
any operation undertaken by the Board~ whether the money is obtained 
by rating 9 by borrowing~ or by contribution from any person or local 
authority) the Board shall as soon as practicable recoup to the 
Administrative Account the amount drawn from that account in respect 
of that work or operation." 
It goes on to say, that such amount may be actual or estimated~ 
or an estimated or percentage surcharge upon the average over all 
the Boardsv operations. 
In practice, Catchment Authorities use a set percentage to 
levy oncost on their works programmes. In our own case 1 this is 
7~% and unlike engineering or conservation fees 9 oncost is not 
subsidised, This means that it is an added burden on the local 
ehare of any work, but it is only fair to say that many Authorities 
could not balance their Administrative Accounts without it, 
Many remits have been put forward and suggestions made to ease 
the position, such as allowing the charging of oncost to be optional 
instead of mandatory 9 or that oncost should be subsidised as part of 
the cost of work, but no changes have been agreed upon as yet, 
The effect of oncost can be quite marked where the subsidy 
rates are low 9 such as we have in some types of soil conservation 
work, In such cases 9 where the administrative content is not so 
high because the landholder is doing the actual work 1 several 
authorities have attempted to overcome the problem by departing from 
the set percentage of oncost and scaling down the charge more in 
line with the actual cost to the Administrative Account. 
I realise that many points have been quickly passed over in 
these remarks 9 but I trust that sufficient has been said to high-
light some of the problems and weaknesses in tho financing of soil 
conservation and river control schemes at the present time, 
THE EFFECT OF SOIL CONSERVATION SUBSIDIES 
ON FARM DEVELOPMENT AND AN EXAMPLE IN PRACTICE 
G A.G. Frengley 
The term "conservation" was deliberately a.dopted J.n 1907 as 
thr; nam"l for a pop1t1ar movement in th,:.: Uni tPd States. 1 Its con~ 
cern wa(-. to awaken a nation to a rapidly increasing problem with 
its rHsources. The "preservation", "restoration" of resources 
w~re terms which only appeared in the literature in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Concern with the conserva-
U.on of New Z8aland' s resources did not arise i:n any~ great measure 
untiJ the mid 1930 1 s. In part it is true to suggest that the 
inferencos of the term nconservation 11 evoke emotionally coloured 
arguments rather than points of vi~w established by fully sub-
stantiated logical reasoning. Altho1;gh r.onservation is of direct 
r.oncern to the present generation of farmers who are in a sense 
the custodians of our existing soil resources, other sectors of 
our society are also involved. Clean air societies, historic 
places trusts, noxious weed, pest and rabbjt boards, acclimatiza-
tj.on societies and many others including bodies concerned with 
water pollution &~~ all concerned with certain aspects of the 
conservation of resources. An unemotional pragmatic approach must 
be adopted if valid conservation recommendations are to be mad~ 
The concern of the first part of this paper is to elaborate the 
principles for appraising alternatjve conservation measures. 
RESOURCE CHARACTERISTICS 
There are two general categories of resources; flow and stock 
resources. Flow rAsources become available over time, stock 
reso11rces exic:;t in fixed quanti ties. Both vary in the manner in 
which they can be renewed or stored. Rivers, sunshine 1 windi tide 
are good examples of flow resource~=;.. Minerals are a traditional 
ex!3mple of stock rAsonrces. Ther•e :1,.:; howe•.re1: e third group of 
; "'~'-'''orr;.- s exhi.bi ting character] sties of both stock and flow 
resources. Both biological and soil rasources belong to this 
third group. 
Tussock grasslands pastures, forests, crops 1 wildlife and 
fish are included in the gro11p of biological resourcec:;. Biological 
resour~es are repla~eable over time in the manner of a flow resource 
or may be eYploited as a stock resource. ThA productivity of 
1 Gifford Pinchot 1 "How Conservation Began in the United Statesn, 
Agriculture History VII No.4, Oct. 1937, pp 225-265. 
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biological resources "may be decreased through exploitation, 
maintained at the present level or increased by the actions of 
man 11 2 unlike stock and flow resources. 
Soil resources combine the characteristics of stock, flow and 
bioJ.ogical resources. The stock of fertility may be exploited or 
destroyed, only the annual flow of fertility may be utilized, or 
by chemical and biological means the productive capacity of the 
soil may be increased. 
CONSERVATION APPRAISAL 
Conservation has been defined variously, An acceptable 
definition is that "Conservation is an investment which maintains, 
enhances or reduces the rate of deterioration of t~e potential 
productivity of a storable or renewable resource 11 , The concept 
involves orderly and efficient resource use; the elimination of 
waste and the maximization of social net returns over time" Thus 
any conservation decision calls for a deliberate choice between 
the present and future use of a resource. A decision can only be 
made by weighing the benefits of deferring the use of the resource 
against the costs of holding it. 
The benefits are comprised of any flow of returns secured 
from the resource during the holding period plus the expected 
value of the resource when the period terminates. The value of 
the resource at the commencement of the period plus costs arising 
from improving or holding the resource must all be included in the 
calculation of costs. If the sum of the benefits at some future 
point in time exceed the sum of costs a case can be made supporting 
the conservation of a particular resource, If the costs exceed the 
benefit 1 no economically justifiable case can be proposed. 
The introduction of time as an integral factor in the conserva-
tion of resources bring with it an additional complication. Costs 
ana benefits occur in separate time periods. Although a positive 
answer to the subtraction of the cash costs from the cash benefits 
indicates that the scheme may be worth supporting, the answer is 
unsatisfactory. Money spent or income foregone in conserving a 
resource is an investment. Investors usually expect a defined 
rate of return on their investment. A positive cash answer does 
not indicate the worth of a project as an investment. Whether this 
investment is made by an individual or by a Government is immaterial. 
The only major difference may be the rate of return expected on 
their investment. Further, if an article, object, resource or an 
amount of cash is available to an individual or to Society now or 
at some future point in time both would place a higher value on the 
receipt of the article now than in the future. Again however, their 
2 
3 
Arthur C. Bunce, The Economics of Soil Conservation (Ames: 
Iowa State College Press 1954) p.4. 
J.F. Timmons et al, Committee on Soil and Water Conservation 
Agricultural Board, National Research Council. 
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assessment of the value of an object received in the future may 
differ. Thus the expectations of society and of an individual 
generally differ. 
The problem at hand is to relate the costs and returns 
assessed in different time periods. To do this~ interest rate 
calculations have to be made. Costs must be compounded at chosen 
interest rates until they can be recovered. The value o£ income 
expected in the future must be discounted at the same interest 
rate. Unless appropriate compounding and discounting procedures 
are adopted 7 erroneous answers may be obtained for individual 
projects and comparisons between projects will become meaningless. 
Projects showing a positive cash surplus between returns and costs 
may have a negative value when assessed correctly in terms of their 
present value or present worth. 
The choice of the correct interr~st rate to use when discount~ 
ing future returns or compounding costs thus becomes a central 
problem in conservation appraisal. The manner in which society or 
an individual prefers present rather than future income can again 
be expressed by discount procedures. The extent to which society 
and individuals discount expected future returns is almost certainly 
different. It is most unlikely that the time preference rate for 
society is the average of the sum of its individual members, Indeed 
it would be rational to suggest that discount rates applicable to 
indj_viduals are likely to be higher than those applicable to a total 
society 1 and within an individuals life time his own time preference 
rate may change appreciably, Apart from stating this supposition~ 
it is beyond the scope of this paper to advance the discussion on 
the selection of the appropriate rate of interest, 
It has now been established that resources have different 
characteristics; conservation involves investment over time and 
compounding and discounting procedures are necessary to determine 
the worth of such an investment. The evaluation of soil conservation 
practices adopted in farm development is dependent on a recognition 
of these facts, 
The effects of adopting soil conservation measures ~re satis-
factorily illustrated using examples taken from Barloweo 
4 Raleigh Barlowe) Land Resource Economics~ The Political 
Economy of Rural and Urban Land Resource Use 9 Prentice - Hall 
Inc. 1958., 
1-a 
Time Time Time 
1-d 
tl>•~ 
e: ~--o . ..... 
(.) l ............... 
S.::. ..... 
H '\:1, 
, .. - ···-· .-l.- - -- - -·-
Time 
-----
Expected income from use of soil without conservation measures 
Expected income from use of soil with conservation measures 
The above cases illustrated different time patterns of conserva-
tion practices. In 1-a, the farmer is able to adopt conservation 
practices immediately without any loss of income. Changing from a 
crop rotation depleting soil fertility to a restorative programme 
or from overgrazing to correct pasture management illustrates the 
situation. 
1-b illustrates the situation where an immediate sacrifice in 
income must be made if future income is to be maintained. The basic 
productive capacity of the soil has to be restored to its present 
level when it would otherwise continue to decline. A period of 
complete destocking to allow pasture recovery or the construction 
of structures in a watershed to prevent soil erosion, conforms with 
this situation. 
In the third case, the farmer has two choices. Either to 
accept a lower income now continuing indefinitely into the future 
or to accept a higher income at present but continuing to decline 
in the future. He cannot decide later to change to a programme 
which will sustain the constant level of income indicated. By then 
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the basic productive capacity of the soil will have declined and 
he would have to accept a lower constant income. The situation may 
be exemplified by'an enforced shift from mixed cropping to grassland 
farming or from pasture to trees. A period of overgrazing and 
burning may lead to permanently lower stock numbers as in many high 
country situations. 
The last case illustrates a situation where the basic product-
ive capacity of the soil declines constantly for a certain period, 
Finally, a critical situation is reached and a sudden loss occurso 
The alternative is to accept conservative practices giving a lower 
but constant income. Cultivation practices leading eventually to 
wind blow, sheet erosion of shallow soils and the total loss of 
palatable species in a tussock grassland environment are comparable 
situations. 
The second situation shown in section 1-b illustrates the most 
typical cases of investment in soil conservation. The case study 
described below in the latter half of this paper is an example of 
a conservation programme of this type. 
It is wise to consider this situation in more detail" 
Fig. 2, 
..... --- ·--
__ ·- ____ ERG_j_ 
/ 
Time 
The expected future net returns are shown above as ERN1 , They 
are declining continuously. The expected annual net return result-
ing from the adoption of the soil conservation programme are shown 
as ERC 1 . At first 1 the investment in conservation results in a drop 
in income but this returns to its former level in a few years. At 
t 1 the annual returns from the conservation programme are equal to 
the annual returns of the soil depleting programme. From then on 
the difference in net cash returns between the two programmes 
increases. Assuming that the farmer values future income at the 
same rate as income received today (zero discount rate), the adoption 
of the soil conservation programme will more than pay him ~or the 
temporary loss of income he has experienced. 
The farmers reaction to the proposed programme may change 
significantly if he bases his decisions on the discounted value of 
his expected net returns. If the depleting and conservation pro-
grammes are both discounted at the same rate the flow of annual net 
returns drops to ERN2 and ERC2 " If the planning period is long 
enough to allow the surplus to more than balance the loss of income 
the farmer will still find it profitable to accept the proposed 
conservation programme. If the same planning period is adopted 
for the undiscounted net returns (ERC1 - ERN1 ) and the discounted 
annual net returns (ERC 2 - ERN2 ), the programme will be less 
rewarding when discounting procedures are applied as in the second 
case. This arises through discounting distant future incomes and 
costs more heavily than earlier returns. Proportionately, costs 
are increased and returns are reduced in value as benefits do not 
accrue unless investments have been made in earlier years. As a 
result conservation programmes which have a long period of invest-
ment or do not reach a break-even point for a considerable number 
of years may be totally unprofitable. Their outcome will be a net 
loss when correct discount procedures are applied. This may occur 
despite the fact that a conservation programme may have been 
assumed to have been quite profitable if the cash returns exceeded 
the cash costs over the total period. 
If the farmer discounts the future income of the conservation 
programme even more heavily? and there are innumerable reasons why 
this could be the case 9 the break-even point will be delayed to t 2 . 
The advantage of accepting the conservation programme will be 
reduced considerably. If the planning period is terminated at t 39 
the discounted costs exceed the discounted returns. The shaded 
a .,.."'"' EDr ""Dl\r be-~- ... ~~n .... ---" .... '---~ B ~- ""'~ -, -.,\ -'- -s n-' ofr~se'-~ '' C<. ~c ~ 3 - Lu U V 2 v VV C 0 L v 2 ctH U v J \ ct.!- C d. .l. U l' J.. g ., C:. } U (.) t! 0 1, l• 
the loss of income ERN2 - ERC 3 between t 0 and t 2 (area A in Fig.2). 
In this case he will reject tne proposed conservation programme. 
At the highest rate of preference for present rather than 
future income a higher ciscount rate must be used. This is 
represented in Fig.2 by ERC4. The discounted expected future net 
returns in this case don't reach the expected returns of the pro-
gramme depleting soil fertility. The acceptance of a soil conserva-
tion programme may overcome the soil depletion problem under these 
conditions but would merely transfer the problem from the soil 
resource to a financial consideration. Financial resources squandered 
under these conditions cannot be used elsewhere. Again we have a 
problem of wasted resources. It is therefore imperative to reject 
programmes of this type. 
It is not illogical however to suggest that programmes rejected 
by an individual may still be worthwhile from societies point of 
view. If the individuals time preference rate is such that he 
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Relects outcome ERC3 as a result of heavily discounting future 
returns, he is likely to reject the proposed programme. If his 
planning period extends only to time t , in Fig.2 area A will be 
greater than area Band a loss would r~sult. However~ for the same 
programme 1 society as a whole may discount future returns at a 
lower rate. ERC 2 could be used to illustrate the outcome from the 
national or total society v~ewpoint. If the outcome is unsatis-
factory for the individual but is well worthwhile nationally 
because of differences in discount rates) economic adjustment will 
be necessary to improve the outcome for the individual. The 
adjustment can be achieved in several ways. Fixed taxes 1 higher 
rentals and other financial alternatives can be used to force 
ERN1 and hence ERN2 to a lower level, decreasing area A and 
increasing area B. This is the stick in the stick and carrot act 
and should not be readily recommended The adjustment can also be 
achieved by subsidies of two types. Price support of sufficient 
magnitude to increase area B to equal to area A. Alternatively~ 
investment subsidies - cost sharing arrangements - can be used to 
reduce area A. 
Diagrammatically this is demonstrated below. 
Fig. 3. 
'gl 
~ i r . 
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tp t2 t3 
The area represented by1 the area A in Fig. 2 is now divided 
into two parts in Fig. 3· A represents the costs incurred by the 
farmer and S the subsidy granted in a cost sharing agreement, If 
the programme is to be initiate4 it has to become profitable to the 
farmer. The subsidy S must be sufficiently large to reduce A1 
until this area is smaller than B. At this stage the farmer•s dis-
counted net returns will exceed his discounted costs. 
From societies point of view the· net benefit of the project 
can be determined from Fig.2. Subtract ERN2 - ERC2 before t 1 from 
ERC 2 - ERN2 after t 1 , subject to an adjustment for taxation and 
interest. · 
If price support subsidies are adopted, the income to the 
farmer will be higher both during and after the development phase. 
The subsidies will lift ERG~ in Fig.3 to ERP. This reduces the 
area A1 + S (the cost of th' project) and increases the area B. 
To be effective, the amount of subsidy granted must ensure that 
ERP - ERN2 after time tp is greater than ERN 2 - ERP prior to tp, 
Payment of subsidies by society to individuals is not only 
justified by differences in their preference for future income and 
hence differences in their discount rates. Subsidy payments are 
more commonly justified because the benefits of a programme under-
taken by one man are shared by many others. This is very often 
the case where water erosion problems occur. The effects of fast 
run off and soil laden water on properties lower in a catchment arc 
well known. Subsidies paid by farmers in a lower catchment area to 
others affecting conservation improvement in the upper catchment 
are justified providing the economic criteria cari be satisfied. 
The discounted net returns of all those benefiting from the erosion 
control must exceed the discounted costs. All farmers whose pro-
duction opportunities will be changed by the proposed conservation 
work should be included in the evaluation. 
Both subsidy schemes achieve the aims outlined. They are not 
equally acceptable. Price support subsidies have several faults. 
Prices will be changing in response to normal seasonal variations 
and for other reasons. The manner in which the subsidy should be 
administered, the amount involved and the number of years over 
which it should be paid are all problems which may make such a 
scheme impossible, From the farmerrs point of view there is a 
serious flaw with this form of subsidy. He must still find most 
of the liquid cash to initiate the conservation programme. 
Cost sharing subsidies overcome many of the disadvantages 
inherent with price support subsidies. They are easier to administer 
the period over which they are to be paid is finite and they help 
to reduce a farmers indebtedness. They are thus more acceptable to 
administrators and farmers alike. Investment subsidies as adminis-
tered under the Act are not free from faults and some future modifi-
cations could be expected. Such proposed modifications are 
dependent on the outcome of current research but remain outside the 
scope of this paper. It is noteworthy, however, that the cost 
sharing approach will almost certainly remain the basis of any 
modified subsidy proposals. 
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AN EXJ'J,,PLE IN PRACTICE· 
Qeneral Property Description 
The run is a comparatively small high country property 
75 miles north of Christchurch and west of Culverden. The 
present area comprises: 
Crown Leasehold 
Freehold 
River flats 
Total area 
13,200 acres 
3.766 acres 
509 acres 
---17,475 acres 
The highest point on the leasehold block is 5,593 feet 
and on the freehold 3,427. The bulk of the leasehold country 
lies between 2,700 and 4,500 feet and the freehold between 
1,200 and 2,300 feet. The homestead is at 1,200 feet above 
sea level. The river flats are situated seven miles from the 
remainder of the property and consist of Waimakariri series 
stony and silt phase soils. 
The bulk of the property has a typical high country 
climate with characteristic winter snowfalls and frosts. 
Growth is restricted from May to October. The rainfall is 
45 inches at the homestead. The river flats area has a 
typical mid Canterbury plains climate with low rainfall, dry 
summers and comparatively mild winter conditions. 
Stock carried at the commencement of the run plan 
consisted of: 
2235 half bred ewes lll breeding cows 
650 " " ewe hoggets 16 MS weaners 350 " " 2t and 4t wethers 4 AA bulls 165 wether hoggets 88 MS calves 
55 ramq and killers ?C:: Hereford heifers '-.-I 
Total 3455 Total 244 
Lambing % 67% Calving 75% 
Land Capability Classes - Leasehold and Freehold area. 
Class 8 Kaikoura and Tekoa steepland. 
Severe erosion 1912 acres 
Class 7 Tekoa steepland and Kaikoura. 
Moderate to severe 11784 tl 
Class 6 "Hurunui and Tekoa soils. 
Slight to moderate 3270 II 
Total 16968 
" 
The river flats consist largely of Class 3 and 4 soils of 
the Waimakariri series. 
Production 
Since 1945 the production of the leasehold has declined 
approx. 1% per year. The freehold has declined approx. !% 
per year. 47 
The Conservation Programme (Commenced 1963) 
'rhe objective of the programme is to improve the 
productivity of the Class 6 freehold hill country and 
aporoximately 400 acres of the river flats. Sufficient 
grazing will be provided by this development to allow the 
sheep grazing rights of the Class 7 and a land in the 
leasehold area to be relinquished. Cattle grazing will 
continue on the Class a area of the leasehold. 
Major Features 
(a) The aerial topdressing and oversowing of 1119 acres of 
Class 6 country to be fenced into five blocks. Over the 
three years following the development of these blocksi the 
productivity was expected to rise by 2.2 ewe equivalents to 
three ewe equi v.'J.lents. This -vwuld therefore provide 21L~4 
evve equivalents of additional feed - mostly summer and early 
winter feed. 
(b) The cultivation of appro~imately 200 acres of the river 
flats area to lucerne after turnips over a five year period. 
An assessed increase of 7000 lb DM per acre (4.6 ewe 
equivalents) was expected. This would be used mainly as hay 
for winter feed and totalled 920 ewe equivalents. 
The total estimated increase from the development of the 
hill country pasture and the lucerne on the river flats was 
1524 ewe equivalents. 
Leasehold G:cazigg_ 
J.\.t the commencement of the conservation programme in 
1963 the leasehold grazing was c-:ts follows. The present 
position is R1so given. 
Ewes Wethers Hoggets Cows 
1962/63 1967/6a 1962/63 1967/68 1962/63 1967/6$ 
July 700 Nil Nil 200 Nil Nil 0 
August 700 !! II 200 n 11 110 
September ?00 II 1! 200 ,, 11 
October 700 !! !1 200 n If 
November 700 ll 350 200 830 n 
December 350 !! 350 1200 830 ?1 
January Nil ll 350 1200 830 ~t 
February 2235 !1 350 1200 aJO n 
March 2235 If 350 1200 830 n 
April 2235 !I 350 1200 830 H 
May 700 ll 350 200 est 830 II 
June 700 H 350 200 est Nil !! 
(111955 Nil) (2y450 7,400) ( 5, ino Nil) 
11,955 --~- 12 2 '~-50 + 12 7400 5 ~:no 0 2 1 
= 1000 ewe equivs = 204 T 12 3 12 
-- 616 -- 322 
Total 1962/63 = 1600 ee 1 s approx (on Class 7 and 8) 1967/6$ 
Removed_ 904 . c1 = 696 ee 1 s 
-1600 = 5b.5;o 
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Financial Details 
The total cost of the programme was estimated at approx. 
$21,400. The total subsidy amounted to $10,360 and the 
estimated cost to the farmer was $11,040. By the end of 
1967.$8,800 was to have been spent. 
Of the amount granted as a subsidy only l, 320 vras granted 
for onsite soil conservation work - ridge fencing and cattle 
:1roofing. The remainder was for off-site work to ollow the 
leasehold to be retired. 
Carrying capacity of Class 7 and 8 
Total cost of programme 
Total cost per ee 
Subsidy granted per ee 
= l600ee's 
= ~20,080 off~site 
+ 1,320 on-site 
$21,400 
= .$13 .J8 
= $6.45 
The conservation programme proposed was very satisfactory 
from the point of view of the cost per ewe equivalent removed 
from the severely eroding country. 
The Actual Programme 
Some changes to the original programme have been made. 
The first major change was made in 1966. The productivity 
of the property was continuing to decline up to that period 
and the total costs were increasing continuously. The 
investment required from the farmer could not readily be 
supported from current account expenditure. To ensure that 
the programme continued without undue interruption and to 
increase the productivity of the property at the same time, 
a State Advances Corporation development loan of approximately 
~30,000 was raised. Stock numbers have been increased 
considerably to 4200 sheep to be wintered and 350 cattle. 
At the same time the conservation programme has been advanced 
slightly and the rate of de-stocking is ahead of the plan. 
Technically the results have been comparable with the 
initial expectations. The productivity of the developed 
area has been equal to or slightly above the forecast figures. 
The rate of retirement could have been accelerated but 
this has been kept proportional to the amount of subsidy 
approved. If stock numbers had not been increased, the 
continuing cost/price squeeze would have forced the run 
holder into serious financial difficulties. 
The effect on the degree of resource deterioration is 
difficult to determine. On the leasehold area~ any animal 
grazing was assumed to be detrimental. Deterioration of the 
area is still continuing but an assumptiGn could be made that 
the rate of deterioration has declined or will decline if the 
lagged effect is considerable. Sward regeneration is not 
noticeable as yet. The freehold area by contrast is improving 
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Undoubtedly what has been done in the programme to date 
is very satisfactory ~in the meaning of conservation s 
defined earlier - an in·,; stment v,rhich maintains, enhanc(:;s 
or reduces the rate of Lerioration of the potential 
productivity of a storable or renewable resource. It 
remains to be proven that it has been ~rofitable. 
Prot;lems 
1. The determination of "e uivalent 1 ~ to enable the 
Class 7 and land to be de-stocked. A unique problem arises 
on run country which is sornev-vhat dissimilar to other farming 
situati,Jm3. The summer country is grazed to enable the 
winter country to produce feed which is utilized from Nay 
through to late September. A con::!iderable ~:;umrner feed 
surplus cxi ~3t3 from November till y or June on the win t~n· 
country, sufficient to feed all stock through that period 
if they were removed from the summer country. The problem 
arises through deterioration of the quality and quantity of 
t feed saved to be fed-off on the winter country from May 
Go tober. The amount of feed required to enable the 
ummer country to be de-stocked is not the sum of the ewe 
equivalents carried on the area over the 12 months period. 
Winter feed saved by utilizing summer country is subject to 
severe losses in feed value whereas winter feed available as 
high qua.li ty :o_uturnn S·J.ved pasture, forage crops and hay is not o 
In the following illustration, the stock carried in each 
rno~1t~J are converted to the equivalent I_lU.raber o£ Romney ewe~ 
wh1cn would be fed for 12 months on th1s feed, (starch equl-
valent ba.::>is). 'l'he ewe equivalents are then totalled for 
the period January to September. A calculation is then made 
4. Coop, I.E. N.Z. J.Agr.Sci. v.l No.3 Nov.l965. 
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to convert these ewe equivalents to the effective winter 
feed requirement. This figure is the "equivalent" 
grazing which would be necessary to allow the summer 
country to be retired.5 
Conversion of Stock Carried on Summer Country to Ewe 
Equivalents. 
Ewes EE Wethers EE Hogs EE Total 
Jan. 0 0 350 19 830 41 60 
Feb. 223 5 91 350 19 830 41 151 
March 2235 91 350 19 830 41 151 
April 2235 95 350 19 830 41 155 
May 700 30 350 19 830 41 90 
June 700 31 31 
July 700 32 32 
Aug. 700 39 39 
Sept. 700 60 60 
Oct. 700 74 74 
Nov. 700 80 350 19 830 41 140 
Dec. 350 t& 350 _1.2 830 41 100 133 287 1083 
Effective amount of Winter Feed Reauired. 
Summer Winter feed Months Expected Effective 
Country Saved till - Loss EE 
Ewe Required 
Equivs. 
Jan. 60 early July 6 5o% 30 
Feb. 151 II July 6 50% 75 
March 151 July-Aug. 5 42% 88 
April 155 August 4 33% 104 
IJiay 90 August 3 25% 67 
June 31 August 2 17% 26 
. July 32 Aug.-Sept • 1 87~ 29 
Aug. 39 Aug.-Sept. 39 
Sept. 60 September 60 
Oct. N.A. 769 EE's 518 EE~s 
Nov. N.A. 
Dec. N.A. Saved Feed Lost = 251 EEVs 
Thus 518 ewe equivalents of winter feed produced by the 
conservation programme would be sufficient to allow the Class 
7 and 8 country to be destocked. Not the 1600 ~ Bred e\t're 
equivalents shown in the run plan (1083 Romney ewe equivalents). 
This is equivalent to 631 tons of lucerne hay (approxc 
21,000 bales). 
5. For the basic work used to make this calculation see 
Coop, I.E., Dorburg, M. Anderson, C.M. The chemical 
composition of some tussock grassland pastures. 
N.Z.J.Sci.Tech. Sec.A, v.34, No.6, Ap.l953. 
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It is imperative that this figure should be assessed 
accurately as it is the basis used to determine the investment 
needed to complete the conservation programme. The 
calculations used in the run plan were made by the late 
Noel Holmes and the author and considefing the state of 
knowledge at the time were satisfactory. 
2. The method of allocating the subsidy: Subsidies are 
paid as the farmer incurs his share of the cost of development. 
This automatically creates a problem. Before an investment 
can be made, surplus funds must be available. In the farmer 1 s 
case this amounts to his residual cash surplus or net cash 
profit after living and tax. As a result his rate of 
investment becomes a function of his level of production~ 
price movements and costs. Costs will be relatively stable 1 
but in this environment, the level of production and prices 
(largely wool) may vary widely. In consequence the run 
plan cannot be followed clof:>ely unless the farmer is prepared 
to borrow canital when his cash surplus is restricted. 
The problem can be overcome in several ways; some are 
obvious. A lump sum payme~t of the total subsidy which has 
been assessed is one worthwhile alternative. This could be 
made at the commencement of the programme but granted in the 
form of a suspensory loan to be terminated after the 
conservation programme has been completed. If this results 
in an accelerated programme the outcome is likely to be more 
profitable to both parties. It has the added advantage of 
making the programme legally binding or the subsiy money is 
wi thdrc~wn. 
There are several variations of this basic alternative, 
each of which has added merit. The fundamental requirements 
of any alternative schemes are that they should increase the 
potentiality and incentive for a farmer to undertake a soil 
conservation programme. They should be administratively 
simple and should not lead to the breakdown of a programme 
before its completion. They should also share costs equit-
ably. Alternatives will be published at the termination 
of current research. 
3. Fixed costs on the de-stocked area: The problem of a 
constant Crown rental is well known. It would be desirable 
for the rent to be reduced in proportion to the degree of 
de~stocking, The Crown's asset benefits from the retirement 
from grazing. If a reduction in the rate of erosion was not 
envi;3aged t,he programme would not have been undertaken. It 
would be an incentive to run holders to retire the Class 7 
and g land and at a comparatively small cost to society. 
Rabbi~ rates pose a more formidable problem. In the 
case study the rates were increased by the Board from 
approximately two cents to three cents per acre last year. 
The gross amount on the area being retired is now approximately 
three times greater than the rent. What is an equitable rate) 
and who should pay it are problems which are not yet resolved. 
In this y:articular case, Rabbit Board rates are the biggest 
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single fixed cost. It is imperative that recognition be 
given to the disincentive effect that increased fixed costs, 
on an unproductive asse~ have on the farmer. 
The above factors are the major problems. Many others 
exist but are of lesser importance. Time does not permit 
their exploration. Many of them can be readily overcome by 
allowing the conservation programme to be somewhat flexible. 
Technology and seasons are constantly changing and what may 
have been technically the most efficient way of affecting the 
programme when it was first proposed may not be at a later 
date. If the programme is allowed to be flexible, improve-
ments can be readily incorporated in the programme nroviding 
they increase its profitability. 
The paper has presented the theoretical background to 
soil conservation and its effect on farm development. Certain 
aspects of this have been related to the case study in the 
latter portion of the paper. The time restriction has not 
permitted a more detailed examination of the example or an 
elaboration of financial considerations. The publication 
of current research will cover all aspects of the case study 
not discussed in the paper. 
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'I'HE 1;JORKSHOP ON S Y3'l'EMS OF COS'I' ,SHAH.ING ij:ND 
FINANCE - edited by B. Douglass 
A. The present system of cost sharing through subsidy 
The present system of cost sharing through the subsidy 
scheme is not perfect nd anomalies re likely to persist, 
HoV>Jever 1 untLL :3uch U n• a.s EL bettc:r ;:oystem is devised ch 
is unlikely in the immGdi te future), administrative 
improvemEmt and ctton rnay remove unnc;cessary complication 
and facilitate the work done under the scheme. 
It- wa_s Sllggested. 1a.t~ 
may be considered. They 
dures and improve the r 
the local share and the 
the work, 
l. The cost sh<~LiJ·: 
jobs including 
the fo owing detail adaptions 
auld r administrative oce-
i ons be rl the contributors of 
supervising and carrying out 
tld cover the hole cost of 
a~ work as well as mat r ls in thos jo 
materials only are 3ub;sidised. 
where 
b. on-cost is part of the job i.e. su rvJsion should 
be included in the co::;t ::-; '~ring. 
Co the maintenance in the fi.rst year lS a necessary part 
of construction and sh d he incJ. ed in the cost. 
2. There would be much to b Lned from o simplified 
subsidy sch3dule with say only thr .~ r3tes a licable. This 
schedule mcq be:st be written on a r J.onal :\~,; ~ for example 
Lne cure oi aeep se~~ed slumps in Lne irarapa is not 
comparable with retirement fencing in the tussock grasslands 
of Canterbury. A suggestion was also put forvvard that within 
regions differential subsidy rates based on severity of erosion 
could be worked out. 
3. Several contributers suggested that if simplified 
schedules were established on a regional basis then further 
delegation of responsibility to Boards would be possible. 
Time consuming delays waiting for Soil Council approval 
would be unnecessary. 
4. The workshop was unanimous that the greater use 
of lor:ms either suspensory loans or low interest loans 
should be thoroughly investigated. They would enable 
farmers to initiate works without accepting the immediate 
r n ncial burden of both the local and national share of the 
co~:;~~,, The course was shown an example:: where rf;financing 
(in s case through State Advances Corp) was necessary 
for t soil conservation Drcw:ramme to be continued. An 
analogy was drawn with the.Fa~m Forestry Loan Scheme and it 
was pointed out that that scheme had some administrative 
advantages over the soil conservation subsidy scheme. 
Technical advice was given and the correct spending of 
government money were ensured by that scheme with less 
administrative burden than the soil conservation subsidy 
scheme. 
B. The approach to planning and financing integrated 
catchment schemes 
The concensus of the workshop groups was difficult to 
define. There appeared to be no clear understanding as to 
what a scheme, a catchment or integration meant. There were 
however some evident points of agreement. 
1. There is an urgent need for more detailed 
evaluations of financial and physical benefits of soil 
conservation work. 
2. Until recently the approach to schemes has been 
piecemeal and far from integrated because of lack of under-
standing between disciplines. It was agreed that the team 
approach of all disciplines involving catchment use in all 
its aspects was needed and should be sought after. But, as 
a cautionary note, it was pointed out that single practice 
works must be done and there is not time to wait for complete 
wisdom in every case. 
3. Perhaps the most difficult problem is to define and 
finance preventive measures rather than to find support and 
take action on curative ones. This is particularly evident 
when attempting to assess benefit derived from preventive soil 
conservation measures and to assess the local share of the 
costs. 
4. It was suggested that integrated catchment schemes 
would be further stimulated if loan money was available at 
the start of the scheme. The finding of the local share 
at the time the works are due to start is a deterrent even 
when the scheme is economically attractive. 
5, It was suggested that a regional planning approach 
would often be the best one to integrated catchment management. 
Whatever the approach, the administrative machinery and public 
relations-of the body concerned can make or mar the 
acceptance of a scheme. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF CONSERVATION FAHM PLANNING 
"" -·· ,_, 
IN THE SOUTH ISLAND 
(Based more particularly on Farm Plans prepared within the 
Otago Catchment Board's area) 
A.J. Warrington, B.Agr.Sc., 
Farm Planning Officer 1 
Otago Catchment Board, 
A. WHAT IS A CONSERVATION FARM PLAN ANJ2 HO~_J2.0IS~-~I_J2IFP~ER FROL'L 
OTHER EROSION CONTROL METHODS IN WHICH SUBSIDY ASSISTANCE IS 
INVOLVED? 
A conservation farm is a comprehensive programme of farm 
development works, over a ven period, which includes practices 
necessary to reduce soil loss by accelerated erosion and to maintain, 
or increase, production in safe and permanent ways. 
The plans fundamental basis should be the use of the land 
according to its capability and limitations. This land capability 
classification emerges from the knowledge obtained of all the 
physical land characteristics 1 and the classification and interpre-
tation of their combined effects on sound land use. 
This information is best utilised through the "farm as a unit" 
approach - the conservation farm plan. In the farm plan 1 the soil 
conservation programme 1 based on the land 1 s capability, should be 
integrated as closely as possible with the farmer's own development 
programme, 'rhe two together are designed .!2.9t only for the purpose 
of conserving the soil, and preventing or repairing accelerated 
erosion, but also to maintain or increase production in safe, 
permanent-way~ 
Subsidies for Soil Conservation work are also made available 
in programmes less detailed than in farm plans. These include: 
(1) Single subsidy proposals: where a single measure will control 
a localised erosion problem 1 and where no changes in manage-
ment or other works are involved. 
(2) Windbreak Schemes and Gully Control Schemes: specia:ised 
proposals to deal with a specific type of problem. 
(3) Erosion Control Schemes: a programme of works which deals 
with a series-of localised erosion problems (possibly of 
several types) on properties where large scale development, 
and management changes are not envisaged. 
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(i) 
( ij) 
:·U Wi 11 SCf: 
ths programme l~Vo eG. 
:L t 11 
----- (-: 
J) TJ·~r- t_-;,::,_sic de·v·e~: ()ptnGn t o·:" L~l--- t,;:-·o_1:,:~.~::s1s on th_e ..-. 1 "l c:._;, __ , l.:,ncl .. 
anci capabi:1ties. 
l • 1 1Ll~. 0 country and high cc~ try, t~e dry barren hi:_e of Central C 
and some of th~ fOorer hil~s and downla~ds ing 1 esE distant from 
the Coast. For ic is in Lhese areas, partic~la- ~ne first L~·ee 
Lhat th~ bulk of ~ons~ vatl n fa1 plaLnLng is n2aessary and ·; 
carried out. 
Otago is in an unusual pos ~ion in that 60% o& the land is h~ d 
under some farm of Crown L~asehold. the major~~Y of which is in 
native tussock grassland tha~ 0 clved in th2 2hsc~cc cf grazing 
animaLs. 
Excluding the unoccupied 
ranges. there are 2.6 million 
0.4 mill1.on acres of de~letPd 
s~tject to significant affects 
lands high on the JaGtern mountain 
acr~s of snow-tuseo~k gr~3sland and 
fesc 
of accelerated erosion. 
Through a system of trial c_n6. ~:r or, t!J.e p:ce::; •r:.t gr,.£;ing 
pa U~<dt'D of high country :':'arming Lus aric-;en; a:L.tL t..c, ex ten::;. 
gra~ing control was taken out of the hands of the runtolder s far 
back as 1880 with tho introduction of the rabbit. The rabLi 
plague alongside unwise land-use prac~ices of excessive bur3~~g and 
overstocking, induced an accelerated erosion cycle. 
The vast range of physical and climatic features found firstly 
within the Otago area, and of more i~portance~ even within manJ of 
thP properties 0 plays a major part in difficulties encountered in 
conservation farm planning in Otago. Yet at the same tima, l can 
G ffe?' o3Gme of ~;he best poss i.bi1iti e6 for E.' tarlling arid bmv' f ·:' al 
changes in farm development and better la~d use. Changes carr occur 
euen within a property from a sAmi-arid clima e. with brown-grey 
earth soils and sUpporting a stunted vegetation of scabwsPd, 
ephemera~ weeds and occaaionaJ. tussocks; r3ght through the :ow a~d 
mid-altit0de tussock zo~es and ye1low-grey-ear~h and ~ransiti~na: 
YGE/YBE soils, to dense snow tussock areas of yellow-brown-earth 
soils, and even to sub-alpine areas of stunted scrub 9 tussock, mat 
plants and rock~ on a very impoverished and sometimes podzolised 
soil under a high rainfall~ extremely cold temperatures and very 
short grazing season, 
Possibly the most beneficial advantage the area enjoys 9 is the 
large proportion of the area having schist as the parent rock. A 
very brief reconnaissance would convince anyone of the comparative 
stability of this parent material when compared with greywackeJ 
volcanic or sedimentary parent materials. 
C. HOW IS THE CONSERVATION FARM PLAN PREPARED? 
What basic information is required before erosion control 
techniques can be considered? 
Initially I propose to outline briefly the steps taken in the 
preparation of a farm plan up to the stage of considering what 
different erosion control techniques and development proposals 
might be used~ 
(i) A base map is prepared, from aerial photographs 9 showing 
stream and ridge patterns, spot heights and trig stations 1 together 
with any existing improvements to the property such as fences 1 
tracks, buildings, plantations and windbreaks. 
(ii) Before field work begins 9 basic information on the soils) 
geology, and climate of the area is collected from various sources. 
From the soil types alone much can be learnt about a property -
possible types and extent of erosion, soil fertility, and present 
and potential productive capacity, 
(iii) A detailed Land Inventory field survey is then carried out 
to determine the following physical characteristics~ 
(a) Soil types 
(b) Erosion - past and present; types and severity -
measured by occurrence and soil loss. 
(c) Topography ~ expressed as slope and measured in degrees. 
(d) Present land use - expressed in terms of the vegetation 
present there, A measure of the depletion of this vege-
tation in terms of percentages of bare ground is given 
for native grassland area. 
Areal photographs play a vital part in recording this field 
and topographical data, This information is then permanently 
recorded on Land Inventory Cards and then transferred on to the 
Land Inventory Map. 
The Land Inventory Map then becomes one of the major bases 
for the assessment of the Land Capability map of the property 
This land capability map shows the classification of suitability of 
different areas of the property for specified long term use. It 
outlines limitations imposed by present and potential erosion, and 
the productive potentials of each area for safe maximum permanent 
use, based on present knowledge. Land Capability can change with 
the removal of limitations, or by the imposition of other limita-
tions. 
The restrictions imposed by natural physical characteristics 
affect: 
(1) The number and complexity of the corrective practices needed. 
(2) The productivity of the land. 
(3) The jntensity and manner of land use. 
In deciding the land capability class, of any land inventory 
unit, the following questions should be asked: 
(1) Is the land suited to the production of crops? (arable or 
non-arable). 
(2) How much can the arable land be cultivated without producing 
accelerated soil loss by erosion? 
(3) Is the land's safe and permanent use lj.mited to the production 
of a perennial vegetation? 
(4) How heaviliy can the non-arable land be grazed without causing 
accelerated soil erosion? 
(5) Is the land best utilised alternatively for watershed protec-
tion. for supply of water for hydro-electric power, for 
irrigation, or for recreation? 
The Land Capability Classification and system in New Zealand 
has been adequately covered in previous papers by Greenall, Ramsay, 
Howard, Dunbar, Hughes and Prickett at various times, and I shall 
go into no further detail on the system and its application than 
already given. Except to say that, if the map is to be of any 
lasting and worthwhile use, it must be drawn up in terms of: 
(i) Broad Land Capability Classes. 
then (ii) Sub-classes outlining the 5 limitations which may occur ~ 
erosion, wetness, soil limitations, climate or slope. 
then (1.'1'1') 'Jn1"ts · t th · · th l - grouping oge er areas requ1r1ng e same 
kinds of management and treatment. 
Although subjective, the classification should be soundly based 
on the accumulated knowledge at that time of the effects of the 
physical factors of the land on its best and safest long term use. 
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D. WHAT-ARE THE DIFFERENT EROSION CONTROL METHODS WHICH MAY BE 
CONSIDERED IN THE FARM PLAN PROGRAMME? 
Once the maps are completed, the farmer is visited again, to 
discuss present management of the property and future plans for 
development - all of which, should be considered in relation to the 
land capability map. The !armer usually knows the best areas of 
land already even if he is not fully appreciative of its land 
capability. The Soil Conservator outlines his ideas on conservation 
development works which could be undertaken. Attempts are started 
to integrate in the best possible way, the conservation needs of 
the property with the present and proposed future management, 
Some of these erosion control methods (or conservation 
development proposals) used in the South Island, may include: 
(i) Fencing for Land Retirement: 
Areas of severely eroded land and depleted vegetation may be 
fenced and retired from stock grazing if this is considered the 
most practical method of controlling erosion, and promoting con-
servation, by natural vegetation regeneration, 
(ii) Conservation Fencing: 
Fencing to separate eroded areas from non-eroded summer grazing 
blocks from lower winter grazing blocks, and depleted sunny aspects 
from rank shady aspects. All these fences are considered essential 
for proper grazing management and for the prevention of severe 
vegetation depletion with consequent soil loss by accelerated erosion. 
(iii) Fencing for Recuperative Spelling of land: 
Seasonal spelling for reseeding, or short term retirement from 
stock grazing. 
(iv) Cattleproofing existing fences: 
Where cattle are being introduced to a property or increased 
in numbers, as an aid to the control of rank vegetation and bracken 
fern, and to help reduce excessive burning which induces erosion. 
(v) A.T.D. & O.S. for "Onsite" revegetation: 
The initial seeding and topdressing of severely depleted and 
eroded areas, subject to firm conditions of spelling, recuperative 
lenient grazing, and maintenance by the farmer. 
(vi) A.':j:'.D. & O.S. for the provision of equivalent "offsite" 
grazing: 
In association with the retirement or temporary retirement of 
stock from an area, other areas are improved by A.T.D. & o.s. to 
provide extra grazing to compensate for the loss of grazing on the 
retired or spelled areas. Alternatives such as irrigation, drainage 
or cultivation and grassing, may be considered if these are as cheap 
as A.T.D. & O.S. to provide the "offsite" feed required. 
(vii) Windbreaks: 
Orientated at right angles to the prevailing winds (especially 
N.W.) and in areas of low rainfalls and light sandy soils. Aimed at 
minimising soil loss during cultivation operations, combined with 
rougher seed beds and cross wind drilling. 
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(viii) Qonservation Tree Planting: 
To stabilise extensively eroded faces, or control actively 
eroding gullies. open planting on slump faces, silt detention in 
gullies, and pole planting for bank erosion. Generally of far less 
signifi~ance than North Island practices. 
(ix) Tunnel Gully Control: 
Corrective and preventive work may include bulldozing in the 
gully and regrassing the areas; di.version banks to lead water 
away from the area; and possibly some open tree plantin~ and 
fencing. Severely gullied areas are close planted with trees. 
(x) Farm Ponds: 
Used in the promotion of greater numbers of cattle 1 when 
cattle are recommended for use in rehabilitating aroded areas, or 
control of rank vegetation without burning, 
(xi) Flood Detention Dams: 
Large-E";arth-dains with con trolled outlets to control stream 
discharges - both to reduce flooding of arable flat lands 1 and to 
prevent the spilling of silt and detritus from eroding catchments 
on to fertile flats. 
All such proposals are covered by engineering design and 
report-
(xi:i) Strate~ic F:L~::breaks..:_ 
The const:ruct:i on of permanent firebreak tracks in tussock 
grassland areas, to divide blocks into major compartments of 
about 10,000 acres each. The primary purpose of these tracks is 
to provide quick access for prf:Hh r1t:i..nt 1'!'<' 11 'l;hr'n:i Fed a.nd t·:soa.ped fj res 
from spreading on to steeper and higher slopes where vegetation is 
sparse and erosion active or imminent. 
(xiii) Contrnlr works: 
Pasture furrows, contour cultivation, sub-soiling terraces 
and graded ba~ks etc, 
Other types of remedial measures are considered on their 
merits where it can be shown that they will best carry out the 
control and prevention of erosion for the particular area. 
E 1NHAT ARE THE MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL FACTORS LIKELY TO 
AFFECT A FARM PLAN PROGRAMME? 
AJthough the Conservation Farm Plan is formulated with the 
basic thought of ~educing or preventing accelArated soil loss, the 
maintenance of! or increase in production must also be a governing 
factor in the preparation of the plan. 
Various management aspects must therefore be considered when 
the plan is first being moulded into shape in discussion with the 
farme~ These include present and proposed subdivision and its 
effect on grazing managAment~ condition of pastures and tussock 
blocks. stock types and present management, crops and winter feed 
_ G1J 1 ~ater au~ y und s~elter, and particular problems rel~ted 
-,P .:t.:C£-t.::.t 1 th.c "f"-:trm, o.r t!1e .fBtrme.r's ovJn financial poai'tion and 
-~ '~ '.,, ....... 
,;_, :.:.~ .1.' •• ~1\ -~ ·• 
Iha ~J! 0 3oil Con~ervutian liea in good and prudent farill 
man&g~~ent. ~he major responsibility rests with the farmer. Soil 
Conservation is not confined only to the rostoration of existing 
ero3~on. Its aim should also be to sustain maximum permanent pro-
d~Jr~~ r~iO.rl &,~C!O!'Jing to th.e lan r]_' Z5 ;.;ap;:~ bili ·ty, 
~r~aion is caussJ primarily by the misuse of the soil or the 
7~~~ atian. The greater protection given to the soil, the less 
U .. <:lilcoc<' o:· erosion takine pla e. The better the vegetative 
cnv c maintained, the better the protection and production. 
~~~r ct ~~i:i~ation of pastures and particularly tussock blocks is 
o3t import~nt 1 and adequate subdivision i~ assential to allow the 
),., i::~ t.::.c t'~~; :r."'y c (; n ~~ 1~0 l CJ f :.~to c k g r :::LZi ng 1? ;-· e G;·:·.~ 1.ll""E" ~;. 
~razing ch~ ~s are ~ useful method of illustr~ting grazing 
r;attc:rrw on ;::<t':nsive :-, eDE! :cuns, ahowinc stock concc:ntration.s and 
t~tcJck Tno·/ · '~r:.:r•t i> L-::J..tion tc di.f.f(;~rt;nt 0;I"azin -b1o.:.'~k:G, tl1e s£;::;din,g 
reriod of n~tiv ants, and the ~ain operations ~f the sheop 
s~:~:._tion 8,JC ::.~~' ctustc-r· ~ ·t;,_l r.fSt eyf: .. ---cJ. .. L 11s , .sl'1ec.~~x~ 
and ~eaning. ~iff~rent colours are uHod to C0not different groups 
of s_h~·sr~p. 1C1; l.r c;,·~'FeP'len ;:; .:J..~·::··r; ottc:d on the cl:.c;_l ... J ~ VJ}.\icll shovJs 
months 0f the ; ar ~lcng the top &~d block names down the left hand 
c _·:;e ~-;J7- th(: J'td~?_r{::, It ~.-u"f.,-: :Lr: l _ _i~~ te ~-;-t.tli.:.:D~ t.·-r-a:::-l~_-..;-,...<:.:~··,s ,:?~nd rnovGme.nts 
f grazing Gtoek. 
P:iU1 ctll tl-:Lc: lnfccm-,tl.on il2nc>~. ':tt.:·c1 on th Gh rt~ it can be 
S(;'en ~J.t a g·l~l!'lCe - Le~--~ ·;~·· cct.~-; ct:·:·,:·; b:·~-~-1'1-E:~ :;r,r;---)_-z.~:;d_ ~-~-·u r ·-;;g t e: scedir1g 
period and with h~. many shee~. Tte carr~ing cap3city of a block 
i~j ;:.}:, .. ;::z:~--~r,.--~·; nc ,~ ;r, ~ (:._~;t::~l L·0 C:.r~tl:,: tE.::j anl·5_ a (;omp,~:r:cison of 'b.lockt.3 
of cimi 3r vegstatjon 
s~azing p~uasurcs. 
c: an. -~-nd. a..tio.n of c-:xce~.3 .. _;ivf::; 01 .. 'li~ght 
planning of.·Cic•;. ~ .. cr~n t.h··: n rdtl.J.I'n to th.c T_;::-J.l·ld c.3.pr.-tbili ty map 
~'ul' e;.n :>scssme:n t of' t',,; ''otentia1 safe gra:z.Jng on various blocks 
~-~ i .. e ~---~~x~ .r:a.r c th. io \,.1 i ·~:. h px· i_:J e ~ti ~=- gt'·r.;.~~ irtg f:.r e .s :::-:;Jre G. I-Ie and -;., h(~ f a:rrr1e r 
tnen determine any ~ecessnry changes and formulate a modified 
ing f.'~i ttcrn. crhi3 C£.LD. be s.hown on :·:t p:~.~opoc;ed ;jrazing ~~h_ar·t if 
~fficient information is available. 
Ihe objective is to relieve grazing prensurcs on the blocks 
0hich require spelling during t11e nativs grass reseeding period, e.g. 
had:y 0epleted and eroded areas, or areas which do not respond 
economically to aerial oversnwing and topdross1ng techniques. 
TrtG:t'().sti::WS in grazing pressures on the bett:;;r covered blocks which 
a~ present are leniently stocked (with or without associated measures 
2uch as fencing), or provision of extra grazing by aerial oversowing 
and topdressing, are normally the best solutions. 
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In soma areas, cattle may replace sheep in the less accessible 
valleys, or in areas of rank tussock, scrub and bracken fern vege-
tation, as an alternative to burning, as another source of income 1 
and as a means of stabilising costs of management. 
Thus 1 knowledge of types of stock, their movement and concen-
tration, is vital to the success of any conservation development 
programme. 
In his initial talks with the farmer, the Soil Conservator 
becomes familiar with the farm problems and obtains from the farmer 
his ideas on proposed development works. If finance is likely to 
be a significant problem a budget should be worked out to obtain a 
more accurate idea of the surplus available for a soil conservation 
programme. Costing of different sources of income may be necessary 
to decide the best product grown on the farm. A perusal of the tax 
return sheets as prepared by the Farm Accounting Association for 
example, may pinpoint some form of excessive expenditure which can 
be remedied. These types of financial studies can often best be 
done by the local Farm Economist of the Department of Agriculture. 
He has district information and knowledge of similar properties 
which can enable him to quickly assess how the farmer is doing 
financially. If finance is really critical~ and many unfinancial 
farmers are on eroded properties, then Marginal Lands or State 
Advances development money may be available. 
With all this informatjon to hand, the Soil Conservator is 
ready to prepare a five year conservation farm plan. 
F. CO-ORDINATION OF A "TEAM APPROACH" TO 'I'HE PREPARATION OF 
~ONSERVATION FARM PLANS: 
Because it i.s impossible for one man to know all the "facts 
about farming'', the Soil Conservator must confer with and rely on 
the help and advice of many other people in various fields of work. 
The emergence of a nTeam Approach" to conservation farm plans 
should become an exciting and conspicuous feature of this type of 
work. If practised with faith and willingness, it must make a 
significant advance to the orderly progress of providing in a truly 
co-ordinated manner, the best information and advice from all the 
various departments and agencies to the farmer. And it is the 
farmers problems 1 I might say, that is the justification for all 
such people being employed in their present positions in every 
field pertaining to Agricultural Science, and some beyond it. 
These thoughts and implications have been far more soundly 
and fully covered previously by Greenall, Ramsay and Wilkie amongst 
others, and I shall let the matter, in general, rest there. 
However, in a more particular way 1 the soil conservator, in 
drawing up the conservation farm plan programme with the farmer, 
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should also be looking for and relying on the help and advice of 
some, or all, of following officers and agencies: 
Financial Analyses - Economists from the Department of Agriculture. 
Advice on Finance for Farm Development - Marginal Lands or State 
Advances Corporation. 
Agricultural Advisory Work - Farm Advisory Officers, Department of 
Agriculture. 
Soils & Geology - Pedologists and Geologists of D.S.I.R. 
Land Tenure and Run Management - experienced officers of the Lands 
and Survey Department. 
Research and Trial work - officers of Research Branch of Department 
of Agriculture. 
Stock Management - Sheep and Wool, and Livestock Instructors. 
Irrigation, Drainage ) Department of Agriculture Officers, 
Farm Ponds and Dams ) Surveyors and Engineers. 
Tree species and planting - N.Z. Forest Service and sometimes 
others who can give help. 
When the Soil Conservator has integrated all the information 
into the farm plan, bearing in mind the farmers wishes and prior-
ities, he costs the programme and works out the total cost, the 
subsidies involved and the annual contributions of the farmer. 
The runholder or farmer is then given the further opportunity to 
amend or accept the casted programme, because the success of the 
plan depends mainly upon his understanding of the plan and his 
enthusiasm to carry it out. 
At this stage, I might say that I have found that the method 
which has been previously used in farm plans for indicating 
estimated costs, subsidy rates, subsidies and supposed farmers 
costs is of little use, and often even less understanding, to 
farmers who are interested primarily in the estimated cost of the 
job (or better still the actual cost) and the nett subsidy monies 
(or percentage) that they will receive on the completion of each 
job. I am pleased to see the more recent proposals in the suggested 
Farm Plan format circulated by the Soil Conservation & Rivers Control 
Council, recommending different leaflets, showing financial details 
in different ways, for the farmer who is interested in nett figures, 
and the Authority interested in gross figures prior to the-removal 
of the various fees. 
With all officers and agencies working as a team towards a 
common goal for the farmer, the conservation farm plan should be 
the most logical approach to planned farm development work. It 
ensures that the Government's money and the farmer•s money will be 
used wisely in a manner compatible with correct land use based on 
the land's capability for the highest level of permanent production. 
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G. CONDITIONS COMMON TO ALL FARM PLANS AND THE SUPERVISION OF 
OPERATIVE FARM PLANS BY SOIL CONSERVATORS: 
When both the farmer and the Soil Conservator are satisfied 
that the plan is practicable and financially possible, the maps and 
farm plan text, are finalised. The plan is then presented to the 
Board and Council for approval. Once given, the farmer can then 
proceed with the works as planned. It is his farm - not the 
Catchment Boards - and its success is largely up to him. 
When financial assistance is given, certain restrictions must 
very necessarily be placed upon the recipient to protect the 
interests of both parties. These conditions and restrictions 
should have been thoroughly discussed with and made clear to the 
farmer. With this done, his acceptance of them and adherence to 
them, will be more sure and enthusiastic. Such conditions may 
include provisions for restrictive grazing, maintenance of sub-
sidised works, and measures associated with subsidised items -
such as provision for increase in cattle numbers, differing 
cultivation practices and so on. 
Every farmer who adopts a Conservation Farm Plan, is required 
to enter into a legal agreement with the Board to carry out the 
works included in the plan. This agreementi which must be signed 
before the plan becomes operative, includes provision for the re-
drafting of the programme, if necessary because of financial or 
other reasons beyond the control of the farmer. 
Once operative, a farm plan still needs and deserves and 
regular supervision by a Soil Conservator, and the continuing co-
ordination of assistance from various officers of other agencies 
in solving the problems which always continue to arise. 
Not only should soil conservators be available for the 
collection of details for completed works, but also to help and 
advise in the carrying out of the works where necessary. 
With operative farm plans in Otago 1 we follow a system of at 
least quarterly contacts and reports on progress. Some of the 
larger properties, or more complex programmes, may require more 
frequent visits than this to ensure a smooth operation for the 
programme. Some of the smaller, more specialised programmes may 
not require a full quarterly visitl but rather a brief contact to 
see how things are going and if anything unforeseen has occurred. 
The quarterly reports, which are sent on to the Dunedin Office for 
recording purposes, cover works completed, works in progress; works 
not started and why, and any general comments on the state of the 
property. To ensure minimum confusion, each operative farm plan 
is placed in the care of one particular Soil Conservator who has a 
continuing responsibility for its oversight. 
Once a year (usually about April/May) the Soil Conservator 
must discuss with the farmer the works programme he intends or 
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hopes to carry out during the following 12 months. Docs he still 
intend to stick to the original Farm Plan programme for that year? 
c~ havo some other works assumed a greater or lesser importance to 
the overall programme in the time that has elapsed since the 
programme was first drawn up? This list of intended farm plan 
worKs for the next 12 months period is then forwarded to the 
Dunedin office, where an overall report is drawn up to show the 
estimated expenditure and subsidy required for each Farm Plan 
property, and to request specific monetary authority for the yearly 
programmes from the Board, District Soil Conservator or Council, as 
the cn.se may be. 
Finally, the soil conservator must submit, for each operative 
Fc;.rm Plan under his care, an annual report on the progress of the 
Farm Plan programme and general improvt.:ments, development and stock 
nurnbers and performance on tht: property. Thir; usually takes the 
form of a very much expanded quarterly report, about May or June in 
aach year. A standard form has been prepared for use for the 
information required, covering stock numbers, performance, fencing, 
A.T.D. & O.S., cultivation, ~in~erfeed, property improvements and 
changes or diversification in pes of farming or stock carried. 
CONCLUSION: 
The systems and procedures outlined have been found to work in 
the situations wa encounter in Otago. They seem to be acceptable 
to most farmers we have come in contact with. The demands for farm 
plan preparation, have, for several years, exceeded our ability to 
fulfil this demand. 
With an increased amount of staff time devoted to farm plan 
preparation in the last 3 years or so, we now appear to be making 
si ilcant inroads into the backlog of farm plan applications on 
c:nd, iSd :it is th:::! hope that within the next 1 or 2_ years at the 
~0 t, ~B will find ourselves in the position that we can attent to 
tho preparat~on of a Farm Plan for a property within 6 to 12 months 
oJ an ation by the farmer. The most curbing influence on 
thi , being the ever increasing amount of staff time required 
tn supervise operative farm plans, as the number continues to grow. 
To ccunterac thia problem the Soil Conservation Staff of the Otago 
Catchmont Bo~rd have been reclassified i~to a Survey and Design 
S o ion ncl~r the Varm Planning Officer and into a Service Section 
subdivided into 3 Divisions each under a Senlor Soil Conservator 
responsible to the Chief Soil Co~servator. 
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APPENDIX I: 
PRESENT POSITION OF FARM PLAN PREPARATION IN THE OTAGO 
CATCHMENT BOARD'S AREA AS AT 31ST MARCH 1968 
Number Area % O.C.B. 
Land Area 
A. TOTAL FARM PLANS PREPARED: 91 994,910 acs. 11.70% 
( 1 ) Operative, or Presently 
awaiting Council Approval. 79 928,279 acs. 10.94% 
(2) Not taken up 7 52,530 acs. 0.62% 
(3) New owner - not retaken up 
yet 5 8,649 acs. 0.14% 
B. WORK FOR FURTHER FARM PLANS 
AT VARIOUS STAGES OF PREPARATION 
(from Field work to programme~ 
21 
6 
(Kyeburn Catchment) 
333,680 acs. 
64,240 acs. 
3.96% 
0.76% 
c. FURTHER F ARH PLANS : 
APPLICATIONS TO HAND 15 
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F'ARM PLAN 
TYPICAL {WAIRARAPA) NORTH ISLAND PREPARATION 
G. Bradfield, B.Ag.Sc. 
Soil Conservator Wairarapa Catchment Board 
A farm Plan is a document which sets out a physical 
description of a farm with its potential or limitations 1 
probably for the first time. It contains relevant 
management recommendations plus details and special treatment 
necessary to repair or prevent erosion. The latter is 
accompanied with schedules of the finance required and the 
subsidy assistance V1rhich can be made available. Subsidy 
assistance is of course a powerful iducement to some~ not 
otherwise notably conservation orientated: -Money, that scarce 
commodity with the ever ~,increasing decreasing purchasing 
power. 
However, here is a general form of control in the 
Wairarapa. The farmer can approach the Board by any of the 
following means: 
1. Written application. 
2. Verbal with the Chief or the Divisional Conservator. 
Either of these methods will 
visit by a member of the staff to 
preliminary report for the Board. 
of the fol~owing: 
result in an immediate 
the property to draw up a 
This report is a summary 
1. Stock numbers - (Wool weight ~ lambing percentage) 
2. Soil types 
J. Erosion assessment 
4. Location and area of property 
5. Suitability for Farm Plan. 
This information gives an idea to the Board of the 
capabilities of the farm in a form from which a cunning 
estimate can be made of the financial situation and the 
ability of the farmer to meet the obligations which a farm 
plan imposes. Once the preliminary report has been accepted 
work on the Plan can move ahead. However under existing 
conciitions with most Boardsy an immediate start on a new 
application cannot be made due to pressure of other work and 
a backlog of applications for plans •. 
Therefore to engender confidence with the farmer, a 
Board Work is frequently prepared for an erosion which can 
be controlled effectively (by Debris Dam construction cattle 
or retirement fencing and open or space planting)o This will 
use the finance available from the local contribution and 
keep John Farmer happy for a period of one to two years. 
Meanwhile the Farm Plan can be prepared and the apparent time 
lag has disappeared as effective work is being carried out 
immediately. 
Let us now look at the method of Farm Plan Compositiono 
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Aerial photographs are taken and upon these are marked 
the land inventory boundaries 1 boundary fences~ internal 
fences, stock water ponds, soil type boundaries, airstrip, 
house, yards etc. This takes up to two days, per 1,000 to 
1,500 acres, if any of the eroding gullies are to be 
insnected in conjunction with preparation of the monetary 
est:irnates. 
Land Capability is interpreted from the inventory 
mainly by slope~ soil type eroE>ions and erosion hazard and 
the appropriate lines drawn on the photograph parcelling 
the different inventory units together. A plan is now 
prepared of the salient features and copies made. A copy 
can then be taken into the field and the works required to 
control soil erosion in all shapes sizes and forms are 
marked in. On any one property this would include Retire-
ment fencing, Close planting, Debris dams, Open stream 
planting, Space planting, Conservation fencing and otected 
block ccn;_:c:truction. 
By now we have all the material available to begin to 
put pen to paper to describe the property and advise the 
farmer. 
The report is set out as follows: 
1. Area. 
2o Location. 
3. General Description. 
(a) Relief 
(b) Aspect 
(c) Precipitation and Altitude 
(d) Vegetation. 
4. Soils. 
A short precise simple description aimed at 
enlightening the farmer with regard to fertilizer 
requirements and important physical characteristics. 
5. Erosion types and effects. 
e.g. (a) Slump, Slip and Sheet erosion are the main 
forms of erosion and create the following problems. 
(i) Access disruption 
(ii) Destruction soil structure porosity and texture. 
(iii) Fertility depletion. 
(iv) Off site disruptions. 
Erosion Assessment: 
This is an art rather than a science and depends on 
where you are brought up. To exaggerate a little» leave 
the Canterbury Plains and Down Lands of the above and North 
Otago, come to the Wairarapa take one look at the hills and 
you begin to wonder if there is a solid place to stand. 
Five years later the mind is conditioned and it is hard to 
find severe erosion. How can this divergence of assessment 
be overcome? 
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Land Capability: 
Land Capability Classification is put in the Farm Plan 
reports into a form which is understandable to the farmer as 
is seen by the following Charto 
Note: Every farmer knows his farm by the paddocks and which 
way they lie to the sun. Thus the set up: 
Paddock Total 
Name area for Area to each class 
Paddock II III IIIw IV IVw VI VIe VIb VII VIIb VIIe VIII 
--- ----
Tank Hill 188 
Saddle 164 
Big Saddle 327 
27 
28 
27 17 102 10 15 
10 
12 
2 
19 100 
327 
6 
Tuckets 
Playground 
Top flat 
Bush flat 
Road flat 
Goose hill 
Holding 
Woolshed 
10 
12 
31 
25 
295 
9 
23 
17 
4 14 11 89 
9 
21 
41 19 
8 
83 ~ 34 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
21 
4 4 
8 8 
5 5 
8 8 
10 10 
Jl 
21 
45 
22 22 
14 6 
39 
28 
l 
3 
6 
Total Acres 1,2361CT? 14 4 47 11 180 27 80 37 646 10 73 
Percentage 100 8.6 1.1 0.3 3.8 0.9 14.5 2.1 6.5 3.0 52.50J~5o9 
After the farmer has perused this with the map along side 
him he has an idea what we are talking about. Following 
under this summary is a description of each class of land 
again in a form to enlighten the farmer. e.g. 
Class IV Land~ 47 acres - 3.8% of farm. 
This land has severe limits to arable use and the choice 
of crops which can be grown. The main impediment in this 
case is climatic as the land is on the wide ridge tops which 
are extremely exposed and the soil has a poor moisture 
holding capacity. Thus after a primary cultivation to 
introduce better grass species 1 this class of land should be 
left for a long period under pasture. 
After a similar description of each class with the 
important features of the class in each case pointed out a 
summary of the units of production are recorded. 
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Production Notes 
e.g. Area of property = 1,664 acres. 
Sheep Ewe equivalents per acre ::: 2.65 
C at t l e " 11 '' '' 1.31 
Total " n tt n ::: 3.96 
Total wool Weight 58,800 lbs or 
Wool per sheep Ewe eauivalent 
Lambing % 
Unit production assessment 
= 
--
= 
35.1 lbs/ac 
13.25 lbs. 
96 
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Hard on the heals of the above follows a paddock by 
paddock description setting out physical details of the paddock 
together with management recommendations and details of any 
special conservation measures required and cost estimates 
where subsidy is involved. 
A typical description of a paddock would be: 
Paddock 4- 411 acres (Total area of farm 1,775 acres). 
Dissection is very heavy on the southerly face of this 
paddock with the added problem of severe slumping, the cause 
of which is the rapid down cutting of the main creek which 
divides the paddock in half. Stream degrade is still 
occuring, but it would appear to be at a slower rate as many 
of the slumps have healed over at the toe and regained 
stability. On the North aspect wind keeps the eroded 
faces continually bare dessicating any vegetation which 
tries to colonize the exposed sub soil. 
Thus Sheet and Wind erosion are important factors in 
this block. 
Two retired areas will be required up the main creek 
at the toe of the two most active slump movements. Close 
planting and Debris dam construction will be carried out 
within the areas in an effort to halt the gully eroslon 
and toe removal of the slumps. A conservation fence is 
desirable to facilitate the space planting of the upper 
reaches of one of the slumps and to enable planting in 
two other steep degrading creeks. Open planting of all 
other gullies is essential as well as adjacent hill side 
planting with two protected blocks above the long retired 
area. 
The pasture is poor, Brown top, Sweet Vernal, Danthonia 
association with reversion to Tauhinu on the Southerly face. 
This situation can be much improved by the erection of fences 
along or on similar lines to those proposed on the plan. 
This is followed by an estimate of costs and the works 
to be done. 
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LEGEND 
Boundary fence ./ 
Subdivision IT -,,_ 
Cons ervatioo " - o-
Proposed '' - 1 -,-
Close planting~ -~ 
Open IT ~ "t-
Protected Blocks qb 
Debris Dams X"--x 
Soil type 
l4a Taihape Silt loam 
li-----
-----I,...------· 
Estimate of Cosis 
Retired Area A. 80 ch. fence 
@ $16 per chain 
Planting 30 acres @ $60 per 
acre (Poplar Acacia Melanoxylon 
etc.) 
Debris dams 15@ $35 each 
Retired area B. 40 chains fence 
@ $16 per chain 
Cost 
1,280 
1,800 
425 
640 
Plant 5 acres @ $60 per acre 
(Poplar Melonoxylon etc.) 
Open gully plant 
Space plant 70 acres @ 10 per 
Protected blocks 2 @ $50 
Conservation fence 54 chains 
300 
150 
acre) 50 
100 
@ $16/ch 864 
$6' 509 
Farmers Development 
85 chains sub division fence 1,360 
@ $16/ch 
Topdressing 7 cwt per acre in 
two flights 140 tons @ %40 per 
acre 5,600 
Seed 2,055 lbs clover @ 5lbs 
per acre 1,024 
Stock increases 1~ E.E's per 
acre @ $7.00 per E.E. 4,20Q 
$12,184 
Rate Subsidy Farmer 
2/l 857 423 
2/l 1,200 600 
2/l 284 141 
2/l 427 213 
2/l 200 100 
2/l 100 50 
l/l 175 175 
2/l 66 34 
2/3 346 518 
$4,055 $2,454 
l ,360 
5,600 
1,024 
4,200 
$121184 
The application of super, seed and stock management is 
usually described along with the first paddock description 
and any variation is intimated to the farmer in the paddock 
under description. 
These figures for each paddock are collected into 
summary form. 
Summary of Subsidised Items 
Cost Rate Subsidy 
Open Planting Gullies 2,095 2/l l )397 
Retirement fence 900 l/1 450 
Retirement fencing 2,768 2/l 1,846 
Seedling and Stake planting 800 l/l 400 
Seedling and Stake planting 2,510 2/l 1,677 
Conservation fence 1,344 2/3 538 
Debris Darns 1,625 2/l 1,084 
Open Planting slump 150 2/l 100 
Protected blocks 800 2/l 534 
Space planting 650 l/l 325 
Farmer 
698 
450 
922 
400 
833 
806 
541 
50 
266 
325 
$13,b42 ~8,351 ~5,291 
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At this point a visit is made to the farmer who is asked 
what his development plans are (if any) and his views on 
priorities with the erosion control programme with a view to 
the extraction of a five year programme. 
For Exam:r2le 
Cost Rate Subsidy Farmer 
Retirement fencing paddock 2 900 l/1 450 450 
Close plant u n 800 l/1 400 400 
Retirement fencing paddock 4 2,240 2/l 1~493 747 
Close plant 
" " 
2,250 2/l 1~ 500 750 
Debris dams paddocks 3 & 4 665 2/1 444 221 
Protected Tree blocks paddock 4 100 2/l 66 34 
Open gully planting part 
" 3&4 435 2/1 290 145 Plant Slump Paddock 4 150 2/1 100 50 
Space plant part paddock 4 175 1/l 87 88 
Conservation fence paddocks 3&41,344 2/3 538 806 
Total $9~059 %5 2368 $3 5) 691 
The first years programme is then placed before the eyes" 
First Years Programme 
1968/7 
1968/8 
Retirement fence 
Planting Seedlings 
Conservation Fee 
Cost 
900 
800 
119 
$1~819 
Rate 
1/1 
1/l 
Subsidy 
450 
400 
Farmer 
450 
400 
119 
Recommendation and agreement are the final words of 
wisdom. Hence we hav~ the decision of one of three. 
l. A total estimate of subsidised works less than ¢2,000 
can be approved by the Board. 
2. A total estimate of subsidised works less than $3"000 
can be approved by the District Soil Conservator. 
3. Over and above this figure the document requires Soil 
Conservation and Rivers Control Council approval which often 
takes no small period of time and hence another advantage 
of the previous Board work is shown. 
The agreement is sent to the farmer, when approval has 
been received from either of the 3 above, with the new plan 
and on his signing the dotted line in the presence of a 
witness and returning same to the Board's Office subsidy lS 
made available. 
To keep the farmers interest active visits are made as 
near as possible to once every 3 months by either the Divis-
ional Conservator or the Works Supervisor to inspect work 
carried out and to let the farmer know we are taking a 
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definite interest in his particular problem. A day is spent 
with the farmer once a year to draw up a programme of works 
for the coming year and to estimate for him and ourselves 
the expenditure which will be incurred. 
Works can be carried out by any of the following 
methods. 
l. Farmer undertakes his own work. 
2. Fencing, tree planting and earthmoving under contract 
to the Board. 
3. Specialized work such as Debris dam building, Thatched 
spillways and dropstructures etc. by the Board's works 
unit. 
4. Variations and odd mixtures of 1,2 and 3 above occur 
which are too complicated to explain here. 
To these various methods of Farm Plan operation subsidy 
is granted after a final inspection by a qualified member 
of the Board's staff. Thus public relations are greatly 
improved and education of the farmer towards soil 
conservation ideas move ahead faster. 
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PROCEDURE FOR PHEPARATION OF SUBSIDY PROPOSALS 
FOR RIVER AND DRAINAGE CONTROL SCHEMES 
BoPo Dwyer B,Eo 
Area Engineer North Canterbury Catchment Board 
1. Introduction 
A subsidy proposal for a Rive~ Control or Drainage 
scheme consists essentially of: 
(a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
A report setting out the need for work to be done 
and a description of the proposed worko 
An estimate of the cost of the work. 
A request for subsidy from the central government 
as part of the cost of carrying out the work" 
The actual detail required in preparing the proposal 
varies from job to job. A small work costing say 200 dollars 
may require only a brief visit to the site followed by a short 
paragraph in a report submitted to a Catchment Board~ while 
a proposal for a major scheme is certain to involve 
considerable field investigation and office planning probably 
culminating in the presentation of a lengthy report of up to 
a hundred or more pages complete with plans and other data, 
This report will be presented to the Catchment Board 1 the 
affected ratepayers~ the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
Council 1 and possibly Treasury and Cabinet" The treatment 
to be given to proposals is determined by the rate of 
subsidy applicable and the total cost of the work" 
2.1 Conditions CGmmon to All SJbsidised River and Drainage 
Sc:hemes 
In all subsidised works» part of the total cost of the 
work is provided by those likely to benefit from the work" 
It is therefore a most important part of the procedure in 
the preparation of subsidy proposals to ensure that the local 
share or vlocal contribution? will be forth coming when the 
subsidy is approved. 
Again the subsidy from the central government is not to 
be wasted because of lack of maintenance, It is a condition 
on which subsidy is granted that routine maintenance will be 
carried out when required. An important point in procedure 
is to ensure that adequate arrangements are made for this 
when preparing the proposal. 
2.2 The Local Contribution 
This part of the cost to be paid by the people 
requesting the work may be provided by a variety of methods 
depending on whether or not the work is for an established 
rating area. The procedure may be.quite complex even 
though the cost of the work is relatively small. 
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the work is part of a scheme for which a rating area 
is already established then procedure is simple. The scheme 
is usually being administered by the Catchment Board or 
Co~nty Council on behalf of the ratepayers and approval of 
the work by the administering body automatically guarantees 
the local contribution. 
Where only one or tviO people Dre involved in vwrks outside: 
established rating areas the usual procedure will be to obtain 
the initial request for assistance in writing. The approval 
(in writing if the local contribution is likely to be 
substantial) of the petitioners to a preliminary estimate of 
cost sho~ld also be obtained before too much investigation 
has been carried out. When assured of continued interest in 
the work any further investigations necessary can be carried 
out and the proposal completed and submitted for approval of 
subsidy. After the subsidy hD.s been approved the estimated 
local contribution should be collected before work actually 
commences. It is a good precaution at this stage to state 
clearly in correspondenc tl~t the cost has only been estimated 
whereas the subsidy is paio as a share of actual costs. For 
this reason there may be a bal2nce of local contribution to 
be paid or refunded. 
If more than a very few reople are to receive benefit 
from the scheme and it is not part of an existing rating 
district it is almost certain that one will have to be 
established. The procedure for this is covered by 
legislation and can often be handJed best by the local 
county councils. For this reason the local authority should 
be informed at an early stage that the proposal is being 
investi~ated. If the work is of relatively small cost and 
of fairly wide benefit a County Council may choose to provide 
the local contribution from county funds, guarantee maintenance 
from tho same source, and so avoid setting up a new rating 
area. 
2.3 Maintenance 
In the case of works carried out for an established or 
new rating area maintenance costs on river and drainage 
works are eligible for subsidy at the rate of $1 subsidy to 
$21ocally contributed. In f:>etting u.p a new rating area it 
is inrcoctant to consider estimn.ted rnainten'?nce cost::::; and c1 1 low 
for them in annual charges to be met from rates. 
Outside of rating areas maintenance costs are not 
subsidised. Adequat~ arrangements for the maintenance rrmst 
still be made. Generally only one or two people are 
involved and it is good practice in these cases to obtain a 
written undertaking from the contributors that they will 
maintain the work as necessary. Fencing to keep the stock 
C:l.vray from young growth in live protection work is o.ftE~n the 
major item maintenance required in river works of this 
type. the writer's experience a form setting out the 
possibilities as to balance of local contribution and the 
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respons ili y for maintenance is signed by the local 
contributor before work commenceso 
3 "l Maximum Rate of Subsidy Determined by •rype nf Work 
To be eligible for subsidy works carried out in river 
and drainage schemes must be to the benefit of the nation 
as well as those locally affected. The return to both 
parties will be_the conservation of a soil or water asset 
and maintain~d or increased oduction. 
Central government recognises this sharing of benefit 
by making subsidies as payment of part of the cost of approved 
works or schemes. 
In 'chis country the maximum share 
by way of subsidy is fixed at standard 
type of work that is to be carried 
ma~~mum ~~te~ ~re dl 00· aubcl~~y ~ 
-":. . .1...,_ .L~,..,;.~ I:) '-"..- P·-0 .,) u I.,..<. L; 
drainage works and $2.00 subsidy to 
river ll'lorks" 
of the cost to be paid 
rates according to the 
These standard 
local share for 
cOO local share for 
There may be exceptions to these rules where higher 
rates are given in special circumstances. Some special 
types of river and flood control works are eligible for 
special ra. tes of s sidy either higher or lower than the 
standard rate. 
3.2 D~ainage Work~ 
Works under this heading must benefit more than one 
property er t gain subsidy assistance. The work 
may be the onstruction of new drains or the improvement of 
existing ins or watercourses. Associated works such as 
dropstructurs , floodgates, pumping stations etc. necessary 
for the proper functioning of the drainage system may be 
included in a subsidised drainage scheme. The object of the 
work will be to make it possible fer the properties adjoining 
the work to dispose of surplus water from the surface and 
upper layers of the soil. The subsidised works will not 
usually elude the complete drainage network necessary to 
drain all of the area being treated. but they will provide 
outlets on each property so that the drainage can be completed 
by the various property owners themselves. 
The maximum rate of subsidy normally available is $1.00 
s sidy for $lc00 contributed by the local beneficiaries of 
trH.o vv-ork o 
In special cases where there is a problem of dealing 
wi foreign water the subsidy may be available where the 
work is to the benefit of a single property. 
3.3 River Works 
A wide variety of works come under this title the more 
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usual t.ypes bci 
Tree cJc r·ing o incrc;ase flood carryjng capacity; 
Erosion contr~·:l Ly mean bank protection, groynos, 
retards 1 a p tin~ of pro~ective belt of willows or 
poplan.J; 
Planting to provid 
Diven>ion uts and 
Stopbo.nkLng; 
Drop ;::;L,rucLurc:s.~ d ers 
al for future river works; 
'.c:nJargement;; 
on. cb.LI nel.s etc. 
The wo.ck y e c :,) tLon ::::evecal of the above in 
a comprehensive river scheme benefiting a large number of 
people, or t may e r t v ly small undertaking of 
immed te benefit to only one property. 
The 
%2.00 5 
normal maximum ra e subsidy for river works is 
i cont:.r:i.bution. sidy to 1;-L. :t. 
3.4 
Some fl an works in rivers are 
eligible for rates 
to ';} 1 Ir· Ll1··- .. ·'· 
from the standard $2 
.. :p .. Le i l.; .J .. ~) (.: lJ 
on at the mouths of rivers, Opening to e sea, 
at $1 to $1 
i rip at $3 to $1 Bank pr·oti.;Gt on 
Flood control 
Reoair of exbti 
at' $J to p'1. 
the use of detention dams at $3 to $1 
control s damaged by flood 
Subsidies for r er and drainage works are allocated by 
the Soil Conservation Hi ex.·s Control Council on behalf of 
the government. Approval smaller proposals for subsidy 
has been delegated to some extent the Council to District 
Commissioners of Works and to Catchment Boards according to 
the e s t i rna t d 0 s t '--: iE: work c; s f o 11 ow s : ~ 
(a) 
(b) 
Dra e·e vvor 
11 r) i-. '·"" r?2 (·(·() ·· ,. ·~ t ~.J p .v.J, Cd.H 
a 1~ e l<-rt o·vvr1 a ~3 
Dra age 0ror kE> 
ver 1,vorks 
by the Dis :Lc 
V!Jor1cs, 
to ~ 1 000 to~al ,oct and r1'v r o ks l'" -··· " . '-'· c ._, e w r 
ed by Catchment Boards and 
up 5000 and 
to ,000 may be approved 
Commissioner and are known as District 
Works which are beyond these limits or where special 
fea turc~s arb ol must be s ubm.i t ted to Council for approval 
and are known. as Counc i1 Works~ 
works accord1ng to type and to the 
approval requ ~ Table I. 
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The degree of delegation of authority to approve is seen 
to be commensurate with the size and complexity of the work. 
In making these delegations the Council has very reasonably 
directed that the amount of detail given in a proposal should 
be determined on the same basis. 
4.2 Proposal for Board Works 
Drainage and river works in this category are approved 
by the Catchment Board without separate reference to the 
District Commissioner or to the Council. Generally all 
that will be required in a proposal for a Board Work will be 
a short report to the Board giving the basic facts viz: need 
for and description of proposed work, the estimated total 
cost, and a recommendation as to rate of subsidy for the work. 
Records kept on the work should include references to 
any survey work or plans necessary for its proper execution. 
If no other record is kept at least a map reference can be 
very useful in locating the site of the work in the future. 
4.3 Proposals for District Works 
A proposal for a District Work will be much fuller than 
that for a normal Board Work. The basic items of the 
proposal willbe dealt with separately in some detail and they 
will be supported with additional items determined by the job 
itself. A list of headings for the various items in the 
proposal might be as follows:-
Name of Work and Catchment Number 
Description of Site 
History of the problem 
Description of Proposed Work 
Plans - Locality and Detail 
Discussion of Special Design Features 
Detailed Estimate of Cost 
Discussion of the Economic Factors involved 
Consideration of possible alternative designs 
Arrangements for Financing Local Share 
Maintenance arrangements 
Urgency 
Notes on Catchment Condition 
Request for Subsidy at stated Rate, 
The actual headings used for a particular proposal will 
depend on the nature of the problem and the type of work 
proposed. 
If the work is to be part of an overall scheme, already 
approved as a larger District or Council Work~ some items 
such as the economics, and the catchment condition, may not 
have to be dealt with at all" On the other hand if the work 
is in itself an overall scheme» full Economic Report~ 
classification and Rating Proposals 1 Soil Conservation Report 
on Catchment, etc. may be required in the proposal. 
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4.4 Proposah2)'r2.r Council 1flork;3 
Works of this size will generally fall in one of two 
categories~~ 
(a) 
{b) 
The work will form part of an overall scheme which 
has already been approved in broad outline. The 
proposal for such a work would be dealt with in 
similar detail as a District Work of the same type. 
The detail the various items would be determined 
by the nature and complexity of the work itself. 
The work will be a comprehensive river control or 
drainage scheme. A proposal for this type of work 
will deal fully with all of items listed in 4.3 above 
for District Works except that if the work is to be 
spread over several years the description of proposed 
works and the plans of these works need be in 
outline only b~ giving sufficient information to 
give a reasonably reliable estimate of cost. 
Approval of a work this type must give some latitude 
to adopt better methods or to meet changed conditions 
as the work progres :: and it would be pointless to 
provide detailed plans for work several years in 
advance. 
After a comprehensive scheme has been approved the annual 
programme of work for each year must be submitted to Council 
for approval. The individual jobs covered by the annual 
programme are then submitted in detail either as District or 
Council works as appropriate according to cost and special 
fea turE:s invol v 
5. General Consjderations 
The details necess ry for preparing proposals as listed 
above should be regarded as guide lines only. Each job must 
be dealt with according to its merits. A District work 
approaching $10000 in cost may be quite straight forward, 
while a relatively small Board Work may require a lengthy 
investigation and proposal because of unusual features 
involved. 
It should also always be remembered that the local 
contribution required from one individual for a small Board 
or District Work may be many times larger than a lifetime 
of rates paid by another ratepayer towards the cost of a 
larger overall scheme, Every job is important to some one 
and from this point of view warrants careful if not lengthy 
investigation of the factors involved. 
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TABLE I DESIGNATION OF' PROP0:31~l.S ACCORDING TO TYPE O:F' \'WRK 
AND TOTAL COST 
'fYf)E ( )1'{ u .• VJOJ\K PROPOSED 
DESIGNATION DRAINAGE I RIVER SPECIAL WORKS 
Standard WORKS WOilKS 
Subsidy Rate $1 to $1 -r2 to $1 
(Note 2) 
BOARD TJJORKS Up to Up to Lagoon openings at ¢1 
$1000 ?32000 to ¢1 up to $2000 total 
total cost total cost cost pE~r annumo 
Up to U r~ to Lagoon openings at ~1 
$5000 ;Sioooo to ~l up to $10000 per 
DISTRICT total cost total cost annum Protection with 
~lORKS rip rap at $3 to %1 up 
to $10000 Flood Damage 
at $3 to $1 up to 
$10000 in one river 
due to one flood. 
COUNCIL Above Above All other works 
WORKS $5000 $10000 (Note 3) 
Notes.l. The standard rate of subsidy is the normal maximum 
rate. The actual subsidy awarded as the result 
of a proposal may be less than the standard rate. 
2. The $2 to $1 maximum rate for river works applies 
only where the benefit is to farm lands. 
3. Typical of special works which require Council 
approval irrespective of cost are:-
(a) Stopbanks to exclude sea water or to reclaim 
tidal or lakeside flats. 
(b) Major drop-structures, floodgates, check-dam 
systems and pumping stations. 
(c) All detention dams. 
(d) Subsidised dams for water~supply when the 
catchment exceeds 20 acres. 
(e) Protection of scenic reserves and domains. 
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G.S. hburn (delivered by K.C. Durrant) 
I propose to discuss thi.:-:3. paper the role Treasury 
Dlays in respect of catchment control schemes and of other 
oil conservation works submitted to the Soil Conservation 
and Rivers Control Council and to Government for approval. 
a background a.gainst which we can consider this role, 
it would be useful if I briefly refer to the general 
Functions of Treasury 
The Public Revenues Act 1953 i~ th current 
legislative authority for the establishment of the Treasury 
under the control of the ister of finance. Treasury is 
charg wJ.th the istration of this t which sets out 
the general rules for e r cei.ptj control and enditure 
of all public money. 
2. 
3. 
upon 
Treasury is thus res ons1ble for: 
rl.'h"' "l·"ln::oaP.nc,:c,·;·•t·· n" t·t'·lt.' r,pleJl; C +'l-'nanC''"''··· - l. t kee·D."' .. , ·the 
_, t::..- ,.~- ·~·-.t ,A..("J >J"''' ~,""-~ \. __ ,J. J ,_,. ,,_ ~"-•-. -~-·-· .L J.. • ... ~..:J 
Government• ccounts. erares the annual bud~ets and 
longer term c ';fmdi ture pr;grarnmes, arranges finance 
for ap oved Government activities, and manages the 
publJ. d t. 
Advising Government on financial policy - on the costs 
<:md relative priori ties of :::xpendi ture propos::' .. ls and how 
J ted available financ1 and other resources may be 
mo~3t efficiently and econ c ly allocated to 
alternative uses - this is often referred to as the 
process of "cutting up the c~ke". 
Advising Government on economic policy - by reporting 
regularly on economic conditions and recommending 
measures which would sssist to fulfil economic policy 
goals f.mch :J.s Cull emr:loyment, growth in real incomes, 
price stabil ty, and a favourable balance of external 
rece1pts and payments. 
Implementing financial and economic policv as required 
by Government. 
cy virtue of its responsibilities, Treasury is called 
to ·:'r±rticinate in many fields of Government activity. 
Participation in Soil Conservation Activities 
One of these fields is of course the Soil Conservation 
and divers Control Council. The Secretary to the Treasury 
is a member of the Council along with the Permanent Heads of 
the Departments of Agriculture and Lands and Survey~ and of 
t.he Nevv Zeala.nd Forest Service. These departments are 
represented by virtue of their interest and of their ability 
to assist in the promotion of soil conservation in a practical 
manner through the use of their own departmental expertise 
and resources. 83 
On the other hand, Treasury is represented because 
of its particular interest in the financial aspects of the 
policy and activities of the Council. During the 
developmental period of the Council, Treasury although not 
represented on the Council was able to play a significant 
part in the formation of Council's policies and in the 
establishment of the present bases of sharing the costs of 
major and minor soil conservation works. 
The Secretary to the Treasury, or his appointee, attends 
each of the monthly meetings of the Council, and also 
participates in the work of ad hoc committees established to 
consider specific matters of policy and other proposals 
referred to it from time to time by the Council. Thus 
Treasury is able to continue contributing actively to the 
work of the Council. 
Consideration of Projects 
The Council is called upon to consider proposals for: 
Catchment control schemes; 
River control schemes; 
Farm conservation plans; 
Flood control and drainage schemes; and 
Single practice proposals, such as conservation 
fencing, firebreaks~ gully control, wind breaks 
etc. which do not form part of a more comprehensive 
scheme or farm plan. 
Catchment Control Schemes 
This type of project involves initially the greatest 
outlay by Government and farmers alike but attracts 
eventually perhaps the greatest benefits. Major river 
control schemes which often form part of wider catchment 
control schemes could also be said to fall within this 
category as regards costs and benefits~ and therefore my 
remarks will also have some relevance to such schemes. 
As you knoV~T~ proposals for catchment control schemes 
generally derive their initial impetus from repeated and 
serious flooding in the lower reaches of rivers following 
erosion of hillsides, gullies etc. in the upper reaches 
of the catchment" 
The work undertaken in a catchment control scheme 
generally falls within two categories~ 
Firstly - River control works 1 including provision of 
stopbanks, training the river and other 
engineering work; and 
Secondly- Soil conservation work, including gully and 
slump erosion control, full or partial retirement 
of eroded land, changes in land use and 
management practices. 
Obviously these two portions of the overall scheme require 
differing approaches from the technical and financial 
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viewpoints. For instance. the river control work is carri 
out in a relatively easily defined and restricted area and 
can proceed relatively quickly as physical conditions permit 
and as finance is made available. often with the minimum of 
disturbance to farming. On the.other hand 1 soil conserva-
tion works can affecc land use and management practices which 
farmers in the district may have followed for generations. 
The sLandard rate of Government subsidy on river works 
carried out tmder the control catchment authorities is $3 for each $1 contributed locally. The rates of subsidy 
on soil con ervation works vary considerably because of the 
relationship the cosL of the work bears to the benefit the 
farmer obtains in increased production and gross farm 
come, to the benefits accruing downstream both in the river 
~nd tr the surrounding land, 
These standard rates of subsidy have been determined 
by the Council over a peri of years. Treasury, through 
its participation in the work of the Council, has contributed 
to the deliberations leading to the setting of these 
standard rates. 
Consideration of Scheme Proposals 
When detailed proposals for a catchment control scheme 
have been prepared they are submitted by the catchment 
author ty to the Council for consideration. However 1 before 
the Council considers them they are examined thoroughly 
by professional staff and where necessary discussed with 
or referr back to the authority for further consideration 
and perhaps amendment of the scheme of works to be carried 
out. As justification for proceeding with the expenditure 
involved it is the ctice for the authority to prepare 
and submit an economic report indicating the costs and 
benefits of the overall scheme. 
Treasury regards these economic reports as vital to 
the proper assessment of the justification for embarking 
on catchment control schemes. 
The Department of Agriculture is generally responsible 
for the preparation or examination of economic reports in 
relation to schemes for rural development! including those 
now under discussion~ because they usually involve 
estimating increased productivity expected to arise from 
the improvement of local water and soil conditions, and 
from improved land use and management practices. The 
availability of these reports ensures that the approving 
authority. i.eo the Council, the Minister of Works or the 
Cabinet Works Committee as the case may be, has an 
assessment of the overall economic benefit accruing from a 
particular scheme on which Government expenditure is to be 
incurred by way of loans, grants or subs1dies. 
To digress for a moment, I feel that it would be 
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appropriate at this stage for me to clarify one aspect of 
detail in respect of the basis of assessing costs for the 
purpose of. economic reporting. That is to say that, on 
purely economic grounds, a scheme of this nature can be 
considered justified only if all the assessed benefits 
exceed the total expenditure incurredo The Government 
expenditure in subsidies must be included as part of the 
overall cost of the scheme, along with all other expenditure 
such as that met from ratepayers' contributions and farmers' 
"on farm" costs incurred in increasing productivity to take 
advantage of the improved water and soil conditions. 
I am aware that the view is held in some quarters 
that the Government subsidy does not form part of the cost 
which is to be compared with the benefits accruing. 
Returning now to the general discussion - before a 
catchment control scheme, or for that matter any scheme 
involving Government expenditure, comes before the Soil 
Conservation and Rivers Control Council it will have been 
thoroughly examined in all respects, i.e. the engineering 
and soil conservation angles will have been passed by the 
professional staff of the Council; the economic justifica-
tion will have been reported on and concurred in by the 
Department of Agriculture. Furthermore, the staff of the 
Council will have indicated in the submission to the Council 
that funds and other resources will be available to 
implement the schemes should it be approved. 
These are the matters that Treasury seeks to have fully 
covered particularly in respect of all major proposals 
submitted to the Council for approval" You will gather 
from what I have said that Treasury does not become involved 
directly in the detailed day-to-day preparation and 
examination of such proposals. 
Treasury relies on the professional experts in the 
engineering and soil conservation fields to critically 
examine all proposals and on the Department of Agriculture 
to prepare or examine reports on the economic justification 
for rural development projects. Treasury must satisfy 
itself that the financial aspects of each proposal are 
adequately considered. Close contact is maintained with 
the Department of Agriculture and the methods of project 
evaluation used in assessing the viability of projects such 
as these are discussed with the Department regularly. 
Large schemes approved by the Council for implementation 
required financial approval by the Minister of Works or by 
the Cabinet Works Committee where the cost in subsidy exceeds 
certain limits. 
Recommendations are made by 
of Works in appropriate cases. 
requires approval by the Cabinet 
must be prepared by Treasury for 
Committee. 86 
the Council to the Minister 
However, when the scheme 
Works Committee, a report 
the information of the 
The need for these reports arises from a Cabinet rule 
that any proposal involving Government expenditure submitted 
to Cabinet or one of its C o.mrni t tees must first be reported 
on by the Treasury and an appropriate course of act~on 
recommended. 
These Treasury reports are addressed to the Minister 
of Finance who makes them available to his colleagues prior 
to the submission being examined by the Cabinet Works 
Committee" Even although Treasury is represented on the 
Council, it is required to prepare a report in order that 
Ministers may know Treasury?s views on: 
the justification for the project 
the degree of priority it warrants 
whether funds are available within 
Parliamentary appropriations. 
whether it is consistent with current policies 
whether this is the most economical way of 
carrying out the work. 
Conclusion 
To sum up, Treasury's part in the decision-making 
process in catchment control schemes (or any other major 
rivers control and soil conservation project for that 
matter) is primarily as financial adviser to Government. 
As a member of the Council Treasury participates fully in 
the dis.enssion of schemes submitted for approval and pays 
particular attention to the economic justification for 
schemes and to their relative priority having regard to 
the finance available" For schemes that require Cabinet 
Works Committee approval the procedure of reporting to 
the Minister of Finance is an extension of the work of 
the Treasury on the Council. 
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THE ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF INVESTMENT IN LARGE-SCALE 
PROJECTS ~ AN ESSAY TO RECOMlVIEND PROCEDURES 
R,C. Jensen 
Lincoln College 
The task of assembling recommendations on the use of 
project evaluation procedures has been attempted previously. 
For example~ the "Green-Book" has laid a long-respected 
basis for evaluation work; more recently documents from the 
United States Senate have emerged as valuable standard 
references. 
Discussions continue at ac~demic levels on both 
theoretical aspects and the application of discounted~flow 
techniques. In recent years the limitations of discounted 
flow techniques have been recognised and emphasised; and amid 
the volumes of literature on this subject there has not 
appeared, to my knowledge~ a simple statement of recommended 
practices and standards which will materially assist those 
whose interests lie only in the empirical side of discounted 
flow techniques. Our experience at Lincoln and the discus-
sions of the Seminar recently completed have forced a 
real sation of the difficulties facing many who are expected 
to provide economic informaticn on proposed projects. The 
diversity of background of those whose duties include 
economic evaluation indicates that few have been exposed to 
"professional training 11 in discounted flow techniques and 
that they gain small comfort from books and professional 
journals. 
Obviously the lack of a series of uncomplicated 
re-::ommcmdations for use at "grass~rootsff level exists 
because it would be considered pr essionally naive to 
publish them, even thoLi.gh a writer may have established them 
subjectively for his own worko In the interests of 
uniformity! I intend then to be naive, to ovide some 
r•3commendations vlhich I belie' . .::; d not e frowned upon 
toe heavily by both respected practitioners and academics, 
and which ptobably represent the consensus of informed 
opinion. No theoretical justification is offered in 
support, since this would presuppose famil1arity 
* This paper was prepared consequent to, and at the request 
of, the Seminar on Project Evaluation. It contains some 
material already mentioned in the papers earlier in this 
book, and has benefited from the discussions of the Water 
Resources, Land Development, and Forestry/Land Development 
workshops of the Seminar. The constributions by the discus-
sants of these vwrkshops is gratefully acknowledged J also 
the advice received by Mr.R ~.M, Johnson 5 Professor J.G.Yoho, 
.A"C, Norton, Mr.A.C. Levns and o!LJ. Plunkett on 
earlier dr~~~c· ~11 recn~ncibility however lies with the a ...... v,:>~ ...... ~. ____ ur,l -;:;Q:~.---
author. GO 
th the theory by many who have not seen the literature, and 
would complicate unnecessarily a paper which is meant to be 
free of academic complexities. I fully realise that many 
may disagree with some of my recommendations, but submit this 
paper as an interim guideline, until a better one is produced. 
And this will be welcome. In the meantime, the Agricultural 
Economics Research Unit at Lincoln College will be guided by 
these standards for evaluation work commenced in 1968 and later. 
The recommendations in this essay refer to the evaluation 
of large scale projects - defined for our purposes as projects 
initiated above the level of the firm; from irrigation 
projects to reservoirs and so on. The wide range of projects 
which possibly fit into this category means that detail is 
impossible in a paper of this nature. The essay considers 
primarily evaluation procedures in the Nevr Zealand agricultural 
scenel, and is limited to established discounted flow techni-
ques. A working knowledge of these techniques is assumed. 
The following topic::: re dealt with: 
1. 
/ . 
6" 7. 
a. 
9. 
lOo 
' 1 J ~0< • 
l ,, 
''" ::__ . 
l ""_[ 
-'-..J • 
14. 
15. 
16. 
Objective of the Investigation 
Scope of the Project 
Vievrpoint 
Terminology 
Representation of Benefits & Costs 
Period of Analysis 
Discount aate 
Index of Overseas Exchange 
Output Prices 
Sensitivity Analysis 
Double-counting 
Presentation of Results 
Expected -values; 
Re-appraisal 
Investment & Financing 
Policy Conclusions. 
l. Objective of the Investigation 
It is desirable that economic reports be preceded by a 
clear statement which provides perspective on the evaluation 
and the reason for the study. This statement should specify 
the economic facts it is hoped to demonstrate, and the 
particular decision-making situation to which these facts 
are appropriate~ e.g. - some reports are prepared primarily 
as methodological demonstrations, others are empirically 
l. It should be stressed that the application of discounted 
flm-r techniques in "non-agricultural n investment 
evaluation has been successfully practiced for several 
yec::1_rs. This essay however, avoids discussion of all 
but agricultural applications. 
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oriented using established methods; some are basically 
"research" reports intended for example to demonstrate 
desirable or undesirable directions of development, others 
may be intended directly as guides to individual cash 
investment decisions. 
The specific aim of the project should be outlined. 
For example, one or more of the following may be intended:-
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
to provide information for an accept-reject 
decision on a particular project 3 
to compare two or more alternative projects, 
to calculate the maximum investment advisable to 
achieve specific benefits, 
to compare different rates or timing of investment. 
The prime consideration for specifying the aim of the 
study should be the question posed to the practitioner, 
remembering that discounted flow techniques are reasonably 
flexible and that a slavish adherence to the "usual" 
procedures of calculations may not produce results in a 
satisfactory form. If possible the political and social 
framework within which the decision is to be made should be 
outlined~ as well as the flexibility available to the 
practitioner in terms of the scale of the project. 
2. Scope of the Project 
A precise description of the project(s) should be 
provided. Physical boundaries should be defined along 
with sufficient technical information to enlighten but not 
confuse the uninitiated. Technical information may be 
valuable to later workers in the same areaj and if this is 
likely, it is better retained in an appendix than lost to 
posterity. Simple maps of project location and boundaries 
of influence could be included. It is important to signify 
the relative size of the project and whether or not 
externalities are likely to be important, and the direction 
of their influence. even if their effect is not included in 
later calculations. Any technically limiting factors should 
be recognised. 
3. Viewpoint 
Analysis should define and state the viewpoint from which 
the study is executed. 
(a) National viewpoint. The effects of project 
establishment should in the case of large-scale projects, 
be traced as far as possible throughout the economy, and 
will include benefits and costs accruing to the nation as 
a whole. These are usually evaluated through effects 
on national income. In the case of large-scale projects 
which involve overseas sales and purchases the national 
viewpoint should include consideration of the net effect 
of the project for overseas exchange. Adequate 
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evaluation of smaller projects 1 e.go drainage schemes 
involving a limited number of farmers can undoubtedly be 
carried out from the national viewpoint without the 
inclusion of "spillover" or exchange benefits. 
(b) Regional or District viewpoints. These studies 
include the effects of the project on regional or district 
populations and local governmentso 
(c) Industry viewpoir"::t· The effect on an industry~ 
through both pricing and production~ of the establishment 
of a project. 
(d) Individual viewpoint. The effect of a project on 
an individual firm its operation and profits. 
Other viewpoints should be recognised if necessary. 
Projects which could involve public money are correctly 
evaluated from the national point of viewo Studies of 
farm development are useful from the national point of view 
only if some policy suggestions are possible and are giveno 
It will readily be recognised that some effects of a 
project may be benefits from one point of view and costs 
from another, and vice versa. Further~ some policy questions~ 
e.g. a desirable level of public subsidyj can frequently be 
answered only if evaluation is attempted from more than one 
point of view. 
4. Terminolo~2 
Benefits are defined as the increases or gains in the value 
of goods and services which result from conditions with the 
project, as compared to conditions without the project. 
Benefits should be measured net of indirect and direct costs, 
and include both tangible and intangible benefits. · 
Tangible Benefits - those which can be expressed in 
money terms. 
Intangible Benefits - those which are not fully 
measurable in money terms 3 or may not be satisfactorily 
expressed in money termsj in formal analysis. 
Primary (or Direct) Benefits ~ the value of goods and 
services directly resulting from the project less direct and 
indirect costs incurred in realisation of the benefits. 
Secondary (or Indirect) Benefits and Spillovers ~ the 
increase in the value of goods and services which indirectly 
result from the project under the conditions expected to 
2. The definitions of Benefits and Costs are modified and 
condensed from my earlier paper. (Paper 4.) 
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occur with the project as compared to those without the project. 
Secondary benefits and spillovers are measured ~ of any costs 
which have to be incurred to reali?e them. 
The simplest solution to the common imprecision of 
definition of these terms is that spillovers should be 
acknowledged when a study takes the national point of view 1 
and that secondary benefits occur locally and should be 
recognised in studies when a local or regional viewpoint 
is taken. 
Costs 
Direct Costs - includes the value of goods and 
services used in constructing 9 operating and maintaining the 
project. This category of costs includes all other identi-
fiable expenses~ lossesj liabilities and indirect adverse 
effects connected with the project~ whether or not 
compensation is involvedj whether tangible or intangible. 
Costs of investigation 9 both technical and economic, should 
be estimated and recorded separately as a cost of the decision 
making process 9 but not included in the analysis. 
Indirect Costs - the value of goods and services over 
and above those included in direct costs needed to make the 
immediate products or services of the project available for 
use or sale. -
Overseas Exchange Benefits & Costs 
The net requirement or contribution of a project to 
overseas exchange is appropriate to evaluation of large 
projects in the New Zealand economy. Some index of the 
premium on overseas exchange (at f.oob. prices) should be 
applied as a measure of the net social benefits or costs 
from this source. These benefits could be both primary 
and secondary and both tangible and intangible. 
The terms benefits and costs should be seen as terms 
which specifically include non~cash allowances. Where 
these are not included in the study 1 the terms "benefits" 
and "costs" are inappropriate. At least four situations, 
with specific terms describing the flows~ can be 
distinguished~~J 
(a) Indi,Yjgt;_a_l Viewpoint ~ Cash Flow Studies - where cash 
flows on1 ~- c:.:c."::""e considered s and the net cash flows are 
require'i; 
bj = receipts or expected receipts 
cj payments or expected payments 
V = present value of receipts 
3. Notation used is that outlined in my earlier paper. 
(Paper 4.) 
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C = present value of payments 
V-C net nresent vnlue (or private net 
present value) of projecto 
This case is similar in effect to the discounted cash flow 
(D.C.Fo) method commonly used by accountants. 
(b) Individual Viewpoint - Including Depreciation or Renewal 
Funds, or other Non~Cash Allowances 
bo - income or expected income J 
cj = expenditure or expected expenditure 
v = present value (worth) of income 
c present value (worth) of expenditure 
V-C = (private) net present value, or (private) 
present worth of project" 
(c) Large Scale Projects - Cash Flow Studies Expected cash 
flows only 1 from a regional 1 industry or national viewpoint 9 
and would include usually only primary benefits with direct 
and indirect costs; 
bo J = returns or expected returns 
c 0 J costs or expected costs 
v = present value of returns 
c = present value of costs 
v~c (social) present worth or (social) 
present value of project. 
(d) Large Scale Pro,iects - Including Non~Cash Allowances 
Both primary and secondary benefits are included 1 perhaps 
with some values imputed or simulatedj and with allowances 
for other factors such as net requirement of overseas 
exchange:-
bj - benefits or expected benefits 
Cj - costs or expected costs 
v """ present value of benefits 
c :::: present value of costs 
V-C ·- (social) present worth or project. 
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5o Re resentation of Benefits and Costs Income, 
Expenditure. etc. 
Benefits and costs included in the calculations should 
be clearly listed and the method of calculation described ~ 
preferably in reasonable detail~ in an appendix. 
All foreseeable consequences of a project should be 
taken into consideration. Howeverj the limitations of our 
techniques demand that the benefits and costs be represented 
in money terms if they are to enter an economic evaluation. 
The first problem then is to devise the most satisfactory 
way of representing the various classes of benefits and costs 
in money terms. 
In large scale projects a broad spectrum of benefits 
exists - from actual money benefits t"o intangible benefits. 
Actual cash flows present no problems of measurement. 
Similarly, intangibles, by definitionj cannot be included 
in the discount analysiso An indication should be given 
however of the nature of the intangibles ~ whether qualitative 
or quantitiative, political or social - and the section of 
the community likely to be affected. Where the reason is 
not obvious the classification of a benefit or cost as 
intangible should be justified by listing the reasons for 
avoiding measurement. 
Between these extremes are benefits which can be 
represented in money terms with varying degree of accuracy, 
comfort and effort. 
The synthesis of expected cash flows from both expected 
technical coefficients (e.g.yields per acre) and expected 
price and cost figures, is often necessary. The matter 
of forward estimates of prices for use in the calculation 
of cash flow is considered later. Preceding papers will 
have made it clear that small variations in the magnitude and 
sequence of cash flows may have an alarming influence on the 
criteria developed for decision making. Every effort must 
be made to represent expected cash flows as faithfully and 
as objectively as possible. The following points might 
aid in this objective:-
(a} Estimates of technical coefficients should aim at 
accuracy, and the tendency to "play safe" by deliberately 
incorpora~ conservative estimates should be avoided. 
Most est tes of future production~ particularly in the 
long t'c"rm 1 are uncomfortably subjective; using conservative 
figures does not eliminate or minimise error, but probably 
ensures-its existence. 
(b) Technical change is characteristic of the Agricultural 
sector~ and therefore its incorporation in the synthesis of 
cash flows is highly desirable if the period of analysis is 
more than 5 or 10 years. Discounted cash flows would 
normally compare the 11 withn and "withoutn situations; 
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the 11without 11 situation is often mistakenly assumed to be 
a "status quon situation. Technical change is an integral 
part of both the nwith 11 and nwithoutt' situations. An 
estimate of the rate of technical change to be included in 
the analysis could be obtained from national or area trends 
etc. 
(c) Input Prices are constantly changing» usually 
increasing. If the decision maker is to be ~rovided with 
a realistic appraisal of an investment situation the 
observed facts of unit price increases or decreases should 
be included in the evaluation. If output prices are 
assumed to be constant~ and unit input prices are increasing 
a "cost-price squeeze" is thereby built into the flows in 
the same way as it might well be expected to operate in 
reality. Estimates of unit price increases are available 
for some types of farming.4 
(d) Taxation should not be included in studies undertaken 
from the national viewpoint. Mention should be made 
however, of the likely effect of taxation on the behaviour 
of people affected by the scheme. Both ''before" and 11 after 11 
tax figures should be presented for studies undertaken from 
the individual point of view. From the regional viewpoint 
taxation represents an important transfer to or from the 
region. 
(e) Depreciation presents a problem with no unique solution. 
A recommended treatment~ as a simple rule of thumb~ of 
depreciation and replacement costs is as follows - until the 
project becomes "established" and the new "equilibrium" level 
of production is obtained~ cash flows should include net 
replacement costs for equipment at the termination of its 
physical life. After this point the sinking fund formula 
should be used to calculate an annual equivalent or annuity 
to represent net replacement costs. This annuity is then 
accepted as the value of depreciation. If the 
development period is short, i.e. less than 5 years, the 
annuity should be calculated for the whole period of analysis. 
{f) Residual Values. The suggested method of accounting 
for depreciation in the calculation of flows aims at 
maintaining the investment intact and in an efficient operating 
condition. Residual values can as a general rule be 
ignored 1 especially in longer term studies 1 and certainly 
when flows are discounted to infinity. 
4. e.g. (l) Meat & Wool Boardsv Economic Service Cumulative 
Cost Index. (2) Input Price Index from B.P" Philpott, 
et al. "Estimates of Farm Income & Productivity in 
New Zealand 1921-65, A.E.R.U. Publ. No.)O. 
(3) Index of Prices Paid by Dairy Farmers, Farm Economics 
Section of New Zealand Dairy Board. 
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6" Period of Analysis 
If a project is expected to continue for a certain 
specified time period, obviously this period will dictate 
the period of analysis and the consequent calculation of 
cash flows. Many agricultural projects, e.g. drainage and 
irrigation channels etc. 9 can have an unlimited life if 
regularly maintained. Further~ it may not be possible to 
forecast at what date structures become obsolete or 
redundant. The recommended procedure for permanent 
structures whose life cannot be estimated with reasonable 
accuracy is:-
(a) calculate cash flow for the development period 
{b) capitalise to infinity cash flows which are 
expected beyond the new equilibrium position. 
The termination point of the development period may be 
difficult to define due to very small changes in the flows, 
as the new equilibrium position is approached. As a 
further rule of thumb it will probably be satisfactory to 
capitalise flows when successive cumulative present values 
vary by as little as 5.0 - 7.5 per cent. 
In long-term projects, there is little difference between 
the discounted value of cash flows which terminate at 
infinity and at say 100 years" If~ however, comparison is 
intended with projects of a similar technical nature, which 
have been evaluated for a given number of years, further 
results referring to the same time period should be obtained. 
7. Discount Rate 
Amid all the discussion on discount rate, the ultimate 
decision is usually which rate to use~ as long as it is within 
about 5% to 7%. If the recipients of benefits are 
specifically those who incurred the costs, the cost-of-capital 
technique outlined elsewhere (Paper 4) would provide an 
appropriate discount rate, In other cases 9 specifically 
where studies are undertaken from the national point of view~ 
the recommended discount of Government Security yields on 
outstanding long-term loans at the end of the previous 
financial yearo These are quoted in the Reserve Bank of 
New Zealand Bulletin in the table "Share Prices and Interest 
Rates". 
Fore gn capital should be discounted at the rate of 
interes~ on the most recent World Bank loans. This 
information is usually available from Reserve Bank 
publications. 
8. Index of Overseas Exchange 
This index is meant to represent the degree of over- or 
undervaluation of the New Zealand currency. This index would 
vary from time to time as the economic position in 
New Zealand vis-a-vis the rest of the world varies. No 
suitable index can be recommended at this stage. Reference 
should be made to the Treasury Department or to the Reserve 
Bank, if an estimate of this index is required. 
9. Output Prices 
In historic studies the question of output prices has a 
selfevident solution. Inevitably actual prices are used. 
Only when special aspects of historical studies are 
emphasised should actual output (and input) price be deflated. 
In forward looking studies there is no unique solution 
to the dilemma facing those who require estimates of future 
prices, particularly over several years. Since both the 
magnitude of the cash flows and their sequence affect the 
usual criteria, both aspects must be considered. The 
disturbance due to output price fluctuations which defines 
the sequence of fluctuations in cash flows is best overcome 
by the assumption of a constant price level. If available 
data show some long term trend in output prices and it can 
reasonably be expected to continue, this may be included. 
However, with our present state of knowledge any attempt to 
forecast the fluctuations in various commodity prices would 
be unwise. 
If we can accept the desirability of using a constant 
price for forward-looking studies, the next question is the 
level of the constant price. Should the price be based on 
past~ present, optimistic or pessimistic price levels? 
Probably past prices are one of the most satisfactory 
indication of future price levels; on this basis the 
following are suggested:= 
(a) 
(b) 
for short-term studies (i.e. less than 20 years), 
output price levels should be the mean of the 
previous five yearsg annual average levels; 
for long term studies, output price levels should 
be the mean of the previous ten yearsv annual 
average levels. 
If these are not readily available, the Government 
Statistician's figures should suffice. If the above is 
adopted there will be little variation in prices between 
practitioners and between studies commenced in consecutive 
years. 
If reliable long~range projections of prices are 
available they should of course be used. If production 
arising from the project is expected to influence prices 
significantly, the prices with and without the project 
could be averaged to obtain the price incorporated in the 
budgets. Ideally a range of prices should be used = this 
will be discussed in Section 10. 
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lOo Sensitivity Analysis 
If assistance from a computer is available, practitioners 
should feel obliged to explore thoroughly the behaviour of 
criteria over a reasonable range of coefficient values. 
Recommended areas of analysis are: 
(a) The shape of the present value curve (Paper 7), will 
indicate the sensitivity of present value to the 
discount rate, and should be explored over a range 
of discount rates. Does any small change in discount 
rate materially affect present value? If so, what 
is the characteristic of the budgeting which is 
responsible? Should this characteristic be removed 
or treated in a different manner? 
When comparing two or more projects present value 
curves should be plotted to determine at which 
interest rate, if any, the present values of the 
projects are eaual. If this occurs, is this discount 
rate significant for any reason~ and what is its 
relation to the respective internal rates of return? 
Simple computer programmes are available or can 
be written to calculate present values over a range 
of interest rates. If this range is wide enough 
the programme will readily show the internal rate of 
return (or if there are multiple internal rates of 
return). 
(b) The sensitivity of present value to output price 
levels should invariably be explored. How does 
present value change with reasonable changes in 
price levels? At what price level does present 
value become zero, and is this a price which can be 
reasonably expected to occur? How far is this 
price from prevailing price levels? When 
complementary products are produced, e.g. wool and 
lamb, the product prices should be varied 
simultaneously, and by similar percentages, to avoid 
unnecessary confusion which often adds nothing to 
the general results. Prices should be varied at 
units of one per cent to allow comparision with 
other studies. 
(c) The sensitivity of present value to doubtful or 
critical coefficients. If the derivation of any 
coefficient has been based on unsatisfactory 
evidence, or if the coefficient is obviously 
critical to the study~ a full exploration of its 
influence on present value should be undertaken, 
over all reasonable ranges of its value. What 
percentage change in present value occurs from a 
given percentage change in the coefficient? What 
percentage change is necessary to force present 
value to zero? Input prices, rate of investment, 
and technical coefficients should be considered 
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for sensitivity analysis. 
ll. Double-counting 
Instances of double-counting have occured in overseas 
studies where some primary benefits were counted twice» both 
as primary benefits and as spillovers. This has not~ to 
date, occurred in New Zealand studies. Benefits should be 
systematically calculated and every care taken to ensure that 
no item appears in more than one category of benefit. A 
common point of confusion relates to the inclusion of 
increases in land values and income increases. It is not 
valid to impute to a project increases in the capital value 
of land which are expected to result from increased income 
which has already been included in the flows. This would, 
in effect, be double-counting of the effect of increased 
incomej since land values are related to income~earning 
capacity. 
12. Presentation of Results 
The format of results and the criteria developed will 
depend on the original aim of the exercise. Some general 
suggestions can be made:= 
(a) That the evaluation of a project is best made in 
terms of present values, as the most meaningful 
criterion. For reasons outlined earlier in this 
volume (Paper 7 particularly) the internal rate of 
return has serious disadvantages compared with the 
present value criterion. Present valuej however 
reflects the size of the project 9 and gives an 
unsatisfactory indication of the efficiency of 
capital. The V/C ratio should be used in conjunc-
tion with present value (V=C) if the efficiency 
or productivity of capital is required. 
{b) Comparisons between two or more investments are 
probably best made in terms of present value. Only 
if the present value curves (i.e. present value 
plotted against discount rate) of each investment 
are known not to intersect at discount rates between 
either internal rate of return and a reasonable 
upper limit of commonly used discount rates~ can 
the internal rate of return contribute a great deal 
to interpretation of results. 
(c) Various modifications of the V/C ratio are often 
useful, when particular aspects of the desirability 
of the investment require further elaboration. 
Some of these have been mentioned by Mro Johnson in 
Paper 9. The V/C ratio refers to the ratio of gross 
benefits to gross costs~ and unless both of these 
have been calculated it should be specified that 
the ratio used is a modification of the usual V/C 
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{d) A statement of oplnlon on the likely magnitude and 
effect of intangible benefits or spillover effects 
should be included. 
{e) That the values of V-C and V/C be specifically 
stated in terms of the items included in the 
calculation, e.g. 
Primary 
Secondary 
Total 
V~C and V/C 
V-C and V/C 
V-C and V/C 
including primary 
benefits only, 
- including secondary bene-
fits when calculated, 
- including all tangible 
primary, secondary, 
spillover and exchange 
benefits. 
(f) If variations in the scale of the project are 
possible, results should include conclusion on the 
"best" scale for implementation. 
13. Expected Values 
If estimates of the probability distribution of possible 
(e.g.price} situations are obtainable, the analysis will 
benefit from the calculation of an expected value of the 
present value. 
14. Re-appraisal 
Reports should be prepared in a manner which facilitates 
periodic re-appraisal if technical or economic conditions in 
the years following the original report prove to be 
significantly different from those assumed in the original 
study. Rapid changes in markets, or production methods, 
could make re-appraisal desirable. 
15. Investment and Financing 
Some practitioners, e.g. catchment board officers, must 
be concerned both with the economic desirability, and the 
source of finance, of a project. It is imperative however 
that these two aspects remain separate in the compilation of 
a report. Any project should be recommended or rejected 
largely on its economic desirability 1 and not whether it will 
appeal to those who may be required to vote for its 
approval or whether or not it will make a significant 
difference to the current burden of rates. 
When both investment and financing aspects of a project 
have to be considered, each aspect should be the subject of 
a separate report. The investment report will provide 
information on the economic desirability of the project 
~ ~' and the financing report will give recommendations 
on the source of finance. 
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16. Policy Conclusions 
No investment study should be considered to be complete 
unless a~companied by a statement expressing the author's 
views on the appropriate action which the decision maker 
should take. Irrespective of whether the study has been 
commissioned by a government body or a local organisation, 
it is the duty of the practitioner to weigh all the 
tangible evidence, advise on this basis, and indicate the 
weight of intangibles associated with a projecte He will 
be ideally and prominently placed in relation to the project 
he has evaluated and should advise the decision maker on 
the alternatives available and the steps he considers 
appropriate. 
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DISCOUNTING TECHNIQUES 
R. Jensen. 
Mr. Jensen outlined the principles of discounting to the 
training course for the benefit of those not familiar with 
them. He recommends the following references as sources of 
both information and examples on discounted cash flow 
techniques: 
1. DISCOUNTING AND OTHER INTEREST RATE PROCEDURES 
IN FARM MANAGEMENT 
by CHISHOLM, A.H. and DILLON, J.L. 
Professional Farm Management Guidebook No.2 
Department of Farm Management, University of 
New England, Armidale. 1966. 
THE ECONOMICS OF CAPITAL EXPENDITURE 
by MIDDLETON, K.A. 
Statements on Accounting Practice No.5 (Revised Ed.) 
Australian Society of Accountants. 1964. 
3. THE FINANCE AND ANALYSIS OF CAPITAL PROJECTS 
MERRET, A.J. and SYKES, A. Longmans, 1963. 
(A more comprehensive volume). 
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AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAIVIPLE OF 
EVALUATION PROCEDURES 
(DRAINAGE SCHEME - NORTH CANTERBURY)~:, 
A.C. Norton & R.C. Jensen** 
1. Objective of the Investigation: 
To provide information on an accept~reject decision on 
the Osborne?s Drain Improvement Scheme. 
2. Scope of the Project: 
2.1 The scope of the project is to prevent flooding and to 
improve the efficiency of drainage~ so that the area 
can be developed to its full potential as high 
producing land. The accompanying plan shows the 
boundaries of the area and the location of the work, 
proposed in the scheme. All properties within the 
scheme will have a direct outfall into an improved 
channel which will be maintained in the future as a 
public drain in a classified rating district. 
2.2 In general the proposed scheme of work will be the 
provision of flood pumps at the site of the present 
Osborne's Drain floodgates and the enlargement of the 
present channels to contain all flood waters except 
under extreme rainfall. Under average winter 
conditions, it is assumed that the surface level of the 
water in the main channels will be 3 ftc below ground 
level, in order to keep the ground water level (which 
is saline) below the root zone of all plants. 
* This evaluation has been prepared in accordance with the 
procedures set out in the paper ·~ "The Economic Evaluation 
of Investment in Large Scale Projects = An Essay to 
Recommend Procedures" by R.C. Jensen which is published 
in the Proceedings of a New Zealand Seminar on Project 
Evaluation in Agriculture and Related Fields, Lincoln 
College, Agricultural Economics Research Unit Publication 
No.4S) 196S. In general, this report is a modification of 
an economic report prepared by A.C.Norton for the North 
Canterbury Catchment Board in February ~963. 
Wherever possible data has been brought up~to-date. 
Nevertheless 1 it should be read and understood, primarily 
as a type example and not as a re-evaluation of the 
Osborne 1 s Drain Scheme. The permission of the North 
Canterbury Catchment Board to reproduce data is gratefully 
acknowledged. 
** A.C. Norton sifier~ North Canterbury Catchment Board" 
R.C. Jensen Lecturer in Economics, Lincoln College. 
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2.3 Extending in a north-westerly direction from near the 
mouth of the Halswell River» the major part of the 
Osborne's Drain catchment 1 prior to European settlement» 
would have been a shallow bay covered by the high 
levels of Lake Ellesmere. In 1889 the Government 
constructed the Halswell Canal and the spoil on the 
right bank from the end of the high ground just 
downstream of Hodgents Bridge for some 130 chains 
towards the Lake formed a substantial embankment~ a 
bank known as Osborne's Bank was constructed at 
approximately right angles to it in a westerly direction 
for about 83 chains where it merged into high ground 
near the present Greenpark Huts. Osborne 7 s Bank 
which has a top width of 10 ft. and a height of 8 ft. 
above M.S.L. is stone faced on the Lake side. The 
westerly side of the catchment from the end of 
Osborne's Bank is protected from Lake Ellesmere by 
land which varies between 7 and 8 ft. above M"S.L. 
while on the N.E. and N.W. perimeter there is the 
boundary with the Halswell River catchment with 
levels in excess of 8 ft. The accumulation of 
water in the area is due solely to the run-off from 
rainfall and not from any spring action. The line 
of Osbornews Drain follows road and drain reserves 
laid off at the time of the original land surveyso 
The drain at present discharges via a manually 
controlled floodgate direct into Lake Ellesmere. 
The scheme envisages that the water at present 
discharged into the Lake by four drains (not floodgated) 
located to the west of Hudson's Road between the 
Greenpark Huts and Jarvis Road and the small floodgated 
drain at OM 27.43 chains on Osborne's Bank will be 
brought to the pumping station located at the present 
Osborne~s Drain ·floodgate. The acreage of occupied 
land within ·this proposed catchment of the pumping 
system is 3,944 acres. 
The characteristic features of the area are: 
2.3.1 The extreme flatness and low lying nature of the land. 
From Osborne's floodgate along the line of the drain 
to near the top of the catchment at Hudson's Road the 
ground level rises 3.71 ft (2.81 ft to 6.52 ft.) in a 
distance of 4 miles 44 chains. The area of land below 
the 6.5 ft. contour is approximately 57% of the total 
catchment. 
2.3.2 The area of land flooded and the duration of the 
flooding on some occasions. It is estimated that 
during periods that Lake Ellesmere is at high levels 
for several weeks, 800=·1 ~ 000 acres are flooded. Of 
the land not flooded, upwards of 2,500 acres has 
severely impeded drainage with the water-table 
virtually at ground level. 
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2.3.3 The salinity of the soiJs. It is estimated that 
2,106 acres, at the lowest levels, is of medium 
salinity with patches of high salinity 1 a further 
1,452 acres is weakly saline with some areas of 
medium salinity and 386 acres on higher ground on 
the margin shows nil or slight signs of salinity. 
2.3.4 The low production from poor quality pastures on the 
areas of medium and high salinity which is also the 
region where flooding occurs. On average grazing 
is only available for about six months of the year. 
2.3.5 The complete absence of stock shelter on all but 
the highest ground in the catchment. The region 
is very exposed to both the north east wind which 
whips down out of Gebbie's Pass) after being 
funnelled there by the configuration of the Lyttelton 
Harbour and the winds from the southerly quarter. 
2,4 There are 19 holdings completely or partly within the 
Catchment. . However~ as 5 of the whole or part 
properties (65 acres in area) are located on the higher 
ground and will receive no benefit from the proposed 
work, they have been neglected in the subsequent 
analysis and estimates. The area of the 14 properties 
is 3,879 acres within the catchment and 1,196 acres 
outside the catchment, to give a total of 5,075 acres. 
Of the 3~879 acres, 669 acres on 6 properties are 
held under L.I.P. tenure and the balance is freehold. 
3. Viewpoint of Investigation: 
The investigation of the scheme is from the national 
viewpoint. Externalities to the New Zealand economy are 
not likely to be significant and therefore have not been 
included in the calculations. 
4. Present Production: 
The present production is as follows:-
The stock carried is for the total area 
(within and outside of catchment) while the 
for land completely within the catchment. 
properties have va.rious combinations of the 
production" 
of the properties 
crop acreages are 
Several of the 
various types of 
T ,.,-.·n supply dairy cows 
Butterfat Supply 
dairy cows 
Beef Cattle 
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8 properties, 344 milking 
cows and 130 replacements. 
3 properties, 72 miling cows 
and 43 replacements together 
with pigs. 
3 properties, 77 head of 
various descriptions. 
Grazing Cattle 
Fat lamb production 
Barley 
Perennial rye-grass 
seed 
5. Expected Future Production: 
2 properties, 85 head of 
dairy heifers and cows. 
6 properties, 4,455 ewes with 
951 replacements. 
3 properties, 69 acres. 
l property, 30 acres. 
The constrc1ction of the proposed work will allow each 
farmer tocarry out developmental work within his own property 
with a resulta~t increase in production. The areas of the 
differing bene~its within the 3,879 acres are estimated as 
follows: 
Major benefit 2,106 acres - low lying land below the 
6.5 ft. contour which on 
average is of moderate 
salinity. 
Minor benefit 1 » 452 acres ~· land about and immediately 
above the 6.5ft. contour 
which on average is 
No benefit 321 acres 
weakly saline. 
- land at the highest 
elevation in the catchment. 
The 1961 Government Capital Value of the 2,106 acres 
(no homestead sites included) is $125 1 640 or $86.60 per acre. 
In assessing the increase in carrying capacity and crops 
it has been assumed that the present types of farming continue 
in the future under the present efficiency of management. 
After 10 years of development work the following is the 
estimate of the increase in stock numbers and crops for the 
benefiting area of 3,558 acres. 
Town supply dairy cows 
Butterfat supply dairy cows 
Dairy Replacements 
Beef cattle ~ breeding cows 
Ewes on fat lamb production 
Other sheep - hoggets & rams 
Barley - acres 
Rye-grass seed - acres 
86 
29 
36 
50 
= 4' 225 
509 
146 
30 
6. The Period of Analysis and Discount Rate: 
The analysis has been taken to infinity and the discount 
rate at 5~ per cent. 
7. Costs and Returns: 
The costs and returns are set out in Table I. The 
following provides some details on the preparation of the 
figures. 
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7.1 The Scheme costs (Row A) of $42,000, obtained from the 
engineering report includes the estimated expenditure 
on~ pumps; electric motorsj pumping well and 
foundations; building at pump site; improvements to 
just over 8 miles of drains; culverts~ and engineering 
fees for supervision once the work commences. 
7.2 The maintenance (Row B) is the estimated annual charges 
to clean the 8 miles of drains; labour for regular 
checking of pumping station, screens and electrical 
equipment; insurance of building and plant; plant 
maintenance and the power charges to pump out drainage 
water, plus water used in de-salting and or irrigation 
of the land. 
7.3 The sinking fund (Row C) is the amount of moner which 
has to be set aside annually and invested at 5z per 
cent compound interest in order to have $8,000 
available to pay for the replacement of the pumps and 
motors at the end of twenty years. $8~000 represents 
the anticipated purchase price of pumping equipment. 
7.4 Row D - (the summation of rows A~ B, & C) - is the 
total of the direct costs. 
7.5 The annual land development costs (Row E) also 
includes the increase in capital outlay of new 
buildings, plant and additional livestock required 
as a consequence of the land development. It is 
assumed that these costs will be incurred as equal 
increments over a five year period. The details of 
the total costs are in Appendix I. 
7.6 Row F is the increased annual farm running costs 
incurred in obtaining the increase in gross farm 
returns as outlined in 7.9 below. Included in 
these costs is the running expenses, repairs and 
maintenance and depreciation of the items under land 
development and capital outlay in 7.5 above. The 
increased annual costs at the end of 5 years are 
given in detail in Appendix II. 
7.7 Row G - {the summation of rows E & F) - is the total 
of the indirect costs. 
7. 8 Row H ·~ (the summation of rows D. & G) - is the total 
of the annual costs. 
7.9 The increase in annual gross farm returns (Row I) is 
the monetary value of the expected increase in future 
production given in paragraph 5. Details of the 
increased returns) at the end of the 5 year development 
period, are in Appendix II. 
7.10 The net annual returns or the direct benefits (Row J) 
obtained by subtracting Row I from Row H. 
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7.11 The cost of investigations for the scheme, estimated at 
¢1,615 have not been included in any of the costs as 
set out in Table I. 
8. Technical_Change: 
8.1 In the "without" situation there is no possibility of 
increased technical efficiency giving any increase in 
returns from the area. The drainage and local flood 
problems of the region place an absolute limitation on 
how the area is used without a scheme. 
8.2 In the "withn situation it is anticipated that technical 
change in this area as well as the country as a whole 
will increase gross returns. This has been allowed 
for in the increased annual gross f3.rm returns (Row I) 
at the compounded rate of l~ per cent. 
9. Input Prices: 
Throughout the country input prices are increasing. 
Therefore, cash flow streams of Rows E 3 and F have been 
increased by the compounded rate of 2~ per cent. Annual 
maintenance costs (Row B) are not expected to increase in 
the long term. Technological improvements in drain 
mainten~nce methods, will possibly lead to lower maintenance 
costs, and these are assumed to compensate for increasing 
pumping costs. 
10. Discounting_Analysis: 
The discounting procedures applied to the costs and 
returns are detailed in Table II and Table III. 
11. Results: 
The results can be summarised as follows:-
From Table III - Present Worth of Returns = 1,801,536 ---(V) 
n 11 II ~· H " 11 Costs o 1,641~199 --~(C) 
The present worth cf the net returns or the direct 
benefits of the project 
"' (V ~-C) 
= $160,337 (which is positive) 
The returns/costs ratio = y 
c 
1.098 
12. Policy Conclusions: 
12.1 The economic benefits ~ that is the net present worth 
of the project are estimated at $160,337. This amount 
does not include any allowance for indirect benefits 
which we feel are insignificant and need not be 
considered in the decision to accept or reject the 
project. 
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12.2 The authors consider that from the national 
viewpoint there is economic justification for 
proceeding with the project. 
12.3 The report does not include any information on 
the financing of the project which could be the 
subject of a separate report. 
APPENDIX I 
Estimate of development and increase in capital outlay. 
Development costs - per acre 
Internal farm drainage 
Farm Shelter 
Sub-division fencing 
Fertiliser 
Seeds 
Cultivation 
Stock Water 
Lucerne establishment 
De-salting 
On 2,106 acres at 
New Buildings 
Two houses and layouts at 
$9,000 
Hay barns 
~Jew Plant 
$9.00 
7.50 
19.00 
27.00 
11.00 
11.50 
2.00 
1.00 
22.00 
$110.00 = 
$18,000 
3,000 
One tractor and hydraulic fittings 
Additional Livestock 
115 cows at $100 
4,225 ewes at $4.30 
84 rams at $18 
50 beef breeding cows 
1 bull (beef breed} 
at $100 
,$11' 500 
181168 
1,522 
5,000 
150 
TOTAL development and capital outlay 
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$231,660 
$21,000 
$3,000 
¢36,340 
$292,000 
APPENDIX II 
(a) Increase in annual gross returns at the end of 
5 years. 
Town Supply Dairying 
Butterfat Dairying (including 
Beef Calves 
Cull Cows 
Fat lambs 
Wool 
Cull ewes 
Barley 
Perennial rye-grass seed 
Pigs) 
$18~920 
2,726 
1,260 
262 
15~100 
17,768 
2~680 
69 204 
11080 
$66,000 
(b) Increase in annual farm running costs at the end of 
5 years. 
Stock purchases 
Dairy shed expenses 
Veterinary expenses and animal health 
Herd testing 
Crop harvesting 
Machine dressing and certification 
Freight and cartage 
Feed charges 
Fertilizers 
.seeds 
Weeds and pest control 
Wool expenses 
Vehicle and motor expenses 
Repairs and maintenance 
General and unforeseen 
V./ages 
Rates 
Insurances 
Depreciation 
111 
$59415 
480 
810 
105 
l ~ 405 
200 
1~900 
1»350 
4~680 
lj040 
885 
l»Lc25 
2j105 
5j860 
660 
7»750 
1»220 
220 
2»490 
$409000 
TABLE I - PROFILE OF COSTS AND RETURNS 
ROW YEAR 
---
l 2 3 4 5 6 
DIRECT COSTS: 
A scheme $42,000 
B Annual Maintenance 
of Scheme 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 2,400 
C Sinking Fund 230 2.30 . 2.30 .. 2.30 .. 2.30 . 2.30 
--D TOTAL DIRECT COSTS: $44,630 $2,630 $2' 630 $2 ~ 6.3 0 $2~630 $2 ~ 630' (A & B & C) ---
INDIRECT COS!S: 
E Annual lan·d $58,400 59,860 61,356 64,462 66,074 
development costs 
F Increase in annual 
farm running costs 8,000 16,400 25,215 34,460 44~152 45,256 
$66,400 76,260 86' 571 98,922 110 226 45,256 
(\j 
G TOTAL INDIRECT COSTS: " 
' " (E & F) ---
H TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 47,886 (D & G) $111,'030 78,890 89' 201 101,552 112,856 
I Increase in Annual 
Gross Farm returns $ 13,200 26,796 40,797 55,212 70,050 85,321 
J NET ANNUAL RETURNS or 
DIRECT BENEFITS -$97,830 -52,094 -48,404 -46,340 . ~42, $06 . +37, 43 5 .. 
(H - I) 
TABLE II ~ PRESENT WORTH OF COSTS 
Discount Rate 5~% 
(a) Years l to 5 
Year:- l 2 3 4 5 
From Table I Row H 111,030 
Present Worth 
78 890 89 ~ 201 1C>l~552 112~856 
Factor .94787 .89845 .85161 .80722 .76513 
Present Worth 105,242 70~879 75,964 ;31~975 86,350 
TOTAL PRESENT WORTH YEARS 1 to 5 = $420~410 
(b) Years 6 to infinity 
Present Worth of years 6 to infinity, at the end of year 5 is capitalisation 
of uniform cost stream 
= t47,886 X 33.3333 
= $'1,595~531 
Present Worth at beginning of year 1 of 
5 years 
"'$1~595,531 X .76513 
= $1,220,789 
(The capitalisation rate should be the 
discount rate less the rate of increase 
in unit costs in this case 5~% less 
2~% = J%. This provides an 
approximate true discount rate.J 
$1,595,531 is that sum discounted for 
(c) Total Present Worth of Cost Stream - Years 1 to infinity 
Total Present Worth - {a) + (b) 
= 420,410 + 1,220,789 
-· 1 '641 '199 
TABLE III - PRESENT WORTH OF INCREASED RETURNS 
Discount Rate 5!% 
{a) Years l to 5 
Year: l 2 3 4 5 
From Table I -
Row I 13 '200 26,796 
Present Worth 
40,797 55,212 70,050 
Factor .94787. .89845 .85161 .80722 .76513 
Present Worth 12,512 24,075 34,743 44,568 53,597 
TOTAL PRESENT WORTH YEARS l to 5 = 169,495 
(b) Years 6 to infinity 
Present Worth of years 6 to infinity at the end of year 5 is 
capitalisation of uniform return stream 
= 85,321 x 25.00 Capitalisation Rate = (5~ - 1~)% = 4% 
= 2,133,025 
P~esent Worth at beginning of year l of 2,133,025 is that sum discounted 
for 5 years 
= 2,133,025 X .76513 
= 1,632,041 
(c) Total Present Worth of Increased Return Stream - Years l to infinity 
Total Present Worth = {a) + (b) 
= 169,495 + 1,632,041 
= $1,801,536 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM RESEARCH ON PERSUASION FOR 
SOIL CONSERVATORS 
A.T.G. McArthur B.Sc.(Agr.) M.Agr~Sc. 
Senior Lecturer in Rural Education 
Lincoln College 
Because of the demands of propagandists and advertisers 
a considerable amount of research has been undertaken by 
social psychologists on the technique of persuasion. The 
purpose of this paper is to bring to the notice of soil 
conservators those practical findings of this research which 
seem relevant to obtaining agreement amongst property owners 
for a 11 community scheme". 
In general the research work suggests that a logical 
and sincere approach produces the desired results and that 
tricks and gimmicks which may give short term results should 
be avoided. 
Needs and Motivation 
A community scheme which meets the perceived needs of 
the people within a district is likely to be adopted as 
long as it is expected to put money into the pockets of the 
residents) reduce their risks, increase their pride of 
ownership and save them work. Of course the scheme may do 
these things but the ratepayer may not perceive this. 
Hence the words "perceived needs" were underlined above. 
This principle is central to advert±sing and promotion. 
"Find out the needs of your customers and then show how your 
product meets their needs", is the advertisers motto. You 
will notice that advertisements stress benefits rather than 
specifications. Hatters say that a hat makes young men 
look more mature and old men look younger rather than 
referring to the technical specifications of the hat. 
Similarly soil conservators should attempt tc show farmers 
that the benefits of a scheme far outweigh the costs rather 
than stress the technology of the scheme. The cusecs of 
water~ the kilowatts of electricity and the cubic feet of 
concrete are specifications~ but the farmer wants to know 
the net benefits to him. 
In order that the individual farmer may perceive the 
outcome of the scheme in clear cut terms, it may be necessary 
to evaluate the effect of scheme on each farm and show him 
how.he can exploit the scheme to his benefit. Because this 
will involve development budgeting~ I hope that soil 
conservators will use the computer programs now available 
to remove the tedious arithmetic.! 
1. Computer Program for Development Budgeting. 
K.T. Sanderson and A.T.G. McArthur. A.E.R.U. 
Publication No.45~ 1967. 
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There is one difficulty which makes it hard for some 
soil conservators to see things from the farmer's point of 
view. All professional groups tend to develop their own 
value system and there is a tendency to attempt to impose 
this system of values on others. Veterinarians feel badly 
about infected stock and want farmers to feel likewise. 
Some accountants feel satisfaction in a high level of equity 
and want businessmen to feel the same way. Similarly soil 
conservators feel badly about slipping hillsides and tend to 
expect farmers to have the same sense of values. This 
ethnocentrism sometimes leads soil conservators to overvalue 
the outcome of soil conservation measures from the farmers 
point of view and this tendancy has to be restrained. 
~s?sage Formulation 
There is now a considerable amount of experimental 
dence about whether a message should be formulated to 
ve only the pros or ~hether it should also include the cons. 
results of many experiments indicate that two-sided 
messages (where the pros outweigh the cons) are more 
effective in causing opinion change than one-sided messages 
under these conditions.2 
1. When the other point of view will be presented from 
another source. 
2. When the persuader requires a long term rather than a 
short term response. 
3. When the audience is well educated. 
These three conditions appear to fit the description 
of the majority of landowners vot].ng for or against a scheme. 
Hence it would seem advisable to stress both the benefits 
and the costs of a scheme but to point aut that the benefits 
outweigh the cost. 
Credibility of a Source 
There will be more opinion change in the desired direc-
tion if the communicator has a high credibility - a technical 
term which has become generally well known due to the so-
called credibility gap of the present American administration. 
People accept a communicator as credible if they accept him 
as an expert and as trustworthy. 
One schnique in this kind of research is to subject 
experime~tal groups to the same taped persuasive message 
and to measure opinion change with a questionnaire. In 
one group the tape is attributed to a credible source and 
to another the taped message is attributed to a non-
credible source.3 
2. Harland) C.I.et.al. Experiments on Mass Communication, 
Princeton Univ. Press 1949. 
3. Harland, C,I,et.al. Communication and Persuasion. 
Yale University Press, 1953. 
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Research work indicates that the motives attributed to 
the communicator can affect his success in influencing an 
audience. This gives the government servant an advantage 
in New Zealand when it appears that he lms no personal axe 
to grind. 
Work in this field supports the view that an organisation 
and its staff must build up confidence with farmers. Short 
run tricks to in acceptance of an issue ~ may lead to a 
credibility gap which can make further persuasion difficult. 
Participation 
Many experiments have shown that audience participation 
aids the persuasion process by overcoming resistance.4 
This notion has become firmly entrenched in our buzz 
group system of running conferences where decisions are 
made. In dealing with farmers we must build an effective 
grass roots organisation so that people feel that the scheme 
is theirs even though the numerous committees never seem to 
do much and cause delays and frustrations. They are not 
so much a part of the decision making system, they are part 
of the persuasion and educational process. 
Contrary Attitudes of Influentials 
Certain individuals within a group have a greater 
influence on opinions of others than their numerical strength. 
If these influentials have attitudes contrary to a scheme 
they may wreck it. It may be worthwhi.1e identifying 
influentials within a committee or within a community and 
exerting more than average persuasive influence on them. 
In doing this it is worthwhile considerir:g factors which 
may underlie their attitudes. These causative factors 
can be classed as follows.5 
(a) Factual cause. Here the attitude arises from past 
experience and the expectations based on this past 
experience" If a farmer planted trees at the head of 
a gully to stop it spreading found that he had to 
clear up both trees and debris instead or just debris 
after a bad slip, then on this experience he may have 
developed unfavourable attitudes towards soil 
conservation work. Such attitudes can be changed 
4. Lewin~ K. Studies in Group Decision in Cartwright and 
Zander "Group Dynamicsn Row, Peterson 1953. 
5. Sarnoff, Io and Katz, D. The motivational basis of 
attitude change" J" Abnorm. and Soc. Psychol. 49: 
115, 1954. 
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(b) 
{ c) 
with new facts and by persuading him that he is making 
a hasty generalisation based on inadequate experience. 
Social cause. Some attitudes are based on the opinion 
of those in the group to which the individual belongs. 
If all the people within an individual's group are 
against a conservation scheme, it may be difficult to 
get him to change his mind. In general, it is best 
to change all the people within his group concurrently 
or transfer him to another group who have pro attitudes. 
For instance a committee man subject to the pressures 
of conservative opinion in the local gentlemen's club 
may change his opinion if he can be persuaded to spend 
a day with an enthusiastic discussion group who want 
the scheme. 
Ego defensive causes. Attitudes can have an ego 
defensive basis. There occur in many ways. One may 
despise nongraduates in order to inflate one's limited 
ability. Such attitudes are likely to be persistent. 
Other ego defensive attitudes extinguish in time. 
For instance a farmer may have committed himself to a 
belief that the scheme won't work and any withdrawal 
from this viewpoint would mean loss of face. He 
obtains satisfaction from his present response of 
being pig-headed. Continued persuasion may merely 
reinforce this existing response. However by 
abandoning the issue for a period of time his response 
may extinguish. In fact such individuals have been 
known to become enthusiastic protagonists. 
In general the more objective and factual one can be in 
evaluating a scheme and the more farmers learn about it, the 
less likely socially and ego defensively induced attitudes 
are likely to arise. Implementation is likely with real 
understanding. If there are no facts and farmers cannot 
understand the scheme (because of its complexity) then 
persistent and contrary attitudes which impede implementation 
are likely to cause delays.b 
The use of cost benefit studies both for the district and 
the farm seem to be indicated together with a painstaking 
educational programme where necessary. 
Conclusion 
The conclusion from this paper suggests that a sincere 
and logical approach to persuasion is likely to lead to 
implementation in the soil conservation field. 
General Reference 
"Persuasion. How Opinions and Attitudes are Changed" 
H.I. Abelson, Springer, New York. 1959. 
6. Churchman, C.E. and Ratoosh Po Innovation in Group 
Behaviour. International Conference on operational 
Research 2nd, p.l22, Aix-en~Provence, 1960. 
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DECISION AND SCHEDULING PLANS FOR SECURING 
DISTRICT AGREEMENT ON SOILCONSERVATION 
AND RIVER CONTROL PROJECTS 
AoToGo McArthur 
Senior Lecturer in Rural Education 
Lincoln College 
One of the key factors in the success of soil 
conservation and river control work is the vital step of 
securing agreeme~t amongst property owners that the scheme 
should go ahead. It is frequently this step which delays 
a proJect and hence reduces its value.2 This paper lays 
out a procedure for deciding on the methods to use and 
suggests a way of scheduling these methods" These procedures 
have proved successful in extension plan~ing and can be 
expected to be equally useful in soil conservation work" 
The paper does not lay down a recipe for persuasion" I 
assume that each case will be different and will require a 
different strategy. · 
The purpose of the decision phase is to select the 
optimum strategy mix (or combination of extension methods) 
which lies within the resources available so as to maximise 
the probability of securing agreement after a given time 
elapse. This part of the procedure has the advantage of 
making those concerned define their objectives clearly 9 and 
makes them conceive, evaluate 1 and select an optimum strategy 
mix. 
The purpose of the scheduling phase is to draw up a 
schedule of activities and hence commit members of an 
organisation to an agreed upon plan" This ensures that 
priori jobs get done and that unimportant j bs do not 
cause side tracking. It also provides a fo us for 
co-ordination within and between organisations co-operating 
on the project. 
A schedule of activities is an extremely valuable tool 
for the administrator who has to control the project. 
Ideally there should be a system of feeding back information 
about the progress of the project so that the administrator 
can make modification from time to time. I will not be 
elaborating on feed back systems in this paper" 
l. I am grateful to Mr. Alan Norton of the North Canterbury 
Catchment Board for briefing me on the activities of 
soil conservators. 
2. I a,ssume thc.1 t 
projects have 
the nation. 
sooner rather 
all soil conservation and river control 
a positive value both to the farmer and 
As human beings prefer benefits to arrive 
than later, delay reduces value. 
Agricultural Economics Paper No.435. 
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Decision Phase. 
l. Definition of the objective. 
Having clear cut objectives is half the battle in 
planning. It not only makes for good decision-making but 
it also provides the motivation to execute plans which have 
been made. Objectives can be defined in a variety of ways: 
(a) 
{b) 
( c) 
Achieve a given objective '."lith a minimum cost. 
For a given cost (or set of resources), maximise 
the level of the objective (e.g. profit). 
Maximise the probability of obtaining the 
objective within the resources available. 
The last way of expressing the objective (c) seems the 
appropriate way of defining the objective for securing 
agreement on soil conservation and river control projects. 
Beware of the fallacy which attempts to get the maximum 
for the minimum. The minimum means expending no resources 
on attempting to influence the district about the scheme. 
We can expect no result to come from such a strategy! 
2. Diagnosis of factors likely to hamper agreement being 
reached. 
Here those concerned with making the decision should 
list the key factors which may stop farmers voting for the 
scheme. Each situation will be different. They could be: 
(a) 
(b) 
( c ) 
( d) 
( e ) 
Lack of information on the costs and benefits of 
the scheme by individuals. 
Low income of some farmers preventing them 
capitalising on the scheme. 
Nearness to retirement by older farmers thus making 
long term development (because of scheme) 
unattractive to them. 
Negative attitude of influential property owners. 
Destructive and irresponsible criticism by 
Government Departments in the district. 
Such a listing at least ensures that these key factors 
have been considered and often such a diagnosis results in 
sub-objectives in the final plano The above set of factors 
could result in these sub-objectives: 
"All farmers in the scheme to learn the cost and 
benefits for them to be derived from the installation 
of the scheme."(a) 
"Co-operation of other Government Departments be gained 
before selling scheme." (b and e) 
"Influential property owners (with negative attitudes) 
to have attitudes to the scheme changed positively.n(c) 
A diagnosis of 
being split up into 
tackle by itself. 
key factors often results in problems 
bits, each of which is quite simple to 
Frequently a problem breaks itself up 
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into a sequence of sub-problems such as is shown below: 
Board's 
to look 
J Scheme 
Agreement 
into 
Agreement in 
principle by r-~ 
Farmers 
Final 
Agreement 
Here the problem of securing final agreement can be 
broken up into three sub-problems: the problem of getting 
the Board's agreement to look into the possible scheme, the 
problem of getting agreement in principle 1 and the problem 
of securing final agreement. This gives a sequence of 
objectives which require their separate strategies. Each 
can be scheduled as the time comes. 
Sometimes problems can be analysed by way of means-end 
analysis. The diagram below shows a means~end analysis3 
used in an extension plan made out for the Development of 
the Hokianga County.4 
Means-end Anaaysis of Factors in the 
Development of Hokianga 
fBetter Land Use 
Income/.\per head~ 
~··ie~-d-u_c_e_d_C_o_s_t_s--r/ 
c "[' I Better communications 
-, . e er 
- Development ~· B tt . ·· , 
l . Management 
Inve~tment]~ .~ · 
Potential ,..-----.._[ __ ~ ~- Presen~ 
new farmers I Farmers ~ Lending 
~ Institutions 1 
··;-------r...:...-.-~-~--_...___, 
CHANGES IN KNOWLEDGE AND 
This analysis indicated that extension activities should 
aim at .. ,changing the knowledge level and attitude of 11 potential 
new settlers" 3 "present farmers!! and "2.ending institutions" 
3. See TTThe process of managementn Newmanl W.Hc~ and 
Summer, C.E. Prentice Hall~ New Jersey, U.S.A. 
Cpt.l2 p.255. 
4. 11 An Extension Plan for the Hokianga Countyn~ A.T.G. 
McArthur, and John Askew. Auckland Advisers 
Conference l96cL 
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? 
towards farm development in Hokianga. As a consequence the 
extension plan was geared to these three audiences. 
The term means-end derives from the fact that in a 
situation such as the one depicted above, a means becomes 
an end as we move back down the chain. Greater income per 
head is the final objective. This can be brought.about by 
means of development. This means becomes an end when we 
consider means of bringing about development, nsetter La.nd 
Use", "Investment" and nBetter Management". The means of 
Better Land Use becomes an end when we encourage farm~rs 
from outside the district t"'Obuy several farms and amalgamate 
them. 
3. Limit Within Which Plans must fall. 
Only a certain amount of resources of men and money 
can be devoted to a particular project within an organisation. 
It is usual for management to decide initially how much cash 
and man-power it can devote to reaching agreement on a 
project. This will in part determine the methods that can 
be chosen. 
Most organisations can depend on gaining co-operation 
from other organisations within the district, government 
departments, the press, N.Z.B.C., and farmers organisations. 
It can be worthwhile using the resources of these 
organisations too. The plan then becomes a centre of 
co-ordination and co-operation. 
4. Possible Strategies. 
It is usually better to think up as long a list as 
possible of strategies before evaluating them, and then 
selecting the mixture which lies within the resources 
available. Being critical of strategies (which is essential 
when evaluating them) tends to stultify creativity. 
For a soil conservation-river control scheme, the 
following strategies might be of value: 
Sl Tour to ~nspect a similar scheme. 
82 Field day on farm making good use of similar scheme. 
83 Regular circular letter to farmers about scheme. 
84 Strategic visits to influential farmers by Board 
staff. 
85 Visits to all farmers to explain scheme by Board 
staff. 
36 "At Homesn by Board Chairman and staff to explain 
scheme in several locations during a week. 
87 National Farming Paper success stories about 
similar schemes. 
S,g Exhibit at local A and P show with staff in 
attendance. 
89 Meeting about scheme with prestige speaker. 
810 Unstructured small group meetings about district 
problems. 
811 Briefing and dinner for associated organisations. 
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5. Evaluation and Selection. 
Predicting the effect of a strategy is extremely 
difficult because there is scarcely any information about 
the relative effectiveness of methods of communication. 
Furthermore such research is extremely difficult to do 
because the effect of a method is likely to vary with the 
user~ the audience and the message. To make it more 
complicated methods interact. We therefore have to apply 
some judgement about the expected value of a method. 
The best procedure is to rank the possible strategies 
in order 6f value. Then score the highest ranking strategy 
as 100 and score the expected value of the other strategies 
relative t6 this. Next calculate the cost (in terms of 
staff days) for each strategy and calculate the expected 
value/cost ratio. The results of these steps are shown 
below~ 
Strategy Relative Cost Value/ 
Value (in staff days) Cost 
~-
s5 100 50 2.0 
s 6 50 10 50 0 
sl 35 10 3.5 
s3 30 8 3.7 
s4 20 15 L3 
s2 15 5 3.0 
,.... , r. 
"' 
, I 
0 11 J..U ( J..o4 
s10 10 20 0.5 
s7 5 1 10.0 2 
s9 4 2 2.0 
ss 3 30 0.1 
After this, rank the strategies in order of their 
value/cost ratio and calculate the cumulative cost. Select 
down the list until the cumulative cost equals the time 
available. If 86 days were available (this is the limit 
within which selected strategies must fall) then we would 
select s 7 5i S6 3 s 3 ll s 1 , s 2 , s 5 and s 9 as shown on following page. · 
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Strategy 
S6 
SJ 
Va.l 
3. 5 
C Ltt:tl ti v·e Cost 
28~ 
33~ 
, .. J- 1 () 2 
This procedure will not be tremendously accurate but at 
least it will prevent the least e icient strategies getting 
into the scene. using n ers instead of words to 
represent judgement of value it often becomes clear that 
certain f:ltrategies cost a great deal and 2 .. r-e probably not 
very. effective. 
Scheduling. 
A schedule pro'.rides a liEs ticg 
performed, their s; 
t timing. It 
staff and CO-· c·; :isat::i.c·, 
schcriule so thi'O't eu~,.,.., .... 
L1 Lhe planning. 
) ()~·;·:--.·.; J.11g f!JlJ.E~; 
:L ;3 d. e ~;_·, ~l. fl ~~:; +~ h ,e ·b 
EtS D. '('CSult 
rJct:Lvity--- i.s Et 
the co~c:;ts and 
+· \,• 
rllJ.rf"-'03€ l/IJO'U.l.d (){:~ 11 I; . .::.r~.cn(;f"S 
oi' st. banlG3 
t C? t~ e :fa. I~ 1Tl ·F.~ 1e"l· ~3 
a.rl<i ~-··lJrn:;-Js. 
re:::; 
inc 
tc) vot~e .f()f'" 3c 
i\ clear~ 
planning any 
The fu1lo:; 
previously 
e is 
c1 Et hypothet 
:? trategie:3. 
l 1' ll 
-.r\ ft 
Ccmmerc•.? 
'J2L; 
of the 2ctivities to be 
who is responsible and 
~&11 meet with both 
) help dravv up 
r· t·11r1.i t y c 
is n_e)t 
an overt 
important guide to 
ic:·ul t ur-~::; l Bu1l,~:t 
' 
Schedule for Scheme 
Da_t~e s cjfic Purpose lVIethod 1JJh.o ret>pon~;;ib1e 
Tv1ay / F:irmurs be Circular Soil Con.l b to 
informed about letter 
general of i nature 
scheme and fo~~th-
coming tour. 
,Jlme 3 Far·mE~rs t,o learn Tour Soil CC)I1el 
costs and benefj_ts Soil Con. 2 
(generally) of E'AO (D.c;f A~0 \ I 
scheme SoC·. 0 0 \ f\'IQV\r 
Engineer 
,July l Farmers to be Circular Soil Con.1 
informed about letter 
results of tour and 
learn of forth-
coming field day. 
<July l F:clrmerE3 to learn Individual Cl • l 001~- Con.l 
- 19 of co:;t and Visits Soil 0 ~, vOn.,;_ 
benefit on their 
f' ar~rns of the scheme 
July Farmers to be Field Day Soil Con.l 
22 ormed about Soil Con~ 2 
CtJSts and benefits FAG (D.of A. 0' \ 
... '"l.f::;J " J 
of scheme (gener- S~CoO~ (f"U•' 1 l 'l-1 J 
ally) 
etc. etc. 
It is useful to have a Bar chart which shows what 
activities should be in progress in any one week. 
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I 
II 
i 
I 
~ 
i 
i 
" j 
I 
H 
!! 
! 
! 
~ 
II 
I 
I 
Activity 
Prepare 
circular 
letter 
Prepare 
for Tour 
Visits 
Prepare 
for 
Field 
Day 
Bar Chart showing Activities Associated 
\Ali th the Scheme 
Apr. I May I May June June 1 26 ,13 27 10 24 
I : 
X- ' x ........... 
I I 
I 
X X- I 
I X 
i 
I 
X-
July 
8 
I 
I 
X-
This scheduling takes a great deal of effort out of 
running co-ordinated activities of this kind. It also 
makes it clear to outsiders that extension officers know 
what they are trying to achieve. 
Conclusion. 
July 
22 
~ 
There is no strange and mysterious process for persuading 
people to a particular viewpoint. The key factor is to go 
about it in a logical and systematic way. It is hoped that 
as a result of this paper soil conservators will adopt a 
planned approach to their work with the same alacrity that 
they hope farmers will adopt a planned approach to farming. 
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~3 CJII.J C CJN SEilV 1\rrcJ~.S 
A.i.G. McArthur 
Soil Conservetocs Cour&; Lincoln College 
1.0 Introduction 
A project in soil conse~vation can be subdivided into a 
network of individual jobs which contribute to its achievement. 
A study of the logical sequence of jobs needed to complete a 
ft'oject c·.u1 be of immense value to the rner1 in ~harge of it. 
Network analysis, critical path analysis and Broject ] · , · h · I ·,),.,.,~,r ' 1 ev:.J .. u·:;t1on ana rev1ew tee n1que \1 l"..lt J are .... near synonyms 
for the analysis of job scheduling of a project. 
Network analysis is being used widely in industry and 
business. It is the bcsis of scheduling and controlling 
mocm rocket rna.nuf-'Jctun:; j L' u:::ed routinely in construction 
jobs. Network analysi been used for new product 
estab1 ishment and the ~:ot·.allation of electronic data 
processing system in ·-· T techn ue is less than 
~en years old, yet of the oration research techniques 
Ei'/:ClLLtble, thiE:; method i::o by f·J.r the il\);3t poruLar. ·Its use 
expanding at an explosive rate. I believe that it has 
rossibilities for soil conservation and river control 
schemes. 
Its ma.iY1 use :Ln r:lanning lh;s in che Elrea of control of 
the execution of a 'roject with network analysis it is possible 
to see 1r.rldch j')bE:> 1'Jithin a proJect are 17 critical" and ':OJhich 
f:','<; ' lack'~ reo tho.t resourceEJ '~an be located to the critical 
jobs in the project. This makes sure they are achieved on 
time and do not hold up the entire project. 
2.0 ~etwork Construction 
The firs·t step in nntwork analy~;is is to dr.c1w up the 
fif;t.'viork of :job3 viLich '~.re needed to complc"te the ]'roject. 
For this a large piece of paper is required together with the 
co-operation of the people concerned with the project whose 
in tim;,;:. te p:cactical knov!lc;dge of the business is essential. 
Job~; :J.re repres~;ncec; by nodf:3 and clc.co::'Jf3. or insta.nce 
a drainage project involving a pumping sLation could be 
represented like this 
t:vtflt 1 Activit'/ 
pj O.('l(ll 119, t i t1UnC I ng, 
constructing schell'le. 
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The nodes represent 11 even:~3H in time and mark the 
beginning and end-of a job or acLivity as it is usually 
called. The pla.nning, financing j and construc·tion or a. 
scheme is the activity in this case. It starts with the 
event of the first suggestion of the scheme (at some moment 
in time) and ends at another node when the scheme is completed 
- another event. 
However a project like this'; can be broken down into a 
network of activities as shown below" 
Aeliv rry .2,3 
CoNs.mwnorJ 
lh:.-nv JT\f ~ l..t 
This network is a simple chain. 
will be more com?lex. 
In practice the network 
Drawing a network of this kind can be·· a rewal"'ding 
occupation in itself. The chances of overlooking vital 
steps is much reduced particularly v\rhe:q the construction of 
the network is a team job. · 
Activity Numbering - the ij system 
> 11-t.l t.Jh.e c·tiv·i uy secn.r""inA~ nf;::1I'lTI8J:' ctg:c·eernerlt~t lJecoxne~3 
a~'3 11 activ:i t.v 2, 11 u} being numbered by tl-1e events 2 and 4 
precede and follc~ it. The only rule that must be 
followed using this convention lS that the second number 
'\ rrn'St bP .""I~e!:>tc.,r··· t·'r1'·ln .l.. f-l' y•o+ i l,) J J/ ~dtA..h ··~ -r::)- CA _-.,.. C ; ''" >.) V ·\ .a 
Ho-vvever this nrocedure of coding requires the introduc-
tio~: of dummy activities, o se there can be confusion 
between acti v:L ties. Take for stance this situation. 
awsm.u cno '" 
10, '11 
Both F.in:'lncing and Agreement have the ij code of 9,10 :Ln 
"-tbcvc. In ordrc;l· to overcome this WE:~ :Lntroduce 
a ci which t.::J.k:es zero time to rerform and which 
a c!)t.ted arrow. 
"I 1 1 ~· I' t f' -. ~ .. oove_we nave mace ··Agreemen ' ~' 
:~:..quEJ.l1y '.ve.L1 we could h·,,ve made nDummy 
10, 11. 
CO rJS17( u.c;r.c 1\l 
111 12 
1.0 and "Dummyn l ~ 11" 
9, 10 and ·Agreement" 
The~1e dummies which are used to preserve the 11 i.:j' number-
ing system are sometimes called "identity dummiesn. 11 Logica.l 
dummies'' are sometimes required to indicate the logic er 
of the activities. 
The fo11 owing example shovJs that one can t start ing 
government support until such time as the research has een 
dor'e to d.et.,c:rmina the v~J.lue of tru::; projec from the navL 
-noint of view (logical dummy 16 ,.18)- and until one has obtained 
~:•f!r·r··-,rnr.'rlt. nr·L'-.l~l.l)le f·-··om tll•'''f',.·,.-·rner's (J.oo:.l·cal 
-"'t;,::) ·. ''··· '-J-• ~_,_.. l' ... l .J _-'- J.-- .L ..l '--' -1. . ..• '1...1. 1-. \ f:-::> 
dummy 17 1 18) 
. Incorre~t _sequences of 
1cg1.cal dumm1. es are used" 
activities 
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may creep in unless 
J.O Estimating the Expected Time Elapse. 
After drawing up the complete network, the next step 
is to estimate the expected time elapse from start to finish 
of each activity. This can be often done from experience. 
(If operators name their own estimates for time elapse for an 
activity there is a tendancy for them to make their estimates 
come true l) 
A more complicated system of estimating time elapse has 
been suggested by Malcolm et.al. (1959). They suggest making 
three estimates: 
(a) Most likely time elapse (m) (The modal time elapse) 
(b) The most optimistic time elapse (a) 
(c) The most pessimistic time elapse (b) 
Usually the frequency distribution of time elapses for 
an activity are skewed to the right (positively skewed). 
Frequency 
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I, 
The expected time elapse E(t) is approximated by 
E ( t ) ~ ! [?m + ~ ( a + b )] 
Malcolm et.al. also suggest that the variance of time 
elap;:;e VAH.(t) can be approximated by 
VAR ( t) ~ [1; ( b - a ) J 2 
Thus suppose that for the construction work of a scheme, 
the most likely time is 40 weeks (m) but if Lhe contractors 
had an exceptionally good run the time elapse could be as 
short as 30 weeks (a). On the other hand if the weather is 
disastrous and there is a strike as well, the time elapse 
could be as long as ao weeks 
E ( t ) = j [ 2 x 4 0 + ~ ( $ 0 + J 0 )J 
= 45 
and the variance would be 
. ·r$0-3 OJ 2 VAR(t; =-
6 ' 
" -70 vmeks 
You will notice that if the expected time elapse equation 
makes the modal time equal the expected time when the modal 
time is midway between the optimistic time and pessimistic 
times. For example if a = 30, m = 40 and b = 50, then 
E(t) = (2(40) + ~(30 + 50) = 40. 
Having calculated these parameters the next step is to write 
the time elapses in on the network analysis and determine the 
critical path. 
Determining the Critical Path 
We will not complicate matters by trying a network 
analysis to a particular case. The critical path is calcul-
.ated by working out the earliest times which each event can 
occur from the start of the project. Then the latest times 
for each event are calculated. This is the time at which 
the event must occur if the completion of the project is not 
to be held up by that event. We will start with a network 
which gives the time elapse for each activity on the midpoint 
of the arrow. The ij code for the activity is given in the 
table below together with the time elapses. Calculated on 
the network are the earliest and latest times. These times 
are measured from zero hour of start~ 
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~-,-,--0--~7 _____ 0_/7/~---=--~>~ 
/\ S ' G 
' / ....._ 
' 
t=:ir!IS\-1 
~17 1$3 
li: )0) 1 ~G 
'l 
/1 11 
GIVEN INFORMATION 
Activity Time Ela£se Activity Time Ela:12se 
1' 2 1 10,11 0 
2' 3 4 7,11 4 
3 ' 8 7 4,11 2 
3' 7 0 11,12 4 
7, 8 0 2, 5 1 
8, 9 2 5,12 2 
9,12 3 2' 6 2 
2' 4 2 6,12 1 
4, 7 3 12,13 1 
4,10 1 
The earliest times are above the node, the latest times below 
it. 
i3-LA'f61" 1iME" 
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The earliest times ,c-J.re calculated by moving down paths away 
from<D in a rirr,ht bc:md direction. The next earliest time 
is merely calculated by adding the time elapse onto the st 
earliest time. If two or more paths converge on one event, 
several earliest times are possible. Obviously one selects 
the maximum earliest time for that event because is is the 
earliest time which this event can possibly occur. 
When all the earliest times have been written in above 
the nodes, work back from the finish @ calculating the latest 
times. In working backwards paths will converge. When two 
paths converge select the minimum latest time for that event. 
The next move is to calculate the slack in each step. 
This is done by subtracting the earliest time from the latest 
time at each event node. This difference is called the 
slack ",r· floa_t. This been done in the table below. 
Event 
Stc:1r·t l 1 
2 
3 
8 
9 
12 
I+ 
7 
I 10 
I 11 
5 
6 
Finish 13 
Let test 
Time 
0 
1 
5 
12 
14 
17 
6 
9 
13 
13 
15 
16 
18 
Earlie;:c;t 
Time 
0 
1 
5 
12 
14 
17 
3 
6 
4 
10 
2 
3 
18 
Slack 
0 ~~ ! 
0 )I 
0 )T 
0 )I 
0 )Q 
0 t 
3 
3 
9 
3 
13 
13 
0 
The events 1 1 2, 3, 8, 9, 12, 13 form the critical path. 
There is no slack in this path. If events in this path do 
not occur on time the finish time will be delayed. It is the 
oath that the administrator must keep his eye on. Extra 
resources may have to be moved into this path if it looks as 
if Lhe activities in this critical path are runn behind 
time. The other oaths are slack. For instance , 5, 12) 
can run lJ time unlts behind without affect the finish 
date, 
Total and Free Float. 
In some analyses where the term float (associated with 
an activity) rather than slack (associated with an event) is 
used, a distinction is drawn between total float and free 
float. In the path (2, 4 7) the events 4 and 7 have 3 units 
of slack in them. But if activity (2, 4) runs 3 units of 
time beh nd time, then activity (4, 7) won't have any slack 
it. I ll have to run on time . 
.Jnder Lhe total free float system~ the ;3lack i;3 allocated 
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to 0 ath r2ther than 2 tivi 
Total float is synonymous wj 
7) a total slack of 3, and 
z:c total::;: cJ.c of 3 c·:ch, mean 
huy can ::;L:cc butv.rc;cn them. 
Free float :::: lloca te;3 n 11 the ~3 c l< :in 0 th t.o the la.s t 
~,.,t. r''- r : ·t-~ i ,~th .-, I . a • t'• ., "'"" '·' ·re ·o~-'--'· ···c-· -c--
•.::>.<..,,J\l""1 .n '"lil_, r .. -,, , .... nr; YJOLt:. 00 .u ~;-.. CcfLLn6 ·c·.!.,v..LVl .le,,. 
This means that if all preceding activ ~ies in a th run on 
tjxne, e floc::t bc•longs to t st ,c.. .:: .. v:J.. 1e of 
L) ,~=: ·c;r' c; c c1 Ct c t i "'"\r i 1. e E:.~ i11 .:.:1. .:;_1-. e E~ }_ ·: . f ~~- r1 Gtr1 y· (::" f l OEl t ., 
.. , c:;e are e; equat ·' Jn:; for tot·1! 'Jnd f·.·ce Clo.s.t. 
Total flou for an activity ij 
"" I ,,f-ect "i .. : 11[10> oP cvc•rii' i }.er-e, 
.• Jf_.:. V \,_) \,...',J.J,, '-,, ... <, J... ........ ~ 'u' "• _, tJ ~
less ti.rne c,:;Ja.pse fc>r (lC'tivity 
Free float for an activi ij 
Use of Network Analysis 
r1j_e~3t t . 
., '1 
. .L ~J J!l 
E:· of 
1. Bar 1rarhs for Control. "l!.nc·r''B a.r·e rnEi:ny· \ATCiy·s i11 
information from network anal 
is with a bar graoh for contr 
from a Network~ ~lysis for a 
project is shown. 
is can be sented. 
li['V ~tlE' rr-Jj'P(•+ 
..... .,.._ .. ,:;:; v... " i:--' ~ ...... "v ,c • 
Deve}opmen t :-:CE;~:; enrch/Exten::o j 
The administrator 
1J•r1y th::: critical .·1th to 
co.ll eye on 
L norE: 
th::: 
t 
chart ·- 'Jt':rtic·u" .. 
" t 
,_; 1 behj 
~'") (""o"'t Olr-'lo 0 r·)er·dl' YlC1'J' .,1T' D~, . ..-.,--', .;C"""l-t. .·Lr· ..··','l .c~,',!Eof>rl.·J· .. ~l::.:"'·· .. , l'J~," 'l ~~-,.. .... r) -7,r, <..,..;_. t.-.,. _.. \ . .1 ~:) .1 , ~-.-,: 1 .. _.'-.:: 1 ~-.l. b lA.~) 1 ~- \._i ,) •.-.,..!._:...,"" -..J ~ ~ __ \..A. ... , , ....,._._v c l~- . .1. "· ,..J •,·;;C,.. t_. 
it ls obviously necessary to alloc te effort long 
c l th first until other ths become critical. tee 
rograms are av lable for calculrting s by stage 
<2reases in co;,;t :,L;.·:;oc ted Lh '~t,ighten up tbc; nc: 1i 
These increased costs can be offset against 
in return from earlier arriv~l of the benefits. 
the inct'ec:.:;c: 
'.L'radi ti J 
d5_scounti 
rlier c 
techniques can be uJ 
leted fJCOjc;ct. 
ern 
3. ALLowance for Uncertai.nty. TLc c:ffi iency of the r:-tc:;thod 
de;::~encls to some extent on the accur:Jcy :;f the eT~ tes 
.J •• ~· ~ 0 l ~ "'"" r-(1 h ,. • .-- ·- ., f.".'- :;. c· t • ,.) ··'~ r~ C':'. ~ 1f_-, ,. Y" ~) , ~-l ;: < -..--•. '!'"\ -~ 1--
v}.lu8 "' ap;:,e. J. ,e varldrlC.c c~, ..,J..mc::cL>e. .. _, u. a _;JC<f,L .Ll1 a l'r'~J ,, 
.:·.:.n be c-::: .. lculated fr:>rn Lhe E3Un.t che vaLL.J.nc:es of tirw~ '~ 
Ccr ea.cb ctivity 1f,r:Lth:in the .·:·~3 ca.lcu: ·ced ea.cl.i.t:c:!', 
cuppose e return to soil con erv~~ion J n and in t e 
t . . t. . h . 0 1 . .,., • . j_ ~ .• ac ,lvl·les ln a c a1n-1 ann1.ng, rlnanclng anr 0onstructlOL. 
The variance in months of the path can be calculated as 
folluvvs. 
Activity 
Opt stic 
Tim:) elapse 
( ·~ \ ·c~ ./ 
1)e0s st:ic. 
Time elapse 
{b) 
Planning 3 9 1 
Financing .· 6 42 36 
Cons true t ion ,
1
. ___ G_~ ------~----2_-4 ____ +-_
4
_
6
9 __ --f 
Total Variance 
The total variance of the path is 46 and hence the 
s d deviation is ,/45 "" ? approx:Lmately" If the expected 
time for the path is 6 + 24 + 15 = 45 months then we can set 
confidence limits on thi:=: expect'ed time (if we assume a 
noimal distribution). 
Expected time = 45 ~ 2 standard deviations 
= 45 ± 111-
Hence the earliest DOC. ; ·· b .~ .. 1me v-re can expect the path to be 
completed is 45 - 14 ~ ; ~onths, and the latest possible 
time is 45 + 14 = 59 mon 
Concluding Remarks. 
Computer programs are available to extract the critical 
paths, estimate, float, and prepare operating schedules in 
various forms. Such analyses ar~ run by computer service 
bureaux. e L coln College IBM 1130 has among its software 
a "Project Curl cr,)l Sys tem 11 based on network analysis which 
allows for ess reporting and network restructuring during 
the pr the oroject. 
Thr:;r'e is ,:m excellent programmed learning text available 
for teac oneself the procedure of network analysis which. 
as can be seen from this introduction. are essentially straight 
forv:erd. I foresee that network analysis will become part -
of the routine of soil conservation and river control work 
and I hope that this paper will help conservators understand 
and perhaps initiate its adoption. 
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Critical 
Path 
Investigation 
Path (Total Float = 
2-a: years) 
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( 
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( 
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Path (Total Float = ( 
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SCHEDULE FOR DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH/EXTENSION PROJECT 
Year 
Activity 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 
Getting Ops./Research Worker 
Computing PVi 
Area Selecting 
Farm Buying 
Selecting FAO 
Training FAO 
Giving FAOs Experience 
Benchmark Survey I 
IN'.LEGHATED vJA'l'LRSHED C UNTHOL 
J.P.C. Watt B.Ag.Sc. M.S. 
Soil Conservator, Otago Catchment Board 
INTHODUCTION. 
Catchments are geographic units within which a wide 
variety of resources may occur. The resources traditionally 
recognised in this country have been grazing and 
agriculture. Today the forest, recreation and water 
resources are being increasingly recognised and already some 
catchments are used solely for the development of forestry 
or water supply. With the exception of catchments with 
such specialised use-objectives, the problem arises of how 
best to integrate any one use with any other, so that 
firstly uses are compromised, and secondly flooding and/or 
drought effects are mi ed. The resolution of this 
problem is what is invo1v in integrated watershed controlo 
PflELHviiNARY OBSE.ftVATI ONS. 
In discussing integrated watershed control in New 
Zealand, it behoves us to make some preliminary 
ohservE.J tions. Firstly, Nev·l Zealand is a land-hungry 
nation and therefore ·allowing for some areas to be set 
aside as Vbench-mark 1 or 1 reterence 1 areas, each acre should 
be used co the maximum. However, to combat erosion and to 
foster Lhe protection and restora£ion of watershed values, 
s m:c must be within the land's capabilities, and such 
treatment as is necessary should be accorded. There is 
prob bly nothing new in these observations, but it is 
necessary to reiterate them as being fundamental to 
considerations involving integrated watershed control. A 
further fundamental concept which must be defined is that 
for the water resource, downstream demands and influences 
dict':lte we:ltershed management objectives in headwater areas. 
For examr:le the demand may be for a guaranteed supply of 
quality water as for a municipal supply catchment, and the 
influence may be the mitigation of flooding. The 
availability, condition, and control of the water resource -
where it's wanted, when it's wanted and the quality and 
quantity wanted - is of first importance when discussing 
total resource management of a catchment. 
HOW DO VIE GO ABOUT PLANNING FOR INTEGRATED WATERSHED CONTROL? 
Traditionally we have done a survey for one particular 
use. Farm Plans and catchment control schemes have been 
planned on the basis of land capability surveys~ with 
agricultural or pastoral use in mind. Some attempt has 
been made at broadening these surveys for application to 
other uses (Recommended Land Use J.Vlaps) but such attempts 
rely on the capability map in the first instance. The land 
capability map, or the inventory work done in the 
preparation of this map~ does not provide the full 
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information that is required in a complete appraisal of the 
total resources. 
For integrated watershed control a complete appraisal 
of the total resources of a watershed is required. The 
term 'watershed analysis~ is used to differentiate this type 
of approach from the 'survey' which involves appraisal of 
only one resource. In watershed analysis the approach is 
made from the viewpoint of the water resource as this is 
the resource that is most subtly affected by all other uses. 
The objectives of a watershed analysis are firstly 
to describe and interpret the physical, social, legal and 
economic characteristics that relate to the total land and 
water resources of a catchment, and secondly to develop 
recommendations ::mch that management of the water resource 
is co-ordinated with other uses. Thirdly, it is essenti~ 
that recommendations are practical and can be effected. 
To this end an analysis may be approached by asking 
six basic questions. 
1. What ve I got? 
2. Where e I got it? 
3. What's happening on it? 
4. Why is it happening? 
5. What does it mean? 
6. How do I apply it? 
The first three questions involve an inventory of the basic 
factors that reflect how and why a catchment handles the 
water that is applied to it. These are the factors 
ecting the hydrologic cycle and can be generally 
described as morphology~ geology~ climate, vegetation, soils 
and land use. Questions 4 and 5 constitute the interpretive 
phase of the analysis and as far as the final recommendations 
go are every bit as important as the basic inventory. The 
answers to the question 11 How do I apply it?" result from a 
careful appraisal of the resources defined in the basic 
inventory together with the interpretation of their inter-
relationship, 
INVENTORYING THE BASIC FACTORS" 
are 
The basic factors involved and their inter-relationship 
clearly shown in the following schematic diagram. 
CLIMATE. GEOLOGY 
1 ·Rg~nr~fr~~ng~~~nd~~~10~R~?~H~O~L~O~G~y-·· 
-water quantity """ 
-water quality 
-water regimen 
2.0nsite catchment 
values. 
Existing 
l----~-...J<:/~""J water 
handling 
characteris 
tics. 
I . I I . I --------~ 
Range. AgrlCUl ture "Fore_%ry. vlater 
~Recreation .. ~ 
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The diagram is shovm in the form of c.1 dynamic .eouation to 
suggest the interdependence of the basi fa tors both with 
onsite and offsite values and with the existing water 
handling characteristics. With this idea o~ vdynamicism' 
and 'inter-relationship' we are better able to approach 
inventorying questions of what have I got, where have I got 
it, and what's happening on it? 
Watershed Morphology. 
This factor has been largely overlooked in work in 
this country; yet it is conceivable that when this subject 
has been fully explored, analysed, and understood, it may 
be found that an ordinary map of the drainage system 
nrovides a reliable index of the permeability of a 
watershed, and will give some indication of yield. The 
characteristics of the drainage net (morphological 
parameters) are discussed subsequently. Unfortunately 
insufficient research has been done to satisfactorily 
correlate finite values of the parameters with particular 
hydrologic characteristics. The determination of 
morphologic parameters therefore becomes something of 
an academic exercise. However they are worth calculating 
for two reasons; firstly~ the parameters as such do 
describe the catchment even if it is difficult to 
satisfactorily interpret their precise values; and 
secondly, the parameters may be used in the future 
for comparison with those of other catchments. In this 
way knowledge may be built up as to their hydrologic 
interpretation. 
Size and Shape. 
Total water yield increases with s1ze, but yield 
per acre may vary as size increases. For example, the 
number of aquifers that are intercepted through 
entrenchment of a drainage system may significantly 
affect the per-acre yield, Furthermore size influences 
the maximum and minimum flows. As size increases, 
maximum and minimum flows generally increase, but may 
decrease depending on the duration concerned. For 
example, the 1-hour maximum flow per unit area may 
decrease as area increased~ the 1-day flow may show 
little trend, and longer durations may show increased 
flow with increased area. S i.z e therefore i,s a simple 
but fundamentally important parameter. 
The shape of a catchment naturally effects the 
hydrology, particularly with regard to the time of 
concentration of flood e~ents. Although difficult 
to describe satisfactorily, an index of the form can 
be determined by calculating the compactness coefficient.* 
* Defined as the ratio of the perimeter of the watershed 
to the circumference of a circle of equal area, 
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Elevation and Relief. 
The area/elevation relationship reveals what acreage 
is above or below any particular altitude. Climate, 
soils, and vegetation are all inter-related with the 
elevation of a catchment. The area/elevation relationship 
also provides a useful description of the general shape 
of a catchment. Relief describes the manner in which 
ridges etc. stand out from a plane surface. 
Orientation. 
Catchments lying to the south in the southern 
hemisphere receive less solar radiation than those lying 
to the north. Their 'angle of repose' also governs the 
amount of radiation received. Since incoming solar 
energy may be regarded as the 'engine 7 vrhich directly 
or indirectly governs all aspects of the hydrologic cycle, 
its importance cannot be overstressed. 
Stream-orders. 
Stream-order analysis gives an indication of channel 
and drainage characteristics. It is the classification 
of streams according to the number of bifurcations of the 
tributaries. All non-branching tributaries, regardless 
of vrhether they enter the main stream or its branches are 
designated as first order. Streams which receive only 
non-branching tributaries are of the second order, and so 
on. High ratios cf the numbers of first to second order 
streams etc. indicates steep well drained catchments; low 
ratios indicate impermeable catchments with efficient 
drainage. 
Length of tributaries. 
The length of tributaries is an indication of the 
steepness of the drainage basin as well as the degree 
of drainage. In general the lengths of tributaries 
increase as a function of their order. 
Drainage density. 
Usually expressed as the length of stream per unit 
of area, drainage density varies inversely with the length 
of overland flow and therefore provides at least an 
indication of drainage efficiency in the catchment. 
Constant of channel maintenance. 
This is the inverse of drainage density. By knowing 
th~s constant an indication of the acreage area necessary 
to maintain a unit length of channel can be determined. 
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Stream maturity. 
A method has been developed to determine hovr the mass 
in a given drainage basin is distributed from base to 
summit. The percentage hypsometric curve is a plot of 
the continuous function relating relative height to 
relative area. Taking the catchment to be bounded by 
vertical sides and a horizontal base plane passing through 
the mouth, the relative height is the ratio of a given 
contour to total basin height. Relative area is the 
ratio of horizontal cross-sectional area to entire basin 
area. Two stages mark the evolution of a drainage system 
in a fluvial cycle: 
(a) An early inequilibrium stage, during which slope 
changes take place rapidly as drainage expands, and 
(b) an equilibrium stage in which a stable hypsometric 
curve develops and persists as relief diminishes. 
A special 'monadnock' phase may be recognised, but 
it is transitory and its destruction is followed 
by restoration of the equilibrium form. 
The maturity of a catchment reflects the geologic 
erosion actively taking place and thus provides an 
indication of the sediment yields that may be expected. 
Climate 
The climate information that is generally given with 
farm plans is rarely sufficient to give but a vague idea 
of what climatic conditions prevail in the area. Where 
water yields are an important watershed resource~ detailed 
knowledge of the climate of the watershed is of first 
importance. Some knowledge of the areal distribution of 
precipitation in a catchment is essential 7 and ideally 
an isohyetal map of the annual precipitation should be 
prepared. Of equal importance is knowledge of the 
seasonal pattern of precipitation, duration/frequency/ 
intensity data, and information on trends in precipitation 
pattern, if such occur. If a recording raingauge exists 
in the catchment some idea can be obtained of what a 
typical rainfall event* is - its duration, intensity and 
amount. It is often useful to plot such data on 
probability paper so that examination can provide such 
information as, for example 11 70% of rainfall events are 
of less than 20 points and last less than 8 hoursl!o 
Only rarely is this type of information available. 
Most catchments are lucky if they have one non=recording 
standard gauge within the perimeter. However, better use 
can be made of the information that even one gauge provides, 
than just averaging out annual falls. The mean annual 
fall given by a gauge is a useful figure, but what about 
* A rainfall event is defined as any rainfall of greater than 
0.05 11 which is separated from any other rainfall event by 
a period of at least 6 hours. 
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the range over which annual f l]s occur, or the 
standard devlatian of t annual 1 ~ 
i~C)1~rn.:=_1_t-j_;J11 s ~3()!11e id.ec1 _f~ ;;~ 
lr1f'c1 :J .. l • ~:·;, e>X'l c'i ~L ~:-~: t. r i. b u L :·;_ ;)n. !TIL? .. J' (ll_~ (: . 1 ;/s ;:;d 
from these figures. The arguement is tha~ the best 
possible W3e must be made of wh;J.t little inform<1tion is 
available. 
The impact and hydrologic consequences of snow, frost 
i~solation, fo~s and ot~er meteorol?gic phenomena, must 
aLso be carefully appra1sed. The 1mportance of rout 
systematic visual observation and recording such 
events cannot be over emphasized. Scientific 
instrumentation is fine, but in its absence useful data 
may be c llat by residents and regular visitors in 
catchment::; mak:i a con::-Jcious effort to ::(;r'V(~ C:>nd 
record the weather conditions that prevail. 
A watershed ansJ is serves a useful purpose in 
pinpointing deficien~ in data such as occur in climate. 
If necessary~ specific re ornmencla tion::c may be made to 
overcome such deficiencies, but the watershed manager 
mw3t bcwa.re of making :·ecommendatic,n such :•s these just 
for the sake of hav i~ on record. Nothing will 
speed an analysis faster into a "pigeon-hole" than a 
series of unpractical a. non-essential recorr.:m.endations. 
/'> l 
.] eo .ogy. 
Geology influences the natural fertility of the soil 
and also th( natur::1l ;::,nd ::,cce1erated erosion to which a 
watershed n:.:OJ.y be :3ub;ject Furthermore, a vvatershed 
mE•y be rE~gard .sim:;:-•ly as e~. grsat rna3s of rock :Jn top of 
which is a sur icial layer of soil capable of supporti~g 
a va:chc:ty .. t communi ties wl1ich, vti ·r.hin certain 
limitations 1 may be altered by rmd for mans' utilization. 
'I'h:is ''m?ss of r·ock 11 fund!Jm·ent-'1lly :LnflU(~ncos not only thE~ 
uperficial layer of soil which is 2ssentially the "land 
resource>~, but ah>o the water resource to a r.:-rofound and 
quantitatively undeterminE~d extent. :n any vva tershed 
J nrge quantities of vvater, ~:mm:times rE:presenting a large 
ercentage of the total precipitation percolates down int.o 
the bed rock where it is subsequently stored, released as 
base flows to streams, or lost outside the catchment area. 
I: we are to understand more clearly the water 
regulatory characteristics of c.:J.tchments 1 it is e~:Jsential 
we know more about trte porosity, permc:a.bil:L ty and depth of 
the bed rock as these are the factors that determine the 
storage potent l for water. Until these narameters are deter~ined for different N.l. rocks it is i~portant that 
l·n tl1e f1'r 0 t l·ns·~~nce tho ll't.~c,ln~y ~~r·l~~u~c ~nd ,. . . ~:) . ~ V C~ . -' ..J V _ ll , 1... J O ) U l; _,, ' '"' V J.. \,.,. Cl. 
geomorohology of the catchment are accurately mapped. 
Soils. 
The identification of the various soils in a catchment 
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control scheme o~ farm plan has always been an important 
phase of inventory work. Careful soil mapping is 
fundamental to the accurate determination of land 
capability insofar as pedalogical and edaphological 
characteristics are concerned. In integrated watershed 
control this aspect is again emphasized~ but recognition 
is also given to the need to understand those properties 
which determine the hydrologic characteristics of soils. 
Three phases characterise the part soils play in 
the hydrologic cycle. The first phase covers the 
initial entry of water into the soil. This infiltration 
phase is regulated more by pore size than total porosity. 
Coarse textured soils generally have larger pore spaces 
than fine textured soils and consequently have higher 
infiltration rates. However compaction of the surface 
layers may fundamentally influence the infiltration rates. 
Clogging of the pores may also occur, and swelling of 
certain of the clay minerals may alter the infiltration 
rate with time. The surface conditions may be modified 
by management practices, but the degree of modification 
will depend mainly on the kind of soil" The second phase 
covers the readiness with which water moves through the 
profile. This permeability is affected by structure 9 
texture, pore space and orientation, clay minerals, pans 
and other factors. The third phase concerns the soils 
ability to store water. Stora~~ potential is determined 
primarily by depth and porosity, i.e. the space available 
for water in the profile. This stored water may be held 
in the micropores and be unavailable to plants; it may be 
held in the macropores and be subject to percolation under 
the force of gravity; or it may be in a category somewhere 
between these two classes, representing 0he so-called 
'plant-availablev water. This relationship is shown in 
the following diagram. 
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are jus a few examples. 
INTERPRETATIONS. 
Returning to the six basic questions 3 we have now to 
answer "why is it happening?" and 11what does it mean ?'1 , 
It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss the inter-
relationships of the various watershed factors, or to 
interpret what impact changes to one £actor will have on 
any other. Suffice it here to say that in assessing each 
watershed factor, due and careful consideration must be 
given to their interpretation. A wrong interpretation may 
result in a recorr~endation which involves wastage of private 
and public money and which in the short and/or long term is 
of no benefit to either onsite or offsite watershed values, 
RECOIVIMENDATIONS. 
"How do I apply it?fl The importance of developing 
recommendations that are practical and which can be effected 
has already been discussed. In integrated watershed control 
it is probable that a considerable number of oeople will be 
involved in considering and implementing the recommendations. 
In presenting them keep them concise, to the point) and in a 
logical seouence, 
Clear background information should also be provided 
behind each recommendation. After all J this in all probabil-· 
ity will be the only section of the report that is read. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
The complete inadequacy of coverage of the topic 
'integrated watershed control' is regretted but unavoidable. 
However it is hoped that this brief introduction has: 
outlined what integrated watershed control involves. 
emphasized the need to look critically at what kind of 
information is needed when integrated watershed control 
is envisaged. 
emphasized that this approach involves a team effort 
involving many disciplines, but that co-ordination and 
putting into practice probably lies in the soil 
conservators hands. 
indicated that there is already a necessity for this 
kind of approach in New Zealand. 
whetted your interest sufficiently that the Executive 
of your Society will give consideration to providing 
a full training course dedicnted to discussion of the 
technical aspects of watershed management. 
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CO-ORDINATION OF AGENCIES AND SUMMARY OF CONFERENCE 
D.B. Dallas 
District Commissioner of Works 
Christchurch 
Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen: Last night when I 
started to marshall my thoughts on the task that faces me at 
this moment, my mind flashed back many years to the time when 
I sat the final Section C examination of the Institution of 
Civil Engineers. The three-hour paper was divided into 
three major questions. The third comprised about 12 secondary 
questions that ranged over the whole field of civil 
engineering. 
The instructions at the top of this question said this: 
~Quite concise answers may obtain full marks. No marks will 
be awarded for answers that indicate merely a superficial 
knowledge of the subject, minus marks will be awarded for 
incorrect guesses". 
Later, when I presented myself for the oral examination~ 
or professional intervie~r~ the Institution representative 
confided to me that in his opinion the Section C written 
paper was designed to test the candidate's reaction to an 
impossible situation. Perhaps I should add that I made the 
grade on that occasion. 
On this occasion I.have listened to something like 
fifteen well prepared and well presented papers in 2~ days. 
I always find some difficulty in being critical and creative 
at the same time, so I think rather wistfully of those papers 
and wish that right now I was clutching something equally 
well prepared. 
The Course I believe you will agree with me that this course 
has been a most stimulating experience, and I congratulate 
the organisers upon the obvious success of their efforts. 
Three reasons occur to me as to main ingredients of this 
success. 
First of all is the fact that the three principle 
executive arms of the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control 
Service have combined for the first time in a joint 
stocktaking. This is a tangible acknowledgement - a 
re-affirmation - of the indivisibility of soil conservation 
and rivers control in this country. It also highlights 
points made by Mr. Howe and Mr. Frengley that in the last 
resort soil conservation and rivers control and its expansion 
are dependent upon how much of the financial resources of the 
nation are channelled to this sector of the economy. 
And so we have a rounded training course that has dealt 
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with water and soil and people and their money. 
The second reason 
have been delving into 
explore objectives and 
techniques of applying 
for success is, I believe, that you 
fundamentals. You have attempted to 
ends as well as means to the ends and 
the means. 
As Mr. Douglass said, every course should advance beyond 
the point of previous knowledge or practice. I am sure that 
this one has done so. 
The third reason for success has been the active 
participation of our hosts and sponsors ~ Lincoln College. 
This is recognition of another vital factor in the successful 
pursuit of your objectives - close teamwork between science 
and practice. Long may it continue. 
A BASIS FOR REMITS 
While discussing the general arrangement of the course~ 
may I suggest that next time you should time it for 6-9 months 
before the Catchment Boards' Conference so that the ideas~ the 
conclusions and the recommendations arising from discussions 
can be consolidated into a form that could be used by Boards 
as the basis of conference remits. 
I'm not impressed by the standard of conference remits. 
Too often they give the impression that the topics were 
decided upon at the last minute and that they have been 
poorly thought out. 
Conferences such as this are an ideal springboard for 
remits. This could be one way that you could advance and 
perhaps implement the ideas that you develop here. 
CO-ORDINATION AND AGENCIES 
The little green card said I was to talk about 
"Co-ordination of Agencies and Summary of the Conferencerr. 
In the time available I hope that the result will not be too 
superficial. What I say will not necessarily represent the 
official opinion of my Department and it might not clearly 
separate the consensus of opinion of this conference from 
my own ~ but I think you will be able to decide the identity 
if need be. 
Mr. Dick said that it was becoming increasingly 
realised that the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act 
was a far sighted Act, and he gave some reasons. 
I would like to add a few of my own. At the top of 
the list I would place the constitution of Catchment Boards. 
Constitutionally and territorially they are the only true 
regional authorities in New Zealand. 
It is futile to attempt to plan regional development~ 
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either physical or economic~ except within the framework of 
central government policy. Authorities established under 
the Soil Conservation and Rivers Control Act of 1941 are the 
only ones where the representatives of local and central 
government meet as equal partners at the same board table to 
direct the planning~ investigation, designing, financing 
and construction of works ranging in size from a few hundred 
to some millions of dollars. 
Here we have a constructive partnership at regional level 
where local skills and know-how are actively backed by the 
full resources of the State and the many agencies and 
disciplines at its command. This has been a tremendous stride 
forward in the direction of co~ordination and progress. 
Mr. Dick talked about the wide-ranging disciplines 
involved. This is due to the complexity of the problems you 
face, as illustrated in discussions during the last two days. 
Add to this the additional responsibilities arising from the 
new Water and Soil Conservation legislation and the 
co-ordination problem is seen to be truly formidable. 
PROBLEMS OF CHANGING NEEDS 
If there is any suggestion that the new Act represents 
additional bureaucratic restriction of the rights of the 
individual, remember a point made by Mr. Collins; the controls 
that you administer arise from the needs of people~ and he 
went on to say that these needs are continually changing 9 
developing and becoming more complicated. He said the law 
and the activities of government bodies are merely reflections 
of these social needs. 
Soil conservation and rivers control work involves 
a series of unique operations or investigations on an endless 
variety of sites. You have to perform these operations in 
the most difficult field of private property, private income 
and soil~ climate and markets. This is never going to be 
easy. 
At this time of changing and increasing responsibility~ 
I therefore counsel you to exercise particular tolerance, 
patience~ loyalty and co-operation. Never revert to the 
we/they attitude. You have your frustrations, such as 
delegation limits~ multiple subsidies, on-cost. Settle 
these problems and differences at forums like this. Try to 
prevent Board members criticising the establishment in front 
of the press at board meetings. There are plenty of 
outside critics very jealous of your powers and 
responsibilities. Don't aid them in their tendency to 
undermine the harmony of the team and the co-ordination 
of agencies. 
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LIASON TJJITH LOCAL COUNCILS 
This leads me to mention one important co-ordination 
requirement that must not be neglected. That is to develop 
an expanding liaison with local territorial councils. 
Keep them in the picture when you are planning anything of 
significance in their areas. 
As your new responsibilities develop~ your status as a 
regional authority will depend to a degree on your ability to 
delegate the local problems. A constructive partnership 
between the specialist regional authority and the local 
territorial councils is the final step in the co-ordination 
of agencies. To achieve this end you now have that excellent 
section 16{2) of the new Acto 
FLEXIBILITY AND INTEGRATION 
To facilitate co~ordination~ I would like to see some 
provision for easy interchangeability between Board and 
Water and Soil Division staff. It could help esprit de corps. 
It does greatly broaden outlook to see both the local and 
national picture. 
Mr. Dick cautioned against too rigid an administrative 
system when dealing with the diversity of soil erosion 
problems. This can apply to operations within your own 
organisations. 
Mr. Collins pointed out that it is unrealistic to think 
that land-management practises and survey works on the land 
of a catchment - however desirable they may be for other 
reasons - can make a substantial difference to the big floods 
of a large rivere 
This is obviously true for smaller catchments and is 
probably true enough for large catchments on the New Zealand 
scale. It still doesn 1 t mean that a line can be drawn between 
the lower valley and the upper catchment as a realistic or 
natural division betweenfue work of the engineer and the soil 
conservator. 
Mr. Watt devoted an entire paper to the topic of inte= 
grated watershed control and pointed out the need for the 
application of many disciplines. To me this means an 
integrated staff approach to the establishment of objectives 
and the preparation of proposals. 
Think continuously in terms of teams or task forces 
designed for the particular operation in hand. Be able to 
re-group whatever disciplines are involved for the next 
task. Don't become do-it-yourselfers. 
RATING ACCORDING TO BENEFIT 
The second reason why I believe the 1941 Act was far 
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sighted is in the prov1s1on for rating according to benefit. 
I suppose that even a single-unit work should not be undertaken 
unless the benefit is fairly obvious in relation to cost. 
I have looked hard at the possibilities of a general 
works rate - maybe a land tax - over the whole region to 
finance what I call the "stitch-in-time" jobs that give no 
obvious direct or immediate benefits, but have a long term 
cumulative result; but I cannot make it stick. Whether 
cost benefit analysis would justify that approach I don't 
know~ but for all normal operations the Act directs you 
towards cost benefit analysis. This is a rational guide to 
decision making regarding the diversity of expenditure and 
I will return to this later. 
LAND CAPABILITY AND NEEDS 
At this point, I want to mention where I think there is 
one gap in your procedures. Land inventory and land 
capability mapping is a sound basis for assessing resources. 
What should follow is the type of thing we have established 
on a national scale in roading - a ten-year needs survey. 
Suppose you have the whole country covered by land 
capability maps~ the next step would be to schedule the needs 
in priority order and to develop, say, a three-year programming 
procedure. 
CRITERIA FOR PRIORITY 
Frankly, I think this is where you encounter one of your 
two greatest problems. Just what is the basis of priority? 
On river and drainage projects I think cost benefit analysis 
can give a good guide. What about in the catchments? 
Mr. Greenall dealt with some of the criteria there. 
Mro Bradfield said that his Board did not set out to develop 
farm plans that gave the greatest economic return - but rather 
selected the worst erosion and then proceeded by invitation 
or persuasion. 
At the other end of the scale, Mr. Hughes asked 
whether there should not be more emphasis on prevention. 
Could a farm plan then be no more than advice on preventive 
measures? There is a delicate balance between prevention 
and cure. Mr. Frengley's graphs raised this question -
when is it improvement and no longer conservation and on 
which side of the line should soil conservation and rivers 
control funds be applied. 
Mr. Warrington thinks it is difficult to assess and to 
separate soil conservation results from normal improvements. 
Priority to the worst erosion surely must be related to 
costs and benefits. So there are some of the problems in 
priority setting. Can you use cost benefit analysis as a 
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guide to priority setting in catchment control schemes or will 
its use be restricted mainly to a comparison of methods? 
DEFINING OBJECTIVES 
The priority question is very close to your other major 
problem of the objective. Mr. Greenall and various other 
speakers expounded the objective of improved, production. 
To me this means Mr. Frengley~s graph going upwards beyond 
the point of mere stability and I wonder how you win friends 
and influence people in the Fields Division of the 
Agriculture Department if you expand into that area. 
During the discussion on subsidies 9 Mr. Hughes said the 
criterion was that the farmer should be no worse off after 
soil conservation than before. Perhaps his farm should be 
no better off except in relation to its capacity to resist 
erosion and to its potential for increased production on 
that account. 
Of course~ it might be a problem of runoff affecting a 
lower catchment and not a problem of erosion. It may be 9 
and frequently is 9 a complex problem of many things from 
which the objective emerges as the plan of operations. 
Several speakers~ including Mr. McArthur and Mr. White 9 
highlighted the great importance of defining objectives and 
Mr. Douglass spoke words of wisdom when he said how easy it 
is to get work done when the objective is easily defined and 
cost benefit analysis can be readily applied. How 
comparatively simple it is to define a building proposal 
of the same value 9 or a piece of road construction» or even 
an irrigation scheme. 
COST=SHARING 
Mr. Frengley dealt with the theory of subsidies and 
established quite clearly that finance is a resource and it 
has the function of a universal measure. It can be applied 
in such a way that a balance of satisfaction can be 
achieved more or less. 
I would say that Mr. Frengley convinced you that 
subsidy on investment is far preferable to price support~ 
although the present method of cost sharing is not 
necessarily the most desirable. 
The suspensory loan idea was introduced and appeared to 
be widely favoured and you considered that it should be 
investigated further. Here again 9 I believe cost benefit 
analysis could help you to decide when 1ts use would be 
desirable. Extend the idea to developing rating areas for 
a group of farms in the catchment on a classification basis 3 
or by agreement 9 raising the local share by loan. Test the 
possibility by cost benefit analysis. 
The point was made that it doesn 1 t matter where the 
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money comes from or what the subsidy rate: this doesn't 
affect the result of cost benefit analysis. Mr. Jensen 
made special reference to this when he said that the economic 
desirability of a scheme must be entirely separated from the 
question of subsidy or source of finance. 
Most of us have encountered examples within boards of 
pressure to embark on a work that cannot be financed on 
standard rates of subsidy. Sometimes the pressure is passed 
on to the powers-that-be to make special subsidies available. 
Usually this occurs with works that won't stand up to cost 
benefit analysis. The real problem is not one of subsidy 
rate at all because even if a group of ratepayers was well 
enough off to need no subsidy 1 they would not invest their 
money if an analysis indicated no benefit and possibly a loss. 
In the discussion on Mr. Warrington's paper, the point 
was made that the financial assistance offered is relatively 
small in relation to gross farm turnover and could be 
regarded as the inducement for the farmer to accept 
technical guidance. I would put it this way: it persuades 
him to accept nationalised farming without national 
ownership. This is no doubt the reason why any type of farm 
plan used to be shunned by influential board members in some 
districts. As well as inducing the farmer to accept 
guidance 9 the contribution of public funds encourages 
accelerated instead of slow treatment of the problems. 
MULTI-RATE SUBSIDIES 
There has been a great deal of criticism of the multi-
rate subsidies. Frankly~ I doubt whether it is practical to 
condense them greatlyo 
I think of our architectural contracts and the accompanying 
schedules of quantities. The multitude of rates produced 
by quantity surveyors have been criticised and the question 
has been asked~ why not one unit price for a building of, say 3 
200 1 000 sq.ft at $14 per sq.ft? 
Surely, you must have unit rates for single purpose 
treatments, or for varying the proportions of different treat-
ments so that a plan can be flexible through the process of 
feed-back. If cost benefit analysis was feasible, I doubt 
whether it would prove that all classes of work warranted the 
same subsidy. 
With every farm plan composed of an infinitely variable 
proportion of factors~ what other way is there of arriving 
at the total value of the government share? It is annoying 
I know, but the problem needs more thought. 
I think it was accepted in principle that there should 
be no subsidy for river work unless soil conservation work 
was included, but how do you bring the catchment in if it 
has no soil conservation problem and you have to rate on 
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benefit? 
Then you have single purpose board works. It seems 
that there must be an arbitrary decision as to when the 
scheme is to be a comprehensive catchment control scheme. 
Whether it is or not, it is desirable to make the 
initial examination by a composite team from all disciplines 
likely to have a contribution to make. I think there was 
fairly general agreement that the scheme to be put forward 
should be the most effective scheme~ whatever it might involve. 
Mr. Douglass's committee was to summarise the result of 
the workshop on Tuesday, and I wonvt mention it here except 
to refer in passing to the old bogey of on~cost. Wouldn~t 
the tidiest procedure be for the Council to subsidise the 
administrative rate on a 50/50 basis and thus seal the 
partnership bond. 
MAINTENANCE AGREEMENTS 
Before I leave the topic of subsidies entirely~ I 
suggest that no public money should be invested in works 
unless there is reasonable provision for future maintenance. 
This can be arranged through the farm improvement agreement. 
In principle, also, the agreement should 2 I believe~ provide 
for assistance in applying a cure = if some sort of cost 
benefit analysis shows it to be worthwhile - on condition 
that the farmer simultaneously takes any steps necessary 
about prevention. 
DELEGATION 
The three problems of objectives~ priorities and 
subsidies are at the root of the delegation issue. 
The complexity of the field in which you work~ the 
scope for different interpretations in relation to that 
limited resource, finance~ occasionally the question of 
confidence in local handling of the situation~ all call for 
caution in delegation. Also 9 when almost all your 
operations depend on persuading people to place their own 
funds in your hands, it is not too unreasonable to double 
check your plans until the continued growth of public 
confidence can never be in doubt. 
Try to educate the committees of the board not to delve 
technical details of the scheme that concern you and the 
farmers, but to seriously check its justification - to be 
more concerned with what is to be done than how it is to be 
done. 
In May 1967, in a policy report to the Commissioner of 
Works a short section on soil conservation and rivers control 
concluded with a paragraph in which I said that as knowledge 
and techniques became more firmly established and accepted 
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"the catchment board as an institution is more competent than 
other local authorities to receive 100% delegation of bulk 
allocations, subject to an inspection right by departmental 
officers." 
MANAGEMENT EFFICIENCY 
I want to conclude with some comments designed to 
highlight the papers of Messrs. Frengley, Jensen, Norton and 
McArthur. They form a complementary group that are not so 
much concerned with the mechanics of your industry, to use 
a comprehensive term, nor even with its technical problems, 
as with applying the management efficiency and polish that 
can set Boards in the front rank in the Local Authority field. 
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
During discussion of one of the last mentioned papers, 
there was mention of the danger of easily evaluated projects 
attracting the finance. I doubt whether this is a real 
danger. I think it was made clear enough that cost benefit 
analysis must be used as a guide and not necessarily as the 
final arbiter. 
Public policy, social ethics, judgement about future 
economic conditions, intangible benefits, all ensure that 
policies or government judgement will finally decide the 
question of relative social utility. 
Cost benefit analysis is an indispensible tool and its 
use should be expanded. Uniformity of procedures is 
desirable and sensitivity analysis should be applied to arrive 
at an order of accuracy figure. All these points have been 
covered in the papers or discussion. 
A question brought out the fact that cost benefit 
analysis can proceed by stages. In fixing priorities of 
catchment control schemes, it would be impossible to apply 
detailed analysis in the preliminary sorting process. This 
is a normal government approach to authorisation of major 
projects - preliminary assessment determining the 
desirability of authorising a further degree of investigation. 
It was accepted, I think, that the primary use of cost 
benefit analysis would be in the comparison of alternatives 
or for decisions on priority and the channelling of funds, 
not to decide whether a project in itself should proceed. 
PROGRAMMING 
So finally we arrive at Mr. McArthur's programming. 
First applied to the human network involved in the scheme 
acceptance and decision making process and, secondly, 
applied to the execution phase of the operation itself. 
Lack of programming is often one of the greatest gaps 
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in the management process and yet few of the tools of management 
can pay greater or more immediate dividendso It can give us 
optimum utilisation of resources to achieve objectives in the 
minimum desirable time. It can be used at all levels from 
strategic planning stage down to the level of the foremanvs 
weekly programme. 
LAND PLANNING PROVISIONS 
Switching to a different type of planning, and in reply 
to discussion on the paper presented by Mr. Durant 1 there 
is no reason why town and country planning legislation should 
not be used to reserve certain areas for forestry as distinct 
from pastoral or agricultural use. This can be achieved 
by designating a special rural zone in the district planning 
scheme. It would first involve making a requirement that 
could be subject to objection and appeal and could possibly, 
but not likely, involve payment of some compensation. 
CONCLUSION 
If you have absorbed and can apply even half the wisdom 
that has been made available through the proceedings of this 
training course the Catchment Board movement~ even with 
Water Board responsibilities added, will continue to grow 
from strength to strength. 
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